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ABSTRACT 

The relative efficiencies of low energy (< 100 eV) collisional activation 

techniques were determined for peptide sequencing by tandem mass spectrometry 

(MS/MS). Tryptic peptides were fragmented using either collision induced dissociation 

(CID) or surface induced dissociation (SID) to generate spectral databases. Statistical 

analysis of the resulting fragment ions and success rates for automated peptide 

sequencing by publicly available algorithms provided a measure of the value of 

sequencing information content of CID and SID MS/MS spectra. 

i 3 Typical success rates were determined for automated sequencing by SEQUEST ', 

MS-Tag"*, Mascot's" MS/MS Ion Search and Sequence Query using low energy CID 

spectra. The ability of an algorithm to match peptide sequences to raw MS/MS data 

directly depended on various factors including the mass spectrometer from which the 

spectra were acquired, the precursor ion charge state, and the mass accuracy and 

resolution available in the spectra. 

Statistical analysis demonstrated the presence of similar fragment ions in SID and 

CID spectra. A lack of long contiguous ion series in SID spectra prevented automated 

sequencing using conventional approaches. Thus, "patchwork peptide sequencing"^, an 

unconventional method to derive specific sequence criteria for unknown peptides from 

SID spectra, was performed. Submitting this information to Mascot's Sequence Query 

allowed database searching strategies to achieve automated peptide sequencing with SID 

spectra. 
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Some aspects of gas phase ion chemistry were explored for the unexpected 

formation of fragment ions from cleavage C-terminal to proline residues. Semi-empirical 

calculations suggest the most stable structure for valineprolyl-bo ion is a diketopiperazine, 

although the MS/MS/MS fragmentation pattern for VP-ba is indicative of an oxazalone 

structure. Support for a diketopiperazine structure is provided by similar fragmentation 

patterns for VP-ba and a synthetic diketopiperazine VP, and prevention of the formation 

of VP-bi by acetylation of the free N-terminus. Substitution of N-methyl alanine for 

proline produces a bi ion that fragments by loss of a portion of the valine residue, 

consistent with an oxazalone structure. However, theoretical calculations suggest the N-

methyl alanine-containing hj ion is a diketopiperazine. The differences in fragmentation 

patterns indicate that the gas phase ion structures for the proline- and N-methyl alanine-

containing ba ions are different, although stability calculations suggest otherwise. 
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CHAPTER 1 

BACKGROUND AND SIGNIFICANCE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

The primary goal of this dissertation research is a comparison of low energy 

collisional activation (collision-induced dissociation (CID) and surface-induced 

dissociation (SID)) of peptide ions formed by enzymatic digestion of common proteins. 

More specifically, the main objective was to investigate whether SID tandem mass 

(MS/MS) spectra could provide complementary or unique structural information for 

activated peptides that is useful for peptide sequencing purposes, yet is absent (or of 

lower relative abundances) in low energy CID spectral fragmentation patterns. While 

CID and SID comparisons have been performed previously^"''', they were limited to 

model systems consisting of small numbers of tandem mass (MS/MS) spectra produced 

by collisional activation of non-peptide ions or small peptide ions (2-5 amino acid 

residues). The main focus of many of the previous comparison studies was to progress 

fundamental knowledge of the activation processes and to determine the relative 

magnitudes and distribution of internal energies for the activated ions. For this research, 

peptides with longer sequences (ranging from 5-17 amino acid residues) were activated 

by SID and CID to more closely mimic "real-world" analytical scenarios in which typical 

peptide lengths from proteolytic digestion are estimated to be -22 residues.'' The 
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effectiveness of the collisional activation techniques for peptide sequencing was 

evaluated by examining the resulting MS/MS spectra in two different ways. The first 

approach involved assessing the structural information present in SID and CID MS/MS 

spectra for tryptic peptides (i.e. peptides with sequences where arginine or lysine is the 

last amino acid residue at the C-terminus) by categorizing the resulting fragments by 

various ion types. Differences in the relative fragmentation patterns of spectra generated 

using each ion activation technique provided the means to ascertain the capability of each 

activation method to produce useful structural information to sequence peptides. The 

second manner by which the activation methods were compared involved assessing the 

success rates of popular automated sequencing algorithms to match the correct peptide 

sequences to the corresponding MS/MS spectra. 

Preliminary stages of the work were conducted using commercially available 

bioactive peptides with sequences that could be found in protein sequence databases and 

contained either arginine or lysine on the C-terminus to mimic the structure of a tryptic 

digestion product. To then obtain a statistically relevant number of MS/MS spectra for 

comparison of SID and CID, proteins that contained multiple arginine and lysine residues 

and were commercially available in purities greater than 98% were selected for 

enzymatic digestion. Trypsin, the enzyme most commonly used for proteolytic digestion 

in proteomics studies, preferentially cleaves protein sequences at arginine and lysine 

residues. Therefore, several peptides with unique amino acid sequences could be 

produced from tryptic digestion of a single protein. Furthermore, the correct peptide 

sequence could be matched to the corresponding MS/MS spectrum because the digested 
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proteins had known amino acid sequences and a low degree of impurity. The molecular 

weight of possible peptide sequences (derived from the known protein sequence and the 

cleavage specificity of trypsin) could be matched to the expected molecular weight 

calculated from the precursor ion m/z ratio. This aspect of the comparison studies is 

unique and allowed a true measure of the success rates of the automated algorithms to be 

made because the correct identity of the peptide sequence for a given MS/MS spectrum 

was known prior to sequence database searching for the peptide. 

1.2 THE AGE OF THE "PROTEOME" 

Until the mid-1990s, the traditional approach used by molecular biologists, 

biochemists and cell biologists to study cellular functions was to interrogate individual 

genes, individual proteins, or small subsets of related compounds involved in a specific 

biochemical pathway.'^ It is now realized that individual proteins do not perform cellular 

functions by working alone, but large multisubunit protein complexes are often 

involved. The techniques that were available at that time, specifically Northern blots 

9ft 99 
(for gene expression) and Western blots (for protein quantitation) ' , made 

simultaneously charting the status of more than a handful of genes or proteins a 

formidable analytical task. 

"Genomics", as defined by Thomas Roderick in 1986'^, refers to the scientific 

discipline of mapping, sequencing and analyzing the collection of genes in a living 

system. The current emphasis of genomics has shifted to focus on genome function, thus 

allowing the field of genomics to be divided into "structural genomics" (by which a map 
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of the organism's genome is sequenced) and "functional genomics"."^ The field of 

functional genomics is the study of gene expression into proteins (via transcription to 

messenger RNA or mRNA and translation to the corresponding protein) and how gene 

expression directs cellular functions and ultimately, physiological states of a living 

system.''^' (See Figure 1.1a for a simplified picture of the relationship between gene 

sequences and proteins'"^). Technological advances in this area include the development 

of oligonucleotide microarrays in which the expression of thousands of genes may be 

visualized on a single slide or chip?^'^® Gene expression is quantified using microarrays 

by selectively binding flouorphor-labeled mRNA that has been transcripted from genes to 

initiate protein production and measuring the resulting fluorescence with 

spectrophotometry techniques?^ From a single array, one can assess the genes that have 

been turned "on" or "off for protein production in the entire genome of an organism. 

Research efforts using this technology have shown the complexity of the inter

relationships of all proteins in a living system (i.e. plant, animal, bacterium, etc.) and 

have challenged scientists to comprehend cellular functions as a global question. 

The same change in the "scale" of the analytical challenge has happened in 

protein chemistry, giving birth to the ever-changing field of proteomics. Proteomics is a 

relatively new field of study that has the broadly defined goal to achieve a complete, 

quantitative description of protein expression in a living system and the changes that this 

expression profile undergoes as a result of disease, drug treatment, and other biological 

disturbances.'"^' The words "proteome" and "proteomics" were first coined by Marc 

Wilkins and coworkers in 1996^' and have definitions that mirror the terms "genome" 
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and "genomics" (see Figure 1.1b). Quantitation of the proteins involved in a particular 

cellular function is often the goal of proteomic experiments. It is often the up- or down-

regulation of proteins (resulting in higher or lower concentrations in the diseased state 

than observed in healthy tissues) that provides clues as to which proteins are intimately 

involved in the "malfunction" of the cell.^^'^^ One of the goals of proteomics 

experiments is to identify biomarkers that may be used for the detection of a disease prior 

to the appearance of symptoms allowing medical treatment to be administered in the 

early stages of disease onset. 

a) 

ll^pi 
A..; _ . / 

DNA-Containing mRNA 
ChromasoHies 

Expressed 
Protein 

b) 

DNA Sequence DNA Sequence 

Gene 1 Gene 2 Gene 3 e: 

4 
Protein 1 Protein 2 Protein 3 • 

Genome 

Proteome 

Figure 1.1 a) Conceptual diagram of DNA expression into protein products by 
transcription of DNA to messenger RNA (mRNA) and translation of 
mRNA sequence to protein sequence in ribosome. b) Relationship 
between genes (and "genome") and proteins (and "proteome") is more 
complex than the 1:1 relationship illustrated here. 
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Measurement of gene expression for a system under study is a routine 

procedure^^'^^, however there are many reasons why genetic information is not an 

accurate representation of the resulting protein activity. Studies have been reported^^'^^ 

for which the quantitative levels of mRNA and the corresponding protein had poor 

correlation for one tissue across multiple genes and for one gene across many cell types. 

A direct correlation between quantitative levels of mRNA and the protein for which it 

codes usually does not exist. Reasons for this poor correlation include differences in the 

stability of different mRNA in the cell and different efficiencies for translation of various 

mRNA sequences into protein sequences.'^ To complicate the matter further, once 

proteins are formed, their bioactivity in the cell environment (or "turnover rate") and 

stability differs from one protein to the next'"\ thus giving poor quantitative correlations 

between abundances of mRNA and the protein for which it codes. 

The study of proteins (rather than genes) can also provide information about 

protein-level events (i.e. chemical modifications of the protein sequence after protein 

assembly) that are not coded in the genetic sequence.^^'"^^ Fully understanding these 

modifications (i.e. what event triggers the modifications to occur, the chemistry by which 

the modifications are accomplished, and the effect of these modifications on cellular 

fimctions) may lead to the development of more effective drug treatment in which the 

actual cellular malfunction causing the disease state is targeted rather than simply treating 

'10 "2.̂  
the associated symptoms. ' ' ' Levels of mRNA provide no information regarding 

the regulator^' status of proteins whose specific activities and functions are subject to 

post-translational modifications within the cell or by exposure to external environmental 
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agents. For example, proteolytic modifications of membrane-bound proteins have been 

found to regulate the release of extracellular signals. These regulator}' proteins include 

angiotensin, various interleukins and Alzheimer's amyloid precursor protein.**^ Finally, 

studying proteins rather than genes has been favored because mRNA is a disposable 

cellular messenger with a single function - to transfer genetic information from the cell 

nucleus to the ribosome where it is translated into a protein sequence. Proteins, on the 

other hand, have multiple roles of bioactivity controlling most biological functions and 

hence, are directly involved in cellular activities within healthy and diseased cells. 

1.3 ROLE OF MASS SPECTROMETRY IN PROTEOMICS 

Proteomics experiments provide unique analytical challenges for the accurate 

description of a proteome.'"^' Analytical methods that can detect (and ultimately, 

quantify) proteins in their modified and unmodified forms are required with high sample 

throughput and the capability to identify the thousands of proteins present in a cell. The 

chosen analytical methods must also be sensitive enough to detect proteins at low 

concentrations (i.e. femto- to attomole quantities in the experiments as performed) found 

in cellular material, even when other proteins are present in higher abundances. The most 

popular answer to that challenge uses a combination of analytical techniques including 

mass spectrometry and separation techniques (two dimensional gel electrophoresis, 

strong cation exchange, and reverse-phase liquid chromatography) followed by 

automated algorithms for protein identification (see Figure 1.2).'^" Often, 

experiments to identify proteins involve the use of multi-dimensional separation (i.e. 
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either 2D Gel with RP-HPLC or ID Gel and biphasic LC methods). Two dimensional 

gel electrophoresis (2D Gel) allows the partial separation of thousands of proteins by 

molecular weight in one direction, followed by a second orthogonal separation on the 

basis of isoelectric point (pl).'^" The isoelectric point is defined as the point at which 

the positive and negative charges within a protein are equal (i.e. the overall charge of the 

protein is zero). Thus, the protein will no longer migrate through a given medium that 

has incremental pH ranges when the overall protein charge is neutral.'^ Excising a band 

of the gel that 

Peptides ProteiB.(s) 

•Iddntifiei 

PepticieSequienciag 
Algorithms^ MS/MS 

sex 

I 
RP-HPLC 

Mass 
Spectrometer 

Figure 1.2 Standard procedure for a typical proteomics experiment using mass 
spectrometry, separation technologies (strong cation exchange (SCX) and 
reverse phase liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC)) and automated 
algorithms to identify biologically relevant proteins. 
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contains the proteins of interest and enzymaticaliy or chemically digesting these proteins 

into shorter peptides can then be performed in the gel material. A biphasic liquid 

chromatography method (LC/LC) may then be used to separate the complex peptide 

mixture using strong cation exchange chromatography (SCX; peptides are eluted with 

increasing concentrations of salt, usually potassium chloride) followed by reverse-phase 

liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC; peptides are separated and eluted with increasing 

concentrations of nonpolar solvent, usually acetonitrile or methanol).^'' 

Following separation, multiple levels of chemical information can be acquired for 

biologically relevant proteins using mass spectrometry. Single stage mass spectrometry 

(MS: see Figure 1.3)^^" is a two-part analysis; The first step involves the ionization 

process by which proteins are brought into the gas phase by converting neutral molecules 

to ions (typically by the addition of a proton(s) using electrospray ionization (ESI)^^"^' or 

matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDl)^^' The second step is the mass 

analysis of the ions. The analyte ions are manipulated by electric (and/or magnetic) 

fields, allowing separation on the basis of mass-to-charge {m/z) ratios and detection with 

an appropriate detector (usually an electron multiplier or microchannel plate). Highly 

accurate measurements of these m/z values (on the order of 10 parts per million) can 

provide valuable data and is usually sufficient for identification when small molecule 

metabolites with low m/z values are being monitored, yet this information alone is often 

insufficient to provide unambiguous identity of a high molecular weight protein.""^ 

Enzymatic or chemical digestion of a protein into multiple shorter peptides (at specific 

amino acid residues for certain enzymes and chemicals"can be followed with 
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Ionization Analysis 
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H 
Ionization Isolation Activation Analysis 

Figure 13 Conceptual illustration of the difference between single stage (MS) and 
tandem (MS/MS) mass spectrometry experiments. Figure adapted from 
reference 

accurate measurements of the peptide m/z values. Using peptide masses for protein 

identification is an approach that has been commonly called "peptide mass 

fingerprinting" or "peptide mass mapping".^"^' Automated algorithms have been 

developed to use the peptide mass data to search nucleotide or protein sequence databases 

and achieve protein identification. These algorithms include ProFound/'' MS-Fit,'* and 

Mascot's^ Peptide Mass Fingerprint. The main drawback of this approach is that 

unknown proteins with a high degree of homology (i.e. their amino acid sequences 

contain many stretches of identical sequences) are often matched to the same single 

protein identity. The small stretches of amino acid residues that make each protein 

sequence unique may not be discovered. Structural infonnation (i.e. the order of the 
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residues in these regions) would be needed to differentiate between the true identity of 

the protein and one that was structurally similar. 

Another spectrometric approach to identify proteins involves tandem mass 

spectrometry. Tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS) is a four-step process that can occur 

in time within one trapping mass analyzer or in space using multiple mass analyzers in 

series.'"^' The differences between MS/MS and single stage MS are shown in Figure 

1.3. The first step remains the same as described for single stage MS mode and involves 

ionizing the analytes. However, rather than scanning the ions through the analyzer on the 

basis of their m/z values, an ion of interest is isolated in the first stage of mass 

spectrometry. Because ions formed by ESI and MALDI have little excess internal energy 

after ionization ("soft ionization" methods), an ion activation step must occur to induce 

fragmentation. In the activation step, energy is imparted to the mass-selected precursor 

ion by one of a variety of methods including collisions with neutral gas atoms or a 

78 7Q 
surface (colUsion induced dissociation (CID) and surface induced dissociation (SID) 

o 1 QO O"! 

), absorption of radiation (blackbody infrared radiative dissociation (BIRD) ' or 

infrared multiphoton photodissociation (IRMPD)*^), or capture of electrons (electron 

oc 

capture dissociation (ECD) ). Once the internal energy of the ion exceeds the energy 

required for dissociation, bonds of the ion are broken and fragment ions are formed.^®" 

The second, and final, stage of mass spectrometry allows the separation and detection of 

the fragment ions and any remaining precursor ion on the basis of their m/z values. The 

resulting MS/MS spectrum provides structural information for the mass-selected 

precursor ion from which the corresponding peptide sequence may be extracted. Many 
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automated algorithms have been developed to match peptide sequences to structural 

information from MS/MS spectra. These algorithms include PepFrag^^, MS-Tag and 

MS-Seq'*, Mascot's^ MS/MS Ion Search and Sequence Query, SEQUEST^' \ 

Lutefiskl900 combined with CIDentify^^' SeqMS^' and Sonar*^". Specific details for 

the most commonly used sequencing strategies will be described later in this chapter. 

1.4 PEPTIDE ION FRAGMENTATION 

A wealth of structural information, resulting from ion activation and dissociation 

of a mass-selected precursor ion, is present in MS/MS spectra.As was mentioned 

previously, peptide sequencing can be achieved through either manual interpretation or 

database searching for peptide sequences consistent with the resulting spectral 

fragmentation patterns. Unlike many database searching routines commonly used with 

gas chromatography - mass spectrometry (GC-MS) instruments that search an MS 

spectrum for the unknown compound against a library of stored MS spectra of known 

substances, the database searching routines used for peptide sequencing involve 

searching a database of protein, or translated nucleotides, and peptide amino acid 

sequences. Various algorithms have unique methods of matching peptide sequences to 

MS/MS spectra and those used in this dissertation research will be described further in 

Section 1.6. Specific nomenclature rules have been developed to easily communicate the 

types of fragment ions present in peptide MS/MS spectra. Figure 1.4 illustrates the most 

commonly used naming system for peptide fragment ions, originally developed by 

Roepstorff^ and later modified by Biemann.''"^ The types of fragment ions formed 
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Figure 1.4 Peptide fragmentation structures that are produced from low energy 
collisional activation and corresponding nomenclature.''^ Immonium and 
internal ions are assigned names consisting of the single letter 
abbreviations for the amino acid residues within the ions. 
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depend upon many instrumental factors including the type of ion activation method used 

• 86 and the time that elapsed between ion activation and fragment ion analysis. One 

dominant factor controlling the types of fragment ions that are formed is the distribution 

of internal energy imparted to the precursor ion population upon ion activation.®^ The 

boxed fragment ions in Figure 1.4 are the peptide backbone cleavage ions most 

commonly produced using low energy activation techniques (< 100 eV) and include an, 

bn, yn, internal sequence ions, and immonium ions.®^' The mechanisms by which 

these ions are formed are discussed in detail in Chapter 6. 

The subscripted number (referred to as "n" for dissociation of any bond in the 

peptide backbone) represents the number of amino acid residues in the fragment ion 

structure counted from either the N-terminus if the charge is retained on the N-terminal 

fragment after dissociation (producing an, bn, or Cn ions) or the C-terminus if the charge is 

retained on the C-terminal fragment following dissociation of the amide bond (producing 

Xn, yn, or Zn ions). Neutral losses of small molecules, like water, ammonia, and carbon 

monoxide, can occur from any of the mentioned ion types or the precursor ion and the 

corresponding peaks may be present in low energy MS/MS spectra with significant peak 

. . 97 mtensities. 

Higher energy activation techniques (high energy CID (keV collisions)) produce 

MS/MS spectra that contain additional fragment ion types resulting from side chain 

losses (dn, Vn, and Wn ions, see Figure 1.5).''*' 
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Figure 1.5 Peptide fragment ion structures that are produced from high-energy ion 
activation (keV) and corresponding nomenclature^^. LabeUng for these 
fragment ions are derived from the intact peptide ion in Figure 1.4. R' is 
the substituent, if any, at the beta carbon following the loss of another beta 
substituent by side chain cleavage. 

1.5 LOW ENERGY COLLISIONAL ACTIVATION METHODS (< 100 eV) 

The ion activation techniques compared in this dissertation are classified as 

collisional activation occurring in the low energy regime {< 100 eV). Collision induced 

dissociation (CID) is currently the most popular ion activation technique primarily 

because it is easy to implement and is effective for fragmentation of a wide range of 

ions.^^' CID is one of the oldest activation methods and was first identified by Aston 

in 1919'^', but wasn't used as a tool to deduce ion structure until the 1960s. Methods to 

use CID to determine ion structure can be attributed to pioneering work performed by 

1 no 1 
McLafferty and Jennings . Initially, CID was operated at keV energies under single 

collison conditions in sector mass spectrometers and was used to distinguish between 
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isomeric ion structures. The advent of the triple quadrupole mass spectrometer facilitated 

the development of collisional activation with multiple collision events in the low energy 

regime (1-100 eV) during ion activation.'^"In modem low energy CID experiments, 

a mass-selected precursor ion is activated by multiple collisions with inert gaseous target 

atoms (usually argon or helium) as shown in Figure 1.6. Surface induced dissociation 

(SID) is an alternative ion activation technique that was first reported in the 1970s by 

Cooks^"' but was not fully developed into an analytical technique until the mid-1980s. 

SID is often compared and contrasted with low energy CID. Ion activation by SID is 

inherently simple and involves accelerating a mass-selected precursor ion through a 

potential difference between the ion source and a target surface. This target surface is 

1 Oft 107 
usually modified with an organic thin film to reduce ion neutralization. ' Upon 

collision with either gaseous atoms or a surface, a fraction of the kinetic energy of the 

accelerated precursor ion is converted to internal energy. The total average internal 

energy of an activated ion is the combination of energy deposited by collisional 

activation and any excess thermal energy obtained during the initial ionization process. 

Once the total internal energy of an ion exceeds that required for bond dissociation, 

fragment ions (and corresponding neutral fragments that can not be detected by mass 

spectrometry) are formed, assuming an adequate amount of time is available after 

activation and before mass analysis. 
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Figure 1.6 Activation of mass-selected precursor ions by collisions with neutral argon 
or helium atoms (CID) or chemically modified gold surfaces (SID) 
provides structural information. Figure presented as a cartoon 
representation only. 
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In low energy CID, the amount of internal energy deposited into a precursor ion 

can be varied by changing the kinetic energy of the precursor ion (i.e. collision energy), 

the pressure of the target gas (or number of targets), or the mass of the target gas (i.e. 

argon is more massive than helium (39.95 g mol"' versus 4.00 g mol ', respectively as 

average masses)).'®^' In SID, the amount of kinetic energy that is converted to internal 

energy is directly related to the potential difference through which precursor ions are 

accelerated (i.e. collision energy) and the chemical composition of the organic thin film 

chemisorbed on the target surface.""'' Surfaces modified with fluorinated films 

(CF3(CF2)9(CH2)2S-Au) by self-assembly of alkanethiolates on gold generate a "harder" 

surface (when compared to "soft" hydrocarbon films (CH3(CH2)i7S-Au)) and thus, 

convert a larger fraction of kinetic energy to internal energy (see Chapter 4)."^""" Even 

though CID is commonly used in commercial instruments, certain limitations do exist 

and have motivated the development of alternative activation techniques like SID. The 

average internal energy deposition for CID activated ions reaches a plateau at higher 

(keV) collision energies. Furthermore, it has been reported"^ that the resulting 

distributions of the internal energy imparted to the precursor ions by CID are broad and 

insensitive to variations in the pressure of the target gas and the collision energy at higher 

energy (keV) regimes (see Figure 1.7). Thus, if a fast low energy dissociation pathway is 

available to CID-activated ions, fragments formed through this channel will dominate the 

resulting MS/MS spectrum. Higher energy dissociation pathways remain relatively 

inaccessible to ions activated by low-energy CID. Large biomolecules (i.e. proteins and 

peptides) require higher amounts of internal energy for dissociation because 
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Figure 1.7 Energy-resolved MS/MS fragmentation data of W(C0)6^ obtained as a result of a) surface-induced dissociation 
(SID) with a stainless steel surface and b) collision-induced dissociation (CID) with Ar at 10-200 eV (single 
collision conditions) and with He at 8000 eV. Figure was modified from reference o 
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the amount of energy transferred during a collision is distributed to a greater number of 

internal vibrational and rotational modes in the peptide ions as compared to smaller ions. 

For a given collision energy, the amount of internal energy per chemical bond is lower 

for peptide ions than for smaller ions (therefore peptide ions do not fragment as 

extensively at lower collision energies). To increase the rates of dissociation enough to 

be observed on the timescale of the mass spectrometer (usually )isec to msec), higher 

amounts of internal energy must be deposited by the ion activation technique. This 

phenomenon has been defined as the "kinetic shift".^^ While low energy CID achieved 

by multiple collisions can deposit enough internal energy into peptide ions to achieve 

fragmentation, the dissociation pathways favored by a CID-activated ion are usually of 

lower energy requirements. As an ion's internal energy gradually increases through 

sequential collisions, the activated ion population is allowed to either dissociate by lower 

energy pathways or continue to gain internal energy by subsequent collisions. Because 

CID is considered to be a slow ion activation technique relative to molecular vibration 

(on the order of 10 ' sec in quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometers)^there is enough 

time for activated ions to either rearrange or dissociate prior to the next collision event. 

In direct contrast to CID, relatively high average internal energies can be 

deposited in precursor ions by surface collisions. The maximum average internal energy 

varies approximately linearly over a range of SID collision energies and, as previously 

mentioned, can be easily controlled by the composition of the target surface organic thin 

film and the potential difference through which precursor ions are accelerated"^'' (see 

Figure 1.8a, adapted from reference "). When CID activation is performed at target gas 
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pressures high enough to achieve activation through multiple ion-atom collisions, 

deactivation of precursor ions upon secondary collisions can occur. At higher collision 

energies, the extent of this deactivation ("collisional cooling") competes readily with CID 

activation of the ions. Overall, this feature of CID results in a non-linear relationship 

between collision energy and the internal energy imparted to the activated ion population 

(see Figure 1.8a). 

As previously mentioned, ions activated stepwise by CID (i.e. in a trapping 

instrument) preferentially fragment through lower energy dissociation pathways and can 

produce limited structural information in MS/MS spectra. In trapping mass analyzers 

that perform MS/MS experiments in time rather than in space (like a quadrupole ion trap 

or a Fourier transform mass spectrometer), CID activation occurs by thousands of small 

f\ 7R 
collisions with neutral gas atoms (as many as 10 collisions ). This stepwise activation 

allows a significant portion of the activated ions to dissociate through pathways with 

lower energy requirements (see Figure 1.8b). It is also in these instruments that 

deactivation by collisional cooling competes with ion activation, hindering high average 

internal energy deposition by low energy, multiple colHsion CID. On the other hand, 

longer dissociation times are available in these mass analyzers as well, allowing fragment 

ions formed through rearrangements, for example, to be formed and detected on the 

timescale of the instrument."'' One major focus of this dissertation research is to 

compare the sequencing information content of MS/MS spectra for peptide ions 
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Figure 1.8 a) Linear relationship between laboratory collision energy and internal 
energy of SID-activated ions and b) hypothetical reaction coordinate 
surfaces for peptide fragment ion formation. Figure adapted from 
reference 
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activated by low energy SID in a dual quadrupole instrument (transmissive or tandem-in-

space) and low energy CID in quadrupole-time-of-flight (transmissive) and quadrupole 

ion trap (trapping) mass analyzers. Higher internal energy deposition achieved by SID 

(see Figure 1.8b) activation may allow peptide ions to fragment through pathways 

inaccessible to CID activated ions and yield MS/MS spectra with complementary peptide 

sequencing information. 

1.6 STRATEGIES FOR AUTOMATED PEPTIDE SEQUENCING 

The high throughput capabilities of mass spectrometric analysis of peptide 

mixtures in proteomic experiments allow the acquisition of thousands of MS/MS spectra 

per sample.'^ Manual interpretation of this structural information is simply too slow, 

motivating the development of many different approaches to automatically match peptide 

sequences to raw MS/MS spectra. The following sections will provide a brief overview 

of the more common strategies for automatically elucidating the identity and sequence of 

amino acid residues in a peptide using structural information provided by MS/MS 

spectra. 

1.6.1 DENOVO SEQUENCING 

De novo sequencing uses a simplistic model of peptide fragmentation by 

assuming that sequential cleavage at amide bonds along the peptide backbone will occur, 

resulting in contiguous series of bn and yn ions in the MS/MS spectrum (see Figure 

1.9).'^" Differences in ni/'z values for adjacent, singly charged fragment ions of the 
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same ion series reveal the identities of amino acid residues and their relative locations in 

the peptide sequence. Unfortunately, MS/MS spectra, regardless of the mass 

spectrometer from which they are generated (including ionization source, mass analyzer 

and ion activation method used), often do not contain a complete b„ or yn ion series and 

1IV thus, the entire peptide sequence is not identified in a straight-forward manner. 

Although de novo sequencing has a relatively low success rate for peptide sequencing 

using MS/MS spectra {data not shown), there are many algorithms that are currently 

being developed (and improved) for the de novo interpretation of MS/MS spectra 

produced by peptides from novel proteins whose sequences are not found in databases. 

These algorithms include Lutefiskl900^' PepSLJMS"^ and SeqMS.^' 

The production of a novel protein upon disease onset would constitute an 

excellent biomarker because its mere presence in a cell would signify a disease state. It is 

clear that algorithms that search databases of known protein and nucleotide sequences to 

match peptides to MS/MS data would yield erroneous results for the peptide MS/MS 

spectra from the novel (digested) protein. At best, these database searching routines 

could identify homologous proteins whose sequences contained some identical peptide 

sequences to that of the novel protein sequence. For identification of novel proteins 

whose sequences are not present in protein or nucleotide sequence databases, the de novo 

sequencing approach would yield overall results that are likely to be closer to the actual 

protein sequence. 
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Figure L9 Basis of predictive model of peptide fragmentation used by automated 
sequencing algorithms. Differences in m/z values for adjacent singly 
charged fragment ions of the same ion series reveal the identities of amino 
acid residues and their relative locations in the peptide sequence. 

1.6.2 SEQUENCE DATABASE SEARCHING ALGORITHMS 

In the early 1990's, a number of protein and gene sequence databases started to be 

compiled as progress on the Human Genome Project was made.^"^' Sequence 

database searching became yet another tactic for automatic elucidation of peptide 

structure from MS/MS spectra. The initial database searching approaches involved 

screening candidate protein sequences with peptide molecular weight information from 

the enzymatic or chemical digestion of the unidentified protein ("peptide mass 

fingerprinting" or "peptide mass mapping") 75, 121 Eventually the approach evolved to 

include the use of fragmentation information from MS/MS spectra. Other possible search 

criteria like protein molecular weight or isoelectric point (pl) from electrophoretic 
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separation, taxonomy of species of origin and possible modifications to the protein 

sequence were also used (see Figure 1.10). The uniqueness of each algorithm depends on 

the way the MS/MS fragmentation information is used. The following sections describe 

the most common approaches to use structural information from MS/MS spectra to match 

a peptide sequence and thus, identify a protein. 

Sequence 
Database 

Protein 
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Molecular Weight 
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Theoretical 
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Peptide 
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Peptide Criteria: 

Peptide Molecular Weight 
Compositional Information 

from Immonium Ions 
Modified AA Residues 

Score / Rank 
Matches to 

MS/MS Data 

Identify 
Protem(s) 

Figure 1.10 Generalized approach used by database searching algorithms to identify 
proteins. 

1.6.2.1 PEPTIDE SEQUENCE TAGGING 

A complete contiguous ion series is often absent in an MS/MS spectrum because 

gas phase ion chemistry is affected by the type of amino acids present in each peptide 

Q7 199 19^ 
sequence. ' ' ' However, with the ability to search databases of known sequences, 

a list of candidate peptides can be generated using peptide molecular weight information 
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(calculated from the precursor ion's m/z value). Furthermore, the number of candidate 

peptides can be greatly reduced by using a sequence tag that consists of a portion of the 

peptide sequence derived from a short, contiguous ion series (see Figure 1.11). 

PeptideSearch"^, developed by Mann and Wilm in 1994, was the first database searching 

algorithm to use this approach and included masses of the remaining portions of the 

peptide (mi and mj in Figure 1.11) in its search criteria. 
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Figure 1.11 Conceptual diagram of original sequence tagging approach"^: A 
sequence tag is generated by de novo sequencing for a portion of the 
unknown peptide sequence. This tag and the masses of the remaining 
portions of the sequence are used as rigorous criteria for extracting 
candidate sequences from a database. 
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Another algorithm that has been more recently developed. Mascot's"'' Sequence 

Query, also uses the sequence tagging approach. In addition to a sequence tag, 

composition ions (found within MS/MS spectra as immonium ions) reveal the presence 

of specific amino acid residues and are used to further reduce the number of candidate 

peptide sequences. Assignment of the correct peptide sequence can then be achieved 

using the remaining structural information present in the MS/MS spectra. 

1.6.2.2 PEAK MATCHING 

Frequently, peptide MS/MS spectra do not contain enough structural information 

to undergo de novo sequencing, but are likely to have been generated from the 

dissociation of a peptide present in a sequence database.'"' MS/MS spectra do contain a 

number of ion types other than those generated by the cleavage of amide bonds (bn and yn 

ions). These additional fragment ions include internal sequence ions that contain neither 

of the original N- or C-terminal residues, immonium ions, and ions resulting from neutral 

losses of small molecules from bn and y^ ions (see Figure 1.4 and 1.5).'"*' ^ A larger 

variety of fragment ion types often carries more information (i.e. identities of isobaric 

residues like isoleucine and leucine may be differentiated by the presence of 

corresponding dn ions), but the resulting MS/MS spectra are often more complicated to 

interpret. MS-Tag (included in Protein Prospector software developed by Clauser and 

coworkers'*) is another algorithm that searches databases of known protein or gene 

sequences by peptide molecular weight and compositional information for candidate 

peptides. For every candidate sequence, a list of fragment ions (the types of which are 
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user-defined and depend on the instrument from which the MS/MS spectrum was 

produced) is generated and the number of calculated ion peaks that are present in the 

MS/MS spectrum determines the score and rank of the candidate sequence. This 

approach allows more of the fragmentation information in the MS/MS spectrum to be 

used and creates some flexibility in the algorithm to interpret spectra from various mass 

spectrometers. Human intervention (fragment ion peak lists must be entered manually) 

and an overly simplistic scoring routine that results in multiple unique peptides assigned 

the same rank (as will be described further in Chapter 3 for MS-Tag) are the most 

significant drawbacks to most algorithms currently using this strategy for automated 

sequencing. 

1.6.2.3 PREDICTION OF SPECTRAL APPEARANCE 

Two of the more popular automated sequencing algorithms, SEQUEST 

(developed by Yates and coworkers^' ^) and Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search (developed by 

Perkins and coworkers^), use yet another tactic for automatic spectral interpretation. A 

list of candidate peptide sequences is generated through database searching by peptide 

molecular weight. In SEQUEST, the number of candidates is then reduced by assigning 

a preliminary score to each sequence and retaining only the top 500 scoring candidate 

sequences. The preliminary score is based on the degree of continuity of each ion series, 

the presence of residues corresponding to composition ions and the fraction of calculated 

ions of user-defined types that are present with respect to the total number of ions in the 

MS/MS spectrum. Both algorithms then predict the appearance of the MS/MS spectrum 
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for each candidate (considering the formation of bn and yn ions as a default parameter) 

and score it on the basis of similarity to the experimental spectrum (see Figure 1.12). The 

final scoring routines are very different for SEQUEST and MS/MS Ion Search and will 

be described in Chapter 3 in detail. Briefly, SEQUEST uses a cross-correlation function 

to assign a score that reflects the similarity of the experimental MS/MS spectrum to the 

predicted MS/MS spectrum for each candidate sequence.It is by this correlation score 

that the final rankings of the candidate sequences are compiled. The candidate sequence 

whose predicted spectrum most resembles the raw MS/MS data is assigned the highest 
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Figure 1 .12 Procedure for prediction of spectral appearance by SEQUEST and 
Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search algorithms. Candidate sequences are chosen 
based on approach illustrated in Figure 1.10. 
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correlation score. MS/MS Ion Search, on the other hand, uses a peak matching approach 

and a probability based scoring routine. As previously mentioned, one disadvantage to 

peak matching is the high number of false matches to MS/MS data made by the simplistic 

scoring method. Using MS/MS Ion Search, scores are incremented for each candidate 

sequence based on the likelihood that fragment ion m/z values will match fragments from 

an incorrect peptide sequence. Thus, fragment ions that are unique to a particular protein 

in the database contribute more to the overall score than fragment ion masses (usually of 

lower m/z values) that may match any number of fragments from random proteins. A 

probability cutoff is provided as a measure of the likelihood that protein identification 

from the MS/MS data is a random match. To be considered a significant and correct 

match, the candidate sequences must score above the reported probability score. 

1.7 OVERVIEW 

A variety of approaches for the automatic interpretation of peptide MS/MS 

specfra for protein identification have emerged in the last decade making it somewhat 

difficult to choose a single algorithm for optimal performance for sequence identification 

of a given type of MS/MS spectra. Chapter 3 of this work focuses on the performance 

comparison of automated sequencing algorithms for the interpretation of MS/MS spectra 

generated by low energy CID in quadrupole ion trap and quadrupole-time-of-flight mass 

analyzers. Relative success rates for peptide sequence identification were correlated to 

the available sequencing information content in the respective CID MS/MS spectra. 
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Low energy CID is usually performed in combination with liquid chromatography 

(LC) in order to avoid ionization suppression'"^ and increase the resolving power of the 

method. For these same reasons (and to make a reasonable comparison between low 

energy CID and SID), a custom-built dual quadrupole mass spectrometer with SID 

capabilities was coupled with a capillary liquid chromatography (LC) system. This 

allowed LC-MS/MS analysis with SID activation of the same tryptic digestion products 

previously analyzed by CID activation for studies reported in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 

describes in detail the LC-MS/MS methods that were developed for the dual quadrupole 

SID instrument and the unique challenges one must overcome when automating data 

acquisition for SID-activated peptide ions. Studies are described for the attempts to 

select a "universal" collision energy (to achieve extensive fragmentation for peptide ions 

with various masses and/or precursor ion charge states in a single analysis) and the effect 

of the target surface chemical composition with respect to finding this ideal collison 

energy. Target SAM surfaces that have hydrocarbon alkanethiolates chemisorbed to the 

surface yield lower conversions of kinetic energy to internal energy as compared to 

1 AQ 110 1 O fi 
fluorocarbon alkanethiolate SAMs. " ' The internal energy distribution resulting 

from a "softer" hydrocarbon surface extends over a slightly wider range of energies as 

well (see Chapter 4). Investigations into the use of mixed composition target SAM 

surfaces were performed in an effort to achieve peptide fragmentation for a wider range 

of precursor ion m/z values at a single collision energy. 

Chapter 5 describes the results from automated sequencing algorithms used to 

assess the "value" of the sequencing information content available in SID MS/MS spectra 
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for tryptic peptides. The low success rates for SID spectral interpretation (compared to 

corresponding CID spectra for the same peptide precursor ions) led to the direct 

comparison of the fragment ion types present in pairs of SID and CID spectra through 

fragment ion statistics. Finally, a simplified form of an unconventional approach to 

peptide sequencing developed by Schlosser and Lehmann, "patchwork peptide 

sequencing"^, was used to match SID spectra to peptide sequences by database searching 

strategies. 

Some aspects of the gas-phase ion chemistry involved in the generation of peptide 

MS/MS spectra were also studied. The observation of prevalent ba/ai ion formation for 

some peptide ions in both SID and CID spectra led to the investigation of the formation 

of ba ions resulting fi-om cleavage C-terminal to a proline residue (Pro-Xxx) (see Chapter 

6). Understanding preferential fragmentation at certain amino acid residues in a peptide 

sequence (i.e. proline, aspartic acid, histidine) under various conditions can facilitate the 

development of a more sophisticated predictive model for peptide fragmentation. A 

better model for predicting fragmentation patterns can then be used by automated peptide 

sequencing algorithms for protein identification. Finally, suggestions for future 

directions for the studies performed for this dissertation research are outlined in Chapter 

7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

AND INSTRUMENTATION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The primary focus of this chapter is to describe the experimental methods and 

instrumentation that were necessary to acquire the data presented throughout this 

dissertation. General instrumental diagrams and the basic principles of operation for the 

various mass analyzers used to acquire collision induced dissociation (CID) and surface 

induced dissociation (SID) peptide MS/MS spectra are supplied. Standard procedures for 

the enzymatic digestion of dissolved proteins by trypsin and the subsequent separation of 

the digestion products by reverse-phase liquid chromatography (LC) are included. 

Finally, solid phase peptide synthesis was used to create peptide mimics for interrogation 

of stable isomeric gas phase structures and is briefly described with additional procedures 

included for the modification of the N - and C-termini of the synthesized peptide sequence 

(i.e. acetylation of the free amino terminus and methylation of the carboxy-terminus). 

The descriptions provided in this chapter are not meant to be comprehensive. Readers 

are directed to the literature sources provided in each section for a detailed complete 

summary of extended theory and applications. 
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2.2 INSTRUMENTATION 

The following sections describe the mass spectrometers that were used to acquire 

structural information for peptide ions fragmented by low energy collisional activation 

methods, either CID or SID. The initial step in elucidating the molecular structure of a 

compound by mass spectrometry is to bring that molecule into the gas phase in the form 

of an ion by an ionization method. The ionization technique used throughout this 

research was electrospray ionization (ESI)'''''^' by which nonvolatile peptides in solution 

can be directly ionized through protonation or deprotonation. Positive mode mass 

spectrometry was used throughout the research presented; the discussion of all 

instruments and ionization methods focuses on the formation and manipulation of 

positively charged ions. ESI can be easily coupled with liquid chromatography (LC) 

without the need for considerable modifications to either the ESI source or the LC 

system. The LC eluent most commonly has a flow rate to the ESI source of -3-20 

|iL/min.^^^ This can be achieved by either splitting the eluent flow following the LC 

column (and prior to the ESI source) or using capillary LC in which the flow rate through 

the LC system is limited to rates that are appropriate for ESI. To achieve ESI, an analyte 

solution (flowing at ~nL-^iL/min) is forced through a small needle that is biased with a 

high potential (3-4 kV) to form a mist of fine droplets. Analytes experience the highly 

positive electric potential applied to the ESI needle, allowing positively charged ions in 

solution to be drawn to the surface. The solution is then drawn out (in a down-field 

direction) to form a "Taylor cone" (see Figure 2.1). A subsequent budding process 
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occurs to form individual droplets when the electric field is appropriate for the flow rate 

of the analyte solution (with higher flow rates requiring higher electric fields). The 

plume of electrically charged droplets is directed into a capillary in the ESI source 

through the high electric field and a pressure gradient created by differential pumping of 

the ESI source region. Solvent evaporation occurs as droplets traverse the pressure 

gradient where collisional warming prevents the droplets from fi-eezing as a result of the 

endothermic evaporation process. 

There are two proposed mechanisms for the formation of ions in the gas phase 

resulting from the ESI process. One mechanism involves solvent evaporation, followed 

by fission droplet fission, to eventually form droplets containing a single analyte ion. 

Specifically, solvent evaporates from the droplets inside the heated ESI capillary until 

repulsive forces between like charges promote disintegration of the larger droplet into 

many smaller droplets by "Coulombic Explosion"®'^' (see Scheme 2.1). Alternately, a 

flow of bath gas (usually nitrogen) can be applied to the electrospray interface rather than 

using a heated capillary to promote droplet evaporation.^^® The now smaller droplets 

continue to undergo solvent evaporation followed by fission until the macroscopic 

solvent evaporates completely. At this point, the analyte molecules are ionized by 

attachment of residual charges. A second proposed mechanism (based on earlier ideas of 

Iribame and Thompson) is based on ion evaporation. Rather than multiple, consecutive 

stages of evaporation and droplet fission, ions are emitted from the small, highly charged 

droplets. The ion emission is driven by repulsion of like charges between the charged ion 

and other charges within the droplet. It remains unclear, however, as to the relative 
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importance in differentiating between the single ion droplet mechanism and the ion 

evaporation mechanism and this area remains a current topic of discussion and research. 

Once formed, the ions can be manipulated by electric fields and accelerated into 

the mass analyzer through a small aperture (skimmer cone) in a differentially pumped 

region of the ESI source. It is important to note that an analyte molecule can be singly or 

multiply protonated during ESI. Figure 2.1 illustrates the basic components of an ESI 

source. 
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Figure 2.1 Diagram of the basic components necessary to achieve electrospra 
ionization. Figure is not drawn to scale and is adapted from reference 
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Scheme 2.1 Protonation of an analyte molecule (M) by electrospray ionization (ESI). 
Figure adapted from reference . 

2.2.1 CUSTOM DESIGNED DUAL QUADRUPOLE SID INSTRUMENT 

The dual quadrupole SID instrument was used to acquire the SID peptide MS/MS 

data shown throughout this dissertation. The following sections briefly describe the mass 

analyzer and the specific analytical methods used to generate the low-energy SID peptide 

data. 

2.2.1.1 QUADRUPOLE MASS ANALYZERS 

An understanding of the basic modes of operation for quadrupole mass analyzers 

and the theory behind the separation and mass analysis of ions using quadrupoles is 

essential to understanding the MS/MS experiments performed with each of the mass 

spectrometers, regardless of ion activation technique (i.e. dual quadrupole-SID 

instrument, quadrupole ion trap and quadrupole-time-of-flight). 

Linear, transmissive quadrupole mass analyzers consist of four parallel cylindrical 

or hyperbolic rods (electrodes) that have been precisely machined to approximate a 

hyperbolic cross section. Direct current (DC) and radiofrequency (RE) fields are applied 
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to each of these electrodes and allow the mass spectrometer to act as a mass "filter" (see 

Figure 2.2a). Opposite quadrupole rods are paired and given the same combined RF/DC 

applied potentials. One pair of rods has a positive DC bias, while the remaining pair has 

a negative DC value and the applied RF phase is opposite for the positive and negative 

electrode pairs.^^" Equation 2.1 defines the combined RF/DC potential (+ (j) o) for the 

quadrupole rods. 

+ (|) o = U + (V cos CO t) (Eq. 2.1) 

The variable term U is directly proportional to DC voltage and the (V cos O) t) term 

describes the RF voltage (where V is the RF amplitude and co is the time dependent RF 

frequency). As the ions are extracted from the ionization source, they oscillate to 

varying extents when they enter the electric field of the quadrupole rods. The extent of 

the oscillations depends directly on the mass-to-charge (m/z) ratios of the ions and the 

applied DC and RF potentials. The combined value of the DC and the RF potentials 

creates a stable trajectory for ions with a certain m/z range, allowing them to travel 

through the quadrupole (dashed line in Figure 2.2a) and reach the detector. Other ions 

(with different m/z values) have unstable trajectories and are neutralized on the electrode 

surfaces, essentially becoming "filtered out" (solid line in Figure 2.2a).^^°'The mass 

filtering function of the quadrupole can be understood using a Mathieu stability 

diagram^'' (see Figure 2.2b). The Mathieu equations for a and q values (defined in 

Equations 2.2 and 2.3, respectively) illustrate regions of a, q space in which ions have 
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stable trajectories through a quadrupole field. 

a = 4zU / m (O'ro^ (Eq. 2.2) 

q = 2zV / m ®~ro' (Eq. 2.3) 

where U = DC voltage, V = RF amplitude, z = ionic charge, m = mass of the ion, co = RF 

frequency, and r,, = half the distance between two opposite rods.^^ Any ion with a and q 

values that occur within the shaded area (i.e. have a bounded solution) have stable 

trajectories through the quadrupole rods and will be detected. To acquire spectra of ions 

with various m/z values, the DC and RF on the quadrupole electrodes are scanned while 

maintaining a constant ratio between the two (a/q = 2U/V) and a constant RF frequency. 

This allows ions to sequentially pass through the quadrupole mass analyzer and be 

detected on the basis of their m/z values. Notice that the solutions of a and q vary with 

mass and the ion's charge state (see Equations 2.2 and 2.3) such that each m/z value has 

its own stability diagram. The resolution (R) of the quadrupole mass analyzer for ions 

with various m/z values is dependent on the slope of the scan line through these multiple 

stability diagrams (Figure 2.2b).^^' When moving up the dotted scan line (representing 

R = 1000), only ions with m/z values that satisfy the a and q space coordinates in the tip 

of the diagram will reach the detector. By using a scan line that passes through the tips of 

the diagrams for adjacent m/z values, two ions can be resolved from one another (i.e. mi 

is a distinctly separate peak from mi in Figure 2.2b). Lowering the slope of the scan line 

increases the range of m/z values that have stable trajectories and adjacent peaks are less 
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distinguishable from one another (i.e. the solid scan line in Figure 2.2b represents lower 

resolution and produces a spectrum where mi is no longer a distinct peak from mi, but 

rather a shoulder on the mi peak). 

Two important points can be made from the scan line. First, if the slope of the 

scan line is increased, the resolution between adjacent peaks will increase, but fewer ions 

will have a and q values that fall within boundaries of the stability diagram. So as the 

quadrupole resolution increases, the overall detected signal decreases. Typically, the 

quadrupole mass analyzer can achieve resolution of adjacent m/z values separated by 1 u 

at 10% of the peak heights (unit mass resolution) with good signal-to-noise ratios. 

Second, if the slope of the scan line was zero (thus, there is no DC current and the 

quadrupole is said to be operating in "RF only" mode), ions of all m/z values have stable 

trajectories and are transmitted through the quadrupole simultaneously. 

2.2.1.2 BASIC SURFACE INDUCED DISSOCIATION (SID) EXPERIMENT 

The dual quadrupole SID instrument consists of two 4000 u quadrupole mass 

analyzers (ABB Extrel, Pittsburgh, PA) arranged at a right angle (90°) to one another 

with an adjustable target surface holder bisecting the quadrupoles at a -45° angle (see 

Figure 2.3). ' Singly and multiply protonated molecules from the ESI source are 

accelerated into the first quadrupole. In single stage mass spectrometry (MS) by which 

the m/z values of the intact peptide ions are measured, the first quadrupole (Ql) acts as an 

ion guide and is operated with applied RF potentials only, allowing ions of all m/z values 

to pass simultaneously (see Figure 1.3). 
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Figure 2.3 Dual quadrapole SID instrament (QQ-SID) used to generate peptide 
MS/MS spectra by SID activation. A potential difference between the 
source and the surface dictates the collision energy with which a mass-
selected ion strikes the target surface. Figure adapted from reference 

When the target surface of the QQ-SID instrument has the same applied potential as the 

skimmer cone in the ESI source (where the ions were first formed), the ion beam will be 

redirected into the entrance of the second quadrupole (Q2) by the ion focusing lenses at 

the exit of Q1 and the entrance to Q2 without colliding with the target surface. The 

RF/DC potentials for Q2 are then scanned to obtain an MS spectrum revealing the m/z 

values of the intact peptide ions. 

To obtain structural information for individual peptide ions, a tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS/MS) experiment is performed by allowing Q1 to pass only the peptide 

ion of interest (see Figure 1.3). This can be accomplished by applying a constant RF/DC 

potential ratio to Q1 that passes a single ion with a m/z value that has a stable trajectory at 

the applied RF/DC ratio. The potential difference between the skimmer cone of the ESI 
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source and the target surface (AVsource-surface) and the charge state of the mass-selected 

(precursor) ion dictate the collision energy of the experiment (i.e. AVgource-surface timeS 

Precursor ion Charge State - Collision Energy). Thus, to achieve a 30 eV collision with 

a singly protonated precursor ion, the surface potential must be 30 V lower than the 

skimmer cone potential. For a doubly protonated precursor ion, the surface potential 

needs only to be lowered by 15 V to achieve the same 30 eV collision. Fragment ions 

and any remaining precursor ions are then focused by the ion focusing lenses into Q2, 

which is operated in a scanning mode. Positively charged ions for each m/z ratio are 

detected by colliding with a highly negative voltage (e.g., -8.8 kV) conversion dynode to 

eject electrons that are then amplified and measured by a Channeltron (Galileo, 

Sturbridge, MA) electron multiplier. The resulting MS/MS spectrum contains structural 

information generated by SID activation for the precursor ion. 

2.2.1.3 SELF ASSEMBLED MONOLAYER (SAM) FORMATION 

The target surface most commonly used for SID is a chemically modified gold 

surface. Modification of the gold surface is necessary to minimize current through the 

surface upon ion collision, thus minimizing neutralization of the ion beam. It has 

been shown that the chemical composition of a target surface (i.e. hydrocarbon versus 

fluorocarbon alkanethiolates) can be used to "customize" the amount of ion kinetic 

energy that is converted to internal energy for dissociation.'^""^ The preparation 

procedure for self assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces with alkanethiolates"® is shown 

in Scheme 2.2a. Submersion of UV-cleaned gold surfaces (1000 A vapor-deposited gold 
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on top of 50 A titanium adhesion layer on silica substrate) in alkanethiolate solutions 

(prepared at -ImM concentrations in absolute ethanol) allows the spontaneous formation 

of self-assembled monolayers (SAMs). After monolayer formation, films are rinsed with 

sonication at least 4 times with absolute ethanol. After rinsing, films are dried under a 

gentle stream of nitrogen and inserted (within 10 minutes) in to the vacuum chamber of 

the dual quadrupole mass spectrometer. 

A cartoon of the idealized organization of the resulting SAM surface is provided 

in Scheme 2.2b. Chemisorption of the thiol moiety of the alkanethiolate molecules onto 

the gold surface allows the uniform orientation of the alkanethiolates as shown in Scheme 

2.2b. Van der Waal's interactions between neighboring alkyl chains provide an all trans 

1 '3 C , 
configuration and allow the terminal group to be exposed at the interface. This 

stability allows the surface to be exposed to air for short periods of time (to install on the 

surface holder in the SID instrument) without damage to initial SAM quality. The 

terminal group moiety has the most dramatic effect on the extent of dissociation of a 

peptide ion at a given collision energy."®" Thus, the extent of dissociation can be 

customized because the mass of this group can be altered easily, e.g. from CH3 (15 u) for 

a hydrocarbon SAM to CF3 (69 u) for a fluorocarbon SAM. 
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Scheme 2.2 a) Standard procedure for SAM film formation for peptide dissociation 
and b) ideal surface structure for resulting SAM. Figure adapted fi^om 
reference 110 

The resulting film quality depends greatly on the immersion time of the gold 

surface in the thiol solution. It has been demonstrated that SAM film order improves 

with increasing immersion times (24 h versus 48 h versus 72 h), based on analysis by SID 

with small radical cation projectile ions and impedence electrochemistry.'For peptide 

dissociation however, no substantial difference may exist in the quality of dissociation 

data with immersion time because the projectile ion is much larger for peptides than the 
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small radical polyatomic ions. Films immersed for shorter time periods may be 

equivalent in terms of energy onsets for dissociation and resulting sequencing 

information when using fluorocarbon (CH3(CH2)9(CH2)2SH, abbreviated as C12F10) and 

hydrocarbon (CH3(CH2)i7SH, abbreviated as CI8) alkanethiolates (see Figures 2.4). 

For peptide ion activation by SID, ideal film order may not be necessary to 

achieve high quality peptide sequencing information. In an effort to establish a more 

timely method to make new SAM surfaces for the SID activation of peptide ions, a 

number of preparation methods were explored. Immersion time was reduced from 24 

hours to 4 hours for C12F10 SAMs and 5 hours for CIS SAMs. Interrupting the self-

assembly of alkanethiolates on the surface during film formation and annealing the SAM 

surface by heating the thiol solution were attempted. The interruption method requires an 

initial submersion of a UV-cleaned gold surface in an appropriate ImM thiol solution for 

1 minute. The partially formed SAM is then rinsed with absolute ethanol (without 

sonication) and placed in the thiol solution for the remaining time. Annealing a SAM 

surface is used to heal defect sites in a SAM surface that has already been self-

assembling for some period of time.'^^ The test tube containing the thiol solution and the 

SAM surface is placed in an 80°C water bath for the last hour of film formation. 

Figure 2.4 shows fragmentation efficiency curves for collisions of singly charged 

YGGFL on C12F10 and CI 8 SAMs prepared using the previously described methods. 

Fragmentation efficiency curves were created by plotting the percent fragmentation 

versus collision energy.Percent fragmentation is defined as the ratio of the sum of the 

integrated fragment peak areas to the integrated peak areas for all peaks in a spectrum 
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times 100. A baseline for the entire spectrum was established prior to peak integration. 

There is no significant difference in the collision energy at which the peptide ion begins 

to fragment from one method of SAM formation to the next. The inflection point energy 

is the collision energy at which the percent fragmentation is equal to 50% and is reported 

in the chart in Figures 2.3 for each SAM; these values are also very similar from one 

preparation method to the next. Additionally, the MS/MS spectra at any given collision 

energy are similar with respect to the fragment ions that are formed, regardless of the 

method by which the SAM surface was prepared (data not shown). Thus, it can be 

concluded that the quality of a SAM surface produced by immersion in thiol solution for 

4 hours is sufficient for peptide activation and dissociation. 

2.2.2 COMMERCIAL MASS SPECTROMETERS WITH CID 

Two other types of tandem mass spectrometers were used to acquire peptide 

MS/MS spectra using low energy CID activation: a quadrupole ion trap (Finnigan LCQ 

Classic) and a quadrupole-time-of-flight (MicroMass QTOF I). Both of these 

instruments are commercially available and were used in a conventional manner with 

electrospray ionization. 

2.2.2.1 QUADRUPOLE ION TRAP 

The quadrupole ion trap mass analyzer uses electric fields, like the quadrupole, to 

trap ions in a controlled manner. The main difference between the previously described 

linear quadrupole and the ion trap analyzers is the ions are trapped in three-dimensional 
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space in the ion trap while they are transmitted in two dimensions within the quadrupole 

mass analyzer (see Figure 2.5).®^' 

The ion trap mass analyzer consists of a ring electrode and two endcap electrodes 

that collectively form a hyperbolic cross-section as illustrated in Figures 2.5 and 2.6a. 

Sinusoidal radiofrequency (RF) potentials with a fixed frequency are applied to the ring 

electrode while the endcap electrodes may be held at ground, at a constant DC potential 

or at an oscillating RF potential, depending upon the purpose of the experiment (i.e. 

trapping ions within a specified m/z range, trapping ions of a selected m/z value or 

ejecting ions of specified m/z values).The motion of ions trapped within the ion trap 

analyzer can be described using the same Mathieau equations presented for the 

description of ion trajectories for the quadrupole (Figure 2.2b) with an 

Quadrupole Ion Trap 

0. 

Figure 2.5 The ion trap operates according to the same quadrupole theory as the 
quadrupole mass analyzer. The main difference is that ions are trapped by 
potentials applied in three dimensions rather than in two dimensions (as in 
a quadrupole). Figure adapted fi"om reference 
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138 additional variable that takes into account the physical dimensions of the ion trap cell 

(see Equations 2.4 and 2.5). 

a = -16 (eU/mro^or) (Eq. 2.4) 

q = -8 (eV/ mro'co^) (Eq. 2.5) 

The a term is directly proportional to the applied DC potential while q is directly 

proportional to the amplitude of the RF potential as in Equations 2.2 and 2.3 for the 

quadrupole mass analyzer. The remaining terms include m (mass of the ion), co (RF 

frequency), and ro (internal radius of the ring electrode). The corresponding stability 

diagram for ions trapped in the ion trap cell is given in Figure 2.6b.Any ion with a 

and q values that occur within the cross-hatched area (i.e. have a bounded solution) will 

have motion that does not cause collision (and thus, ion neutralization) with the analyzer 

cell endcaps or ring electrodes. To acquire spectra of ions with various m/z values, a 

l is  1A1 1AO 
series of steps occur ' ' : First, potentials are applied to the electrodes to allow the 

trapping and storage of all ions within a given m/z range. The ESI source produces a 

continuous ion beam that must be electrically gated to form discrete ion packets for mass 

analysis in the quadrupole ion trap cell. The kinetic energy of the trapped ions is 

minimized by collisions with 1 mTorr damping gas (usually helium) that is always 

present in the ion trap to concentrate ions in the center of the cell.'^^ With the DC 

potential held at ground (i.e. the a term in Eq. 2.4 is equal to zero), applied RF potentials 

are then scanned with increasing amplitude and constant frequency (hence, creating the 
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Figure 2.6 a) Instrument diagram for the ion trap mass analyzer and b) corresponding 
stability diagram for ion trajectories within the ion trap cell. Figure 
adapted from references . 
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operating line for mass selective instability shown in Figure 2.6b). Sequential ejection of 

ions with increasing m/z values through holes in the endcap electrodes occurs as a result 

of scanning the RF potentials and allows detection of each ion with an electron 

multiplier. The resulting spectrum is that of a single stage MS experiment and reflects 

the m/z values of the intact peptide ions. 

To acquire structural information for an ion with a specific m/z value, an MS/MS 

experiment can be performed in time through a series of steps'"*^, rather than in space as 

was described for the dual quadrupole-SID instrument. First, ions within a defined m/z 

range are trapped as previously described for MS mode and, using a constant RF/DC 

potential ratio, ions of a given m/z value are selectively stabilized (illustrated as the 

operating line for mass selective stability in Figure 2.6b). The actual values of the 

applied RF/DC potentials for ion isolation depend upon various factors that include the 

ion's mass, charge state, and frequency of oscillation when trapped in the cell. This 

means that any other ions in the ion trap have unstable trajectories in the analyzer cell and 

will be ejected from the trap under those same conditions. Once an ion packet with a 

single m/z value is isolated, a low amplitude resonance RF potential is then applied 

across the endcap electrodes to cause resonance excitation of the mass-selected precursor 

ions. This RF potential, also called a "tickle voltage", causes the kinetic energy of the 

ions to increase linearly over time, in turn increasing the number of collisions between 

the damping gas and the precursor ions in the analyzer and the impact strength of those 

collisions (i.e. more kinetic energy results in harder collisions). Following resonance 

excitation (which results in CID activation of the precursor ions), fragment ions formed 
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from CID activation and any remaining intact precursor ions are ejected from the 

analyzer cell sequentially as previously described for MS mode of operation. The 

resulting measurement constitutes an MS/MS spectrum of CID activated precursor ions 

in the quadrupole ion trap mass analyzer. Because the MS/MS experiment occurs in 

time, rather than in space, multiple stages of MS may be performed. More specifically, a 

fragment ion may be isolated after its formation and further activated. The resulting 

MS/MS/MS (MS") spectrum will contain structural information for the mass-selected 

fragment ion.''^'^ 

2.2.2.2 QUADRUPOLE-TIME-OF-FLIGHT 

For the quadrupole-time-of-flight (QTOF), the main mass analyzer used mass 

analysis of product ions is the time-of-flight. The operating principle of a time-of- flight 

(TOF) mass spectrometer involves measurement of the time required for an ion to travel 

through a field free region.^^' Initially all ions receive the same nominal kinetic energy 

during an ion acceleration pulse from the ion source (Point A in Figure 2.7). As the ions 

traverse a region in the TOF chamber where no electric fields are applied, they will 

separate on the basis of their m/z values because lighter ions will have higher velocities 

than heavier ions of the same charge state (Points B, C, and D in Figure 2.7). Likewise, 

multiply charged ions will "feel" a greater acceleration potential than singly charged ions 

of the same mass. Equation 2.6 describes the inverse relationship between an ion's m/z 

value and its velocity. 

V = [2zeV''^/m] (Eq. 2.6) 
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Figure 2.7 Time-of-flight instrament diagram illustrating a) separation of two ions with different m/z ratios by flight time 
(Time at A<B<C<D) and b) correction of kinetic energy spread of ion packet with narrow range of m/z values 
(within mass accuracy of TOP) with a reflectron. Figure adapted from reference 
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Time-of-flight mass analyzers with reflectrons provide higher mass accuracy and 

resolution than ion trap and quadrupole mass analyzers for a given m/z range. TOF 

features contributing to these advantages for TOF analyzers over other mass 

spectrometers include simultaneous measurement of all ions (thus, faster scan rates per 

spectrum) and lower pressures in the TOF instrument.One factor that can greatly 

reduce resolution in the TOF analyzer is the distribution of kinetic energy within ions of 

the same m/z value from the ionization process. Recall that all ions are accelerated from 

the source with a constant acceleration potential prior to separation in the TOF chamber. 

Any kinetic energy differences will be preserved unless a reflectron is used in the TOF 

analyzer to correct this distribution and compress the ion packet (see Figure 2.7b). For 

ions of the same m/z value but discrete kinetic energy differences from ionization, there 

will be fractions of the ion population that will arrive slightly earlier and slightly later 

than the overall population, resulting in a broadened peak in the MS spectrum. A 

reflectron consists of a set of lenses to which an electrostatic field is applied.Ions with 

higher kinetic energies (greater velocities) will penetrate the reflectron field deeper than 

ions of the same m/z value with lower kinetic energy. Thus, for the higher kinetic energy 

ion the overall flight path is lengthened and they arrive at the detector approximately at 

the same time as ions of the lower kinetic energy. It is in this way that slower ions are 

allowed to catch up to the faster ions and a more focused ion packet is produced at the 

dctector. 

To perform an MS/MS experiment with a TOF instrument, another mass analyzer 

must be used for mass-selection prior to ion activation and TOF analysis. A common 
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solution is to couple a mass-selection quadrupole followed by a collision cell quadrupole 

to the front of the TOF analyzer. Figure 2.8 illustrates the design of the MicroMass 

QTOF instrument''^ used to acquire CID MS/MS spectra of tryptic peptides throughout 

this dissertation. Mass-selection occurs in the first quadrupole as previously 

described.The ion of interest is then accelerated into the collision cell quadrupole (that 

has been filled with neutral argon atoms) by the difference in DC potentials applied to the 

separate quadrupoles. To accelerate positive ions, the collision cell pole bias must be 

lower than the mass-selection quadrupole DC bias; the potential difference between the 

analyzers defines the collision energy. In the collision cell quadrupole, the ions collide 

with argon atoms and it is in this process that kinetic energy is converted to internal 

energy and dissociation of the ion occurs. The resulting fragment ions and remaining 

precursor ions are accelerated orthogonally into the TOF chamber.Recall that ESI 

and quadrupole mass analyzers produce a continuous ion beam. The TOF analyzer 

operates on the principle of ion flight times where a discrete starting time exists for an ion 

packet. This means that the continuous ion beam from the ESI-quadrupoles must be 

"chopped" or "gated" to create ion packets for TOF analysis. Ions in a continous beam 

emerging from the collision cell quadrupole are exposed to a pulsed DC potential in an 

orthogonal orientation that provides sufficient chopping of the ion beam (Pusher in 

Figure 2.8).''^"^' When the positive DC potential is on, positively charged ions will be 

accelerated at a right angle to their original path from the collision cell quadrupole and 

will continue into the field free region of the TOF chamber for mass analysis. When the 

accelerating DC potential is off, the ions will not be diverted from their initial path and 
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will simply strike the side of the TOF chamber and become neutralized. It is in this 

manner that a QTOF instrument utilizing low energy CID produces an MS/MS spectrum. 

Figure 2.8 Instrument diagram of quadrupole-time-of-flight (QTOF) as designed by 
MicroMass (Milford, MA) in MS/MS mode using collision induced 
dissociation (CID). Figure adapted from reference 

2.3 PROTEIN DIGESTION 

The major objective of this research was to acquire structural information for 

peptide ions by tandem mass spectrometry that can later be used for protein 

identification. The most common way to identify biologically relevant proteins is 

through a "bottoms up" approach that involves digesting the intact protein sequence into 

peptides by enzymatic or chemical digestion (as opposed to a "top down" approach 
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where intact protein ions are dissociated directly). The resulting peptide mixture can then 

be separated by using a variety of separation techniques (commonly liquid 

chromatography) and allow protein identification by mass mapping or MS/MS 

approaches with the aid of automated sequencing algorithms.^®' The following 

sections will describe the mechanism of enzymatic digestion of proteins by trypsin^'^ and 

provide the steps for routine digestion methods with trypsin'^'. 

2.3.1 MECHANISM OF DIGESTION BY SERINE PROTEASES 

Serine proteases, a class of digestion enzymes that includes trypsin, contain a 

specific set of amino acid residues that facilitate the cleavage of a protein sequence into 

many shorter peptide sequences. The residues directly involved include serine, histidine 

and aspartic acid at residue positions 195, 57 and 102, respectively, as numbered from the 

N-terminus of the trypsin sequence. Trypsin is folded in such a way that these residues 

are in close proximity to one another and form what has been named a "catalytic triad". 

The mechanism by which trypsin cleaves the protein sequence is provided in Scheme 2.3. 

The main steps for protein digestion occur in the following order^^: 

1. Substrate polypeptide binds to trypsin at catalytic triad. 

2. Nucleophilic attack of the side chain oxygen of serine 195 on the carbonyl 

carbon of the scissile bond occurs, forming a tetrahedral intermediate with 

assistance from histidine 57 by proton transfer from serine. 
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3. Breakage of the peptide bond occurs with assistance from histidine 57 

accompanied by proton transfer to the new amino terminus. 

4. Trypsin releases the first cleavage product (peptide). 

5. Nucleophilic attack of water on the acyl-enzyme intermediate with 

assistance of histidine 57 and formation of the tetrahedral intermediate. 

6. Acyl intermediate decomposes and second product is released. 

The specificity of trypsin digestion to cleave a protein sequence on the C-terminal 

side of arginine and lysine residues is facilitated by interaction of these residues' side 

chains with an aspartic acid residue at position 189.^'" Other serine proteases contain 

the "catalytic triad" but have different cleavage specificity than trypsin because asparatic 

acid 189 does not occur within the enzyme sequences. 
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2.3.2 PROCEDURE FOR TRYPTIC PROTEIN DIGESTION WITH RAPIGEST SF 

RapiGQSi SF (Waters, Milford, MA) is a reagent that is used to enhance in-

solution protein digestion by solubilizing the substrate protein. Unlike urea and other 

more common denaturants, RapiGcsi SF does not inhibit enzyme activity and can be 

e a s i l y  r e m o v e d  f r o m  t h e  d i g e s t  s o l u t i o n  p r i o r  t o  a n a l y s i s  b y  m a s s  s p e c t r o m e t r y . T h e  

standard procedure for trjptic digestion of proteins with RapiGcst SF is described. The 

lyophilized RapiGest SF powder was reconstituted in 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate 

buffer (pH~7.5-7.9) to achieve a 0.1 % (w/v) final concentration. A solid pellet of 

substrate protein was dissolved in the RapiGQSi SF/buffer solution and equilibrated for 2 

minutes in a 37"C water bath. Trypsin solution (previously prepared as 0.5 -1.0 }ig/|iL 

in 10 mM hydrochloric acid; lyophilized trypsin obtained from Roche Biomolecules, 

Indianapolis, IN) was added to the equilibrated protein solution to achieve an 

enzyme:protein weight ratio of 1:25. The digest was then allowed to proceed for 60 

minutes at 3TC. To stop digestion, the solution was acidified by the addition of 500 mM 

hydrochloric acid (final solution should have pH < 2) and incubated in the water bath at 

37°C for an additional 30 - 45 minutes. The digest solution was then centrifuged for 10 

minutes and the supernatant (containing the digestion products and remaining substrate 

protein) was transferred to a clean vial. 

2.4 PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS 

In order to understand the fragmentation patterns of certain peptide ions upon 

collisional activation, customized peptide sequences were synthesized in which certain 
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amino acid residues were substituted by other residues that are less likely to be involved 

in certain fragmentation processes. The following sections include procedures for solid 

phase peptide synthesis and chemical modifications made to the N- and C-termini of the 

peptides. 

2.4.1 FMOC-BASED SOLID PHASE PEPTIDE SYNTHESIS 

Solid phase peptide synthesis is an attractive approach to building customized 

peptide sequences because the resulting product can be made in high yields with high 

purity (>99%). The specific steps involved in 9-fluorenylmethyloxycarbonyl (FMOC)-

\S'2, 217 based solid phase peptide synthesis are illustrated in Scheme 2.4. ' The starting 

material is the C-terminal amino acid residue of the desired peptide sequence chemically 

bonded by the C-terminal carboxylic acid moiety to a linker (L) that is, in turn, 

chemically tethered to a resin bead. The amino acid residue is protected by an FMOC 

group from undesirable reactions at the N-terminal amine while the side chain of any 

chemically reactive residues (i.e. those with free amines on their side chain like lysine) 

are protected by weak acid labile t-butyl groups. An FMOC-based strategy is particularly 

favorable (rather than a BOC-based synthesis) because the FMOC modification of the N-

terminus is labile to weak bases while the side chain protecting groups (if present) and 

the bond between the C-terminus and the linker moiety are weak acid labile.The N-

terminus may be deprotected with piperadine and the next amino acid residue may be 

added to the sequence while no chemical modifications occur to the protected side chains 

and loss of the peptide by cleavage of the C-terminus - linker bond 
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i s  m i n i m i z e d . S i d e  p r o d u c t s  o f  t h e  s y n t h e s i s  r e a c t i o n  a r e  f l u s h e d  from the system by 

filtration while the desired peptide is retained on the resin beads. These two general steps 

for FMOC-based peptide synthesis are repeated until the desired sequence has been 

synthesized: 

1. Deprotection of amino acid residue by removal of FMOC protection group 

with piperadine, followed by sequential washes of dimethylformamide (DMF) 

and methylene chloride (DCM). (Ninhydrin test used to confirm presence of 

free amine and thus, successful deprotection). 

2. Coupling the next FMOC-protected amino acid residue for 90 minutes 

(reaction proceeds spontaneously at room temperature), followed by 

DMF/DCM washes. (Ninhydrin test used to confirm absence of free amine, 

thus successful coupling). 

Finally, deprotection of the side chains and cleavage of the synthesized peptide 

from the resin bead is achieved by stirring the peptide-resin beads in a 95%(v/v) 

trifluoroacetic acid solution.The peptide is recovered by precipitation in cold diethyl 

ether and the product is filtered through filter paper. The synthetic peptide is then 

analyzed by MS to confirm the success of the synthesis and determine the degree of 

product purity by the absence (or presence) of peaks from incomplete synthesis or poor 

succession in deprotection steps. 
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Peptides that were used to investigate isomeric structures for hj ions (see Chapter 

6) were synthesized using FMOC-based chemistry as described. These peptides include 

VPAPR and V(N-methyl Alanine)APR, The C-terminal residue for both peptides was 

arginine and the synthesis was initiated from Wang resin beads to which PMC (2,2,5,7,8-

pentamethyl-chroman-6-sulphonyl)-protected arginine was coupled at a loading capacity 

of 0.54 mmol g"'. The resin was allowed to swell for 30 minutes in dimethyl formamide 

(DMF)/dichloromethylene (DCM) (50:50) mixture prior to synthesis. Washing, 

deprotection with piperadine and residue coupling steps were completed as previously 

described for the C-terminal proline and alanine residues. The resin beads were then air-

dried and divided to continue synthesis in two separate procedures, one involving the 

coupling of proline and finally valine and the second involving coupling of N-methyl 

alanine, followed by valine. After the synthesis was completed, a final deprotection step 

was performed (to form a free N-terminus) and cleavage of the synthesized peptide from 

the Wang resin beads was accomplished with a cleavage mixture of 95% trifluoroacetic 

acid and 2.5% (v/v) anisole added. The cleaved peptide (in solution) was separated from 

the solid resin beads by vacuum filtration, precipitated in 50 mL cold diethyl ether and 

furthered recovered through filtration. The confirmation of the identity of the 

synthesized peptides was performed using electrospray ionization coupled with tandem 

mass spectrometry in a quadrupole ion trap mass spectrometer (Finnigan LCQ Classic). 

The molecular weights for the synthesized peptides were calculated from the peptide ion 

m/z ratio recorded in the MS/MS spectrum (with a mass accuracy of +/- 0.25 u) and 

compared to the expected molecular weights for the desired peptide sequences. 
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Additional structural information acquired by mass-selecting and activating the peptide 

ions was used to further confirm the amino acid sequences of the synthesized peptides. 

2.4.2 CHEMICAL MODIFICATIONS TO PEPTIDE TERMINI 

When the N- or C-termini were suspected to be involved in a fragmentation 

mechanism of an interesting peptide dissociation pathway, chemical modifications were 

performed to eliminate any possible interactions from the terminal moieties. If the 

resulting fragment ions were no longer formed upon modification, it could be concluded 

that the termini were involved in the unique dissociation pathway (Chapter 6) or that their 

interactions produced nonreactive conformations. 

Acetylation of the free amine at the N-terminus was achieved following a final 

deprotection step by adding 5% (v/v) acetic anhydride in DMF to the peptide-resin beads 

(see Scheme 2.5). The reaction is spontaneous and occurs readily at room temperature. 

Because the side chains of the residues are still protected by t-butyl groups, there is no 

acetylation to arginine residues. Alternatively, acetic anhydride can be added to a peptide 

solution where the pH is carefully controlled by a buffer to achieve the same acetylation 

of the N-terminus, but the risk of side chain acetylation is higher. 
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Methylation of the C-terminus may also be performed by reaction of peptides in 

solution with acetyl chloride without fine control of the solution pH. A 10 |aL aliquot of 

a solution of acetyl choride in anhydrous methanol (~40-50 jug dissolved in ~1 mL) can 

be added directly to solid peptide and allowed to react spontaneously for 20-30 minutes 

(see Scheme 2.6). The peptide solution is then diluted to the appropriate concentration 

for mass analysis with 70% (v/v) methanol with 1% (v/v) acetic acid solution. 

2.5 SUMMARY 

The principles of operation for the various mass spectrometers used to acquire 

peptide MS/MS spectra generated by low energy collisional activation (either CID or 

SID) were described. The differences between CID in a quadrupole ion trap and a 

quadrupole-time-of-flight were discussed and will be reiterated in Chapter 3. The basic 

SID experiment was described and data produced from the dual quadrupole SID 

instrument will be presented in Chapter 5 which describes the use of SID for practical 

peptide sequencing. Finally, peptide synthesis and modifications to the synthesized 

peptides, as both modified and unmodified forms, were essential methods for 

expermental evidence for ba ion structural isomers presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF 

AUTOMATED PEPTIDE SEQUENCING ALGORITHMS 

FOR LOW-ENERGY CID MS/MS SPECTRA 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Throughout recent years, high-throughput mass spectrometry has become a 

common approach for the identification of large numbers of proteins (on the order of 

thousands) present in a single proteome.'^^' Subsequent chromatographic 

separation and analysis by tandem (MS/MS) mass spectrometry produces even larger 

numbers of peptide MS/MS spectra (MS/MS). A recent study that focused on 

identification of the proteins involved in transcription initiation within yeast reported 

8,000-10,000 MS/MS spectra collected per sample.'^ This amount of data, which is 

typical for many proteomics experiments, has made automated peptide sequencing via 

computer algorithms a necessary step in the protein identification process.A variety 

of approaches for the automatic interpretation of peptide MS/MS spectra have emerged in 

the last decade making it difficult to choose a single algorithm for optimal interpretation 

of a given type of MS/MS spectra. The major goal of the work described in this chapter 

was to compare of the performance of automated sequencing algorithms for the 

interpretation of MS/MS spectra generated by low energy collision-induced dissociation 
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(CID) in quadrupole-ion trap (LCQ) and quadrupole/time-of-flight (QTOF) mass 

analyzers. Proteins of high purity (> 98%) with known amino acid sequences that are 

commercially available were selected as the source of peptides to generate CID-LCQ and 

CID-QTOF MS/MS spectra (see Section 3.3.1 for a complete list of proteins). Pure 

proteins were individually digested with trypsin, an enzyme known to cleave sequences 

following arginine and lysine residues. The resulting peptides were separated using 

reverse phase liquid chromatography and the eluent was directly infused into the mass 

spectrometer (either LCQ or QTOF) through an electrospray ionization source. 

Prior to comparing low energy CID to surface-induced dissociation (SID) for 

practical peptide sequencing from tandem mass (MS/MS) spectra, a study that will be 

presented in Chapter 5, it was necessary to establish a baseline for the performance of 

low energy CID instruments that are currently commercially available. Determining 

variations in the available sequencing information content of peptide MS/MS spectra that 

were acquired on different CID instruments is essential to understand the role that the 

mass spectrometer, not the ion activation technique, plays in the extent of sequencing that 

can be achieved. A greater understanding of the differences in spectral content attributed 

to instrumental characteristics can then lead to a more thorough comparison of peptide 

MS/MS spectra acquired on different instruments and with different ion activation 

techniques. Low energy CID spectra acquired separately on the LCQ and the QTOF 

were also submitted to various algorithms for automated peptide sequencing to 

understand how each algorithm used available spectral information and what biases each 

algorithm might have towards different types of fragmentation information. 
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This chapter is devoted to work primarily focused on comparing MS/MS spectra 

produced by LC-MS/MS analysis of tryptic protein digests performed separately with a 

quadrupole ion trap (LCQ) and a quadrupole-time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer, 

both equipped with low energy CID capabilities. MS/MS peptide spectra acquired from 

each of these instruments have distinct spectral features caused by instrumental 

differences. The LCQ produces spectra with a low mass cutoff that occurs at 

137 138 142 approximately 25-33% of the upper m/z value of the scanned mass range. ' ' Ions 

with m/z ratios lower than this cutoff value have instable trajectories in the ion trap cell 

and cannot be retained for mass analysis. The QTOF instrument, however, is a 

transmissive instrument because ions are allowed to pass through the mass analyzer and, 

as a result, produces MS/MS spectra with almost no low mass limit. Activation of mass-

selected precursor ions by CID is different within these two instruments as well. 

Precursor ions are accelerated in the LCQ with a small "tickle" frequency (~5V or less), 

initiating thousands of low energy collisions with inert gas molecules.As a result, the 

internal energy of the activated ions is incremented in a stepwise fashion. Precursor ions 

are accelerated in the QTOF through a larger potential difference (lO's of V) between the 

mass-selection quadrupole and the collision cell quadrupole.A majority of the final 

internal energy of the activated ion population is contributed by the initial collision of 

precursor ions with an inert gas atom. Secondary collisions do occur, but the contribution 

of internal energy from these collisions to the final average internal energy is minor. 

Trends in the types and relative numbers of fragment ions present in the resulting sets of 

MS/MS spectra will be reported to support explanations for differences in algorithm 
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results. Additionally, the effect of higher mass accuracy available in QTOF spectra (as a 

result of lower pressures in the TOF mass analyzer and the ability of the TOP with a 

reflectron to correct for any kinetic energy spread for ions of the same m/z value) on 

sequencing will be determined. Finally, results from automated peptide sequencing 

algorithms for each data set will be contrasted to determine the "usefulness" of the ions 

present in MS/MS spectra and to understand variations in results from individual 

algorithms. 

3.2 AUTOMATED PEPTIDE SEQUENCING 

For practical peptide sequencing to achieve protein identification, scientists are 

relying less on manual interpretation of MS/MS peptide spectra because humans simply 

cannot interpret spectra at a rate that is competitive with the production of raw data. The 

use of algorithms for automated peptide sequencing of MS/MS data has become routine 

in recent years for high throughput protein identification.'^^' Of the various 

strategies to automate peptide sequence identification from peptide MS/MS spectra 

(previously described in Chapter 1), nucleotide and/or protein sequence database 

searching is the most successful and widely used approach."' A comparison of 

the perfonnance of three algorithms, each representing a unique approach to match 

peptides with raw MS/MS spectra through database searching, was completed and the 

results are presented. 
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3.2.1 DATABASE SEARCHING ALGORITHMS 

A brief summary of the various strategies used to automatically elucidate peptide 

sequences from raw MS/MS data was supplied in Chapter 1. The following sections are 

provided to describe the actual algorithms that were used to interrogate CID-LCQ and 

CID-QTOF spectra in more detail. Specifically, information for the required input file 

formats, immonium ion assignment, fragment ion types to be considered during 

automated sequencing, and the general steps the algorithms execute to score and rank 

peptide sequence matches to raw MS/MS data will be provided. 

3.2.1.1 MS-TAG 

MS-Tag (prospector.ucsfedu)"* was originally developed for the interpretation of 

MS/MS spectra that generally do not contain fragment information with enough 

continuity to undergo de novo sequencing (i.e. a complete contiguous series of either bn-

or yn-type ions from the cleavage of every amide bond between amino acid residues in 

the peptide sequence), but originate from peptides whose sequences are likely to be found 

in a nucleotide or protein sequence database. The execution of MS-Tag is very simple 

compared to other database-searching algorithms and consists of three major steps: 1) 

extraction of candidate peptide sequences from a database on the basis of molecular 

weight, cleavage enzyme or chemical used for protein digestion, and compositional 

qualifiers (in addition to other search criteria like taxonomy, protein isoelectric point (pi) 

or molecular weight (mw) range, etc.), 2) calculation of theoretical fragment ion m/z 
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ratios that are then matched to experimental fragment ion m/z ratios for each candidate 

sequence and 3) ranking of candidate sequences by the highest number of matched 

experimental ion m/z ratios to theoretical fragment ion m/z ratios. 

Experimental data from raw MS/MS spectra must be entered manually in the form 

of fragment ion m/z ratio and peak intensity pairs, following an initial entry of the 

precursor ion m/z ratio and charge state in the "Data Paste Area" (see Figure 3.1). The 

precursor ion m/z ratio is converted to a peptide molecular weight by multiplying the m/z 

value by the precursor ion's charge state and subtracting the ionizing proton mass(es). 

Determination of the precursor ion charge state must be performed manually by visual 

inspection of the MS/MS spectra for MS-Tag. Multiply-charged peptide ions generally 

fragment to produce fragment ions with m/z ratios greater than the precursor ion m/z 

value. In this way, singly charged precursor ions can be identified by the absence of 

peaks in the portion of the spectrum above the precursor ion m/z value. Isotopic 

distributions of the molecular precursor ion can be used to determine the charge state of 

multiply charged ions: the carbon-13 peak will have a m/z ratio -0.5 u greater than the 

carbon-12 peak if the precursor ion is doubly charged. However, if it is triply charged, 

the isotopic peaks m/z values will be separated by -0.33 u. Unfortunately, if the 

resolution of the mass spectrometer is not high enough to achieve isotopic resolution, the 

possibility of the precursor ion as both a doubly charged and a triply charged ion must be 

considered and separate searches for each must be performed. The calculated peptide 

molecular weight criterion is then used, in addition to other qualifiers (taxonomy, protein 

mw or pi, cleavage enzyme or chemical, etc.), to extract peptide candidate sequences 
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from the database. MS-Tag has two search modes: identity and homology/modification 

tolerant. When MS-Tag is searched in identity mode, the MS/MS spectral data must 

match to a peptide sequence exactly as it exists in the searched database. 

Homology/modification tolerant mode allows matches of the spectral data to peptide 

sequences that have slight changes from the original database sequence for a number of 

reasons including mutation, cross-species substitution, sequence polymorphism, modified 

amino acid residues from sample preparation or post-translational processes, or errors in 

the original database sequence entry. When MS-Tag is used in homology/modification 

tolerant mode, the spectrum can still be matched to a sequence with a calculated peptide 

mass shifted from the database entry. Exclusion of candidate peptide sequences occurs 

through compositional qualifiers produced automatically by the presence or absence of 

immonium ions in the experimental data. Table 3.1 lists the immonium ion m/z ratios 

and the corresponding amino acid residues that must be present in a candidate sequence 

for that peptide sequence to be retained as a potential match. The immonium ion peaks 

are also designated as a major (denoted by "M" in Table 3.1) or minor (denoted as "m" in 

Table 3.1) peak based on the intensities of the immonium ions usually observed in most 

MS/MS spectra. Candidate peptide sequences that contain residues known to 

consistently produce intense immonium ions, as indicated in the fourth column of Table 

3.1, are also excluded if those immonium ion m/z values are absent in the experimental 

MS/MS data. 

After a list of candidate sequences has been created, theoretical fragment ion m/z 

values are calculated by MS-Tag using either monoisotopic or average masses as a search 
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Iiiiffli®ai«M Ion Amino Add 
Residue 

. or 
Minor (m) 1*edkV 

IP... J 

. is Aijseot 

60.0 S M 

70.0 R or P M P 

72.0 V M 

73.0 R m 

74.0 T M 

84.0 K or Q M 

86.0 I or L M I or L 

87.0 N or R M 

88.0 D M 

100.0 R m 

101.0 K o r  Q  M 

102.0 E M 

104.0 M M 

110.0 H M H 

112.0 R M R 

120.0 F M 

126.0 P M 

129.0 K or Q m 

136.0 Y M 

138.0 H m 

159.0 W M 

Table 3.1 Immonium ion m/z ratios and corresponding amino acid residues used to 
create compositional qualifiers for candidate peptide sequences during 
database searching with MS-Tag. 
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lIcstrictioM 

a,b, y None 

c Not if C-terminal residue of charged N-terminal 

fragment is P 

a-NHs, b-NHs, y-NHs Fragment must contain R, K, Q or N 

b-HiO Fragment must contain S, T, E or D 

b+HiO Fragment must contain R, H, K or N; 

only bn-i, bn-2 where n = total number of amino acid 

residues in peptide sequence 

a-H3P04, b-H3P04, y-H3P04 Fragment must contain phosphorylated S or T 

b-SOCH4, y-SOCH4 Fragment must contain oxidized M 

Internal b Fragment ion m/z ratio must be < 700 u 

Internal a Fragment ion m/z ratio must be < 700 u; 

internal b present 

Internal b-HaO Fragment ion m/z ratio must be < 700 u; 

internal b present; 

must contain S, T, E or D 

Internal b-NHa Fragment ion m/z ratio must be < 700 u; 

internal b present; 

must contain R, K, Q or N 

Table 3.2 Fragment ion types and restrictions placed on the use of those ion types 

for matching experimental m/z values to calculated m/z values in MS-
Tag. 
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criterion, as selected by the user. The ion types to be considered during this calculation 

can be manually chosen by selecting check boxes next to each ion type (see Figure 3.1). 

MS-Tag provides default ion types tliat depend on the ionization method (electrospray 

6^ 71 72 73 ionization (ESI) " or matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDl) ' ) and 

mass analyzer from which the experimental data was produced. Selection of a fragment 

ion type does not indicate that it will be calculated for every candidate sequence because 

a number of restrictions are placed on the use of particular fragment ion types. These 

restrictions are listed in Table 3.2. 

MS-Tag currently does not have a sophisticated scoring system, but certain 

criteria can be placed on the output results. There are four choices for these criteria with 

numerical limits that can be defined by the user: "Max. % Unmatched Ions", "Max. # 

Unmatched Ions", "Min. % Matched Ions", and "Min. # Matched Ions" (see Figure 3.1). 

Generally, "Min. % Matched Ions" and "Min. # Matched Ions" are used with poor quality 

data for which the search constraints should be as lenient as possible. The maximum 

number of peptide matches or "hits" and the maximum number of these hits that are 

reported in the output results can also be limited to user-defined values. If there are too 

many or too few peptide hits that meet the output criteria, MS-Tag will substitute error 

messages for the output report, at which point the search can be resubmitted with 

appropriate changes to the output criteria. Figure 3.2 provides an example of MS-Tag 

output results. The first section, entitled "Parameters", lists all search criteria as defined 

on the MS-Tag input window and includes the searched sequence database, the digestion 

enzyme, the maximum number of missed digestion cleavages, the compositional 
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Figure 3.2 Example of MS-Tag output results format. 
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qualifiers as determined by iramonium ion peaks present (or absent) in the spectrum, any 

suspected modifications to the N- or C-termini, the instrument and ionization method 

used to acquire the experimental spectrum, the user-defined sample identification 

information, the results criterion, a list of the fragment ion types considered to be present 

in the spectrum, the search mode and the use of average or monoisotopic masses for 

calculation of theoretical fragment ion m/z values. The second section, entitled 

"PreSearch Results", provides the number of protein sequences from the database that 

were within the molecular weight (mw) and isoelectric point (pi) limits specified for the 

input search criteria. 

Candidate sequences that match the MS/MS data and the results criteria are then 

listed in the output results in the order of the lowest number of experimental fragments 

remaining unmatched to calculated theoretical fragment ions. This overly simplistic 

method of ranking peptide matches allows multiple unique peptide sequences to have the 

same ranking. In this case, the results are listed in order of increasing peptide mass and 

then by increasing database index number. The final section of the output report, entitled 

"Data Set 1 Results", provides a header followed by a detailed results summary of each 

peptide sequence matched to the experimental spectrum. The header contains the number 

of peptide sequences that satisfied the calculated peptide molecular weight and 

compositional qualifiers, as well as the fragment ion m/z ratios that were used in the 

search. In the detailed results summary, the rank of each sequence, the number 

experimental fragment ion m/z values that remained unmatched, the matched peptide 

sequence, the calculated precursor ion m/z ratio, the error of the calculated precursor ion 
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m/z ratio from the experimental data, the MS-Digest index number for the protein from 

which the matched peptide sequence originated, the molecular weight and isoelectric 

point of the protein, the protein accession number from the searched database, the 

protein's specie of origin and the protein name are given for each peptide sequence 

match. The detailed results section also provides a chart for each matched peptide 

sequence that displays the theoretical fragment ions that matched the experimental 

fragment ion m/z ratios within the mass tolerance defined within the search criteria. 

A quality quotient, Q, has been defined for MS-Tag search results so that 

algorithm performance can be assessed across multiple peptide MS/MS spectra and the 

quality of the search results can be directly compared (see Equation 3.1): 

Q = % Experimental Fragment Ions Matched X 100 (Eq. 3.1) 
(# Unique Peptide Sequences w/ Same or Higher Ranking) 

3.2.1.2 SEQUEST 

The SEQUEST software package^' ^ is another example of a database-searching 

algorithm for matching peptide sequences to MS/MS spectra automatically. 

Experimental data must be processed through four main steps including: 1) Spectral 

preprocessing to simplify raw MS/MS data, 2) selection of candidate peptide sequences 

from the database, 3) generation of virtual or predicted MS/MS spectra for candidate 

peptides and 4) scoring and ranking of spectral similarity of the processed experimental 

spectrum and the virtual spectra for candidate peptides by cross correlation analysis. To 
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submit spectra to SEQUEST for interpretation, the raw data must be converted to ".dta" 

file format. This format consists of a header row (top entries) that contains the singly 

charged precursor ion m/z ratio (even if the precursor ion is multiply charged) and the 

charge state of the precursor ion. The remaining rows contain fragment ion m/z ratio / 

intensity pairs. 

Once the raw data have been submitted for interpretation, SEQUEST simplifies it 

by rounding all fragment ion m/z ratios to the nearest integer. Any peaks present within 

10 u of the precursor ion m/z ratio are removed to prevent the precursor from later being 

misidentified as a fragment ion. Finally, the 200 peaks with the highest intensities in the 

experimental MS/MS spectrum are retained, eliminating any noise peaks and simplifying 

analysis. The resulting spectrum is simpler and missing many peaks that might slow 

down processing speeds or produce false positive results. 

Just as described for MS-Tag, the precursor ion m/z ratio is then converted to a 

peptide molecular weight by multiplying the precursor ion m/z value by the charge state 

and subtracting the ionizing proton mass(es). Candidate sequences are extracted from the 

database using this information and other criteria including taxonomy, protein pi or mw 

range, cleavage enzymes or chemicals, and compositional qualifiers produced from 

immonium ions. The SEQUEST software package includes a program called "extractms" 

that is used to automatically generate or "extract" SEQUEST input .dta files from LC-

MS/MS datafiles acquired on both triple quadrupole (TSQ) and quadrupole ion trap 

(LCQ) mass spectrometers. The resulting .dta files that can be produced are for singly 

charged (+1) or doubly and triply charged (+2 and +3) precursor ions. The precursor ion 
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charge state is assigned as +1 in a manner similar to that described for MS-Tag; if the 

carbon-13 peak for the precursor ion is 1 u higher than the carbon-12 peak and no 

fragment ions have m/z ratios higher than the precursor ion m/z value, the precursor ion is 

assumed to be singly charged and the corresponding .dta file is assigned a charge state of 

+1. Otherwise, two .dta files are created for the MS/MS spectrum, one assigned a +2 

charge state and the second assigned a +3 charge state, and are searched against the 

specified sequence database. Immonium ion information can be used as compositional 

qualifiers for candidate peptide sequences in SEQUEST as well. The normal operating 

conditions for the use of immonium ion information in SEQUEST searches involves 

incrementing the preliminary score for a candidate sequence that contains the 

corresponding amino acid residues. Furthermore, immonium ions are considered for only 

histidine (110 u), phenylalanine (120 u), tryptophan (159 u), tyrosine (136 u), and 

methionine (104 u). However, immonium ions were used in a non-traditional manner for 

this algorithm comparison by altering the information in the .dta file for a given MS/MS 

spectrum. As previously described, the MS-Tag algorithm uses more extensive 

immonium ion information from the MS/MS data. To achieve a fair comparison between 

MS-Tag and SEQUEST sequencing results, more immonium ions were considered 

during the generation of SEQUEST .dta files. If immonium ions were identified in the 

spectrum that signified the presence of specific residues in the peptide sequence, then the 

single letter abbreviations for these residues were manually entered in the header row of 

the third column in the traditional .dta file format. All candidate peptides generated by 

SEQUEST for that .dta file must then contain the residues listed in this third column. 
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Stretches of amino acid residues known to be present in the peptide sequence from 

contiguous series of fragment ions in the spectrum ("sequence tags") can also be placed 

in this same field, forcing SEQUEST to evaluate only candidate peptides that contain the 

appropriate sequence tag. The same immonium ion m/z ratios and corresponding 

residues used by MS-Tag were also used for SEQUEST searches (see Table 3.1). This 

manual approach to assigning immonium ions and sequence tags for individual MS/MS 

spectra is time-consuming and will ultimately hinder the speed with which protein 

identifications can be made. Each candidate sequence is then assigned a preliminary 

score (Sp) on the basis of three factors: 1) a list of fragment ion m/z ratios is generated 

for cleavage at each peptide bond in the sequence and the experimental intensities 

corresponding to those m/z values are summed, 2) the length of each sequence that can be 

identified through a contiguous ion series is evaluated and an incremental bonus score is 

accumulated for successive fragment ions, and 3) the percentage of calculated ions that 

were present in the spectrum is calculated. The 500 candidates with the highest 

preliminary scores are then promoted to the next processing step. 

A virtual MS/MS spectrum is constructed for each of the 500 candidate sequences 

selected by preliminary scoring by plotting theoretical fragment ion m/z ratios calculated 

for cleavage at each peptide bond in a sequence. Ion abundances can be customized for 

each fragment ion type, but the software default ratio for bn and yn ions is 1:1 in the 

construction of the "predicted" spectra where both ion types are assigned a peak height of 

50. A magnitude of 25 is assigned to m/z ratios within 1 u of bn and yn ions. Ions from 

the neutral losses of water, ammonia, and carbon monoxide can also be considered in this 
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step and, if used, are assigned a peak height of 10. The experimental spectrum is further 

processed to prepare for cross correlation analysis. The spectrum is divided into ten 

equal regions by m/z and peaks in each region are normalized to the tallest peak (which is 

then set equal to a peak height of 50.0). This normalization removes any variation in 

peak intensity that occurs as a function of m/z. However, normalization of fragment ion 

information removes a degree of sequencing information from MS/MS data that might be 

useful once a deeper understanding of peptide fragmentation in the gas phase is achieved, 

allowing the prediction of fragment ion peak intensities in addition to m/z values. 

The experimental spectrum and the virtual spectra are compared for spectral 

similarity through the use of a cross correlation function and each virtual spectrum is then 

assigned a correlation score. More specifically, a cross correlation analysis is used to 

compare the two spectra that represent discrete input signals with fast Fourier 

10 f t  
transformation (FFT), effectively translating the two spectra across one another. If the 

signals are identical, cross correlation of the two should maximize when the two signals 

are not displaced from one another. This cross correlation of the two spectra is computed 

by fast Fourier transformations of the two, multiplication of one transform by the 

complex conjugate of the other, and inverse transformation of the resulting product (see 

Scheme 3.1). By subtracting the cross correlation value when the signals are not 

displaced from one another (x = 0) from the mean of the function over the range -75 < x 

< 75, a final correlation score can be calculated. 
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Unknown Spectrum 

FFT 

Unknown Spectrum 
Transform 

Predicted Spectrum 

FFT 

= Correlation Score 

Inverse 
FFT 

Complex Conjugate of 
Predicted Spectrum 

Transform 

= Product Signal 

Scheme 3.1 Conceptual flowchart of SEQUEST scoring routine by Fast Fourier 
Transformation cross-correlation analysis of unknown peptide spectrum 
with a predicted spectrum. 

An example of a SEQUEST output file (.out file) is shown in Figure 3.3. The 

header supplies information regarding the date and time the search was performed, the 

name of the database searched, some database statistics, and the search parameters 

specified for the analysis. The main body of the results file contains a list of peptide 

sequences best matched to the experimental spectrum in terms of cross correlation score 

(the number of results listed is a user-defined variable). Each high-ranking sequence has 

columns which display the theoretical singly protonated peptide mass, preliminary and 

correlation scores and their corresponding rankings, and proteins fi-om which the peptide 

sequences were extracted. The last lines of the output results display the full protein 

reference for a specified number of identified peptides. 

Generally, correlation scores provide a quick means to assess the quality of the 

match by describing how well the predicted spectrum resembles the observed spectrum. 

A correctly matched sequence usually ranks well for both the correlation score and the 

preliminary score. Also, a matched sequence has a correlation score that stands out fi-om 
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the other scores in the list. This means that there is a noticeable jump between the 

highest ranked sequence and the rest of the scores (which should be uniform and could be 

considered a "baseline" against which to compare the top scoring peptide). Experienced 

users may develop more sophisticated criteria' to categorize SEQUEST results as a 

correct peptide match by using other features of the output files (i.e. preliminary score 

and percentage of matched ions) in addition to the correlation score and deltCn values. 



Bsals.0089.0091.1.out 
SEQUEST V.27 (rev. 11), (c) 1993-2000 
Molecular Biotechnology, Univ. of Washington, J.Eng/J.Yates 
Licensed to ThermoQuest Corp. 
03/02/2002, 12:11 PM, 15 sec. on MSLCQ2 
(M+H)+ mass = 733.4200 ~ 1.0000 (+1), fragment tol = 1.0, MONO/MONO 
total inten = 4106.8, lowest Sp = 64.3, # matched peptides = 7838 
# amino acids = 27815109, # proteins = 77273, C:\Xcalibur\database\swissprot.fasta 
ion series nABY ABCDVWXYZ: 0 1 1 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 
display top 5/3, ion % = 0.0, CODE = 10101 
Enzyme:Trypsin (2) 

# Rank/Sp (M+H)+ deltCn XCorr Sp Ions Reference Peptide 

1. 1 / 67 732 .4660 0.0000 1 . 1566 115 4 6/10 gi 39151391sp1007650|TONB_CAMCO K IPLVYK.L 

2 . 2 /188 733 4248 0.0655 1 .0809 85 3 5/10 gi 400621|sp| P31661 NTCR_RABIT K PLVYNK.T 

3. 3 / 28 732 4620 0.0692 1 .0766 136 2 7/12 gi 119138|sp P17507 EF12_XENLA K VTKSAVK.A 

4 . 4 / 34 734 4089 0.0971 1 .0443 130 0 6/10 gi 418567Isp P32330 YKM1_YEAST K IPDVYK.S 

5. 5 / 83 732 4296 0.1073 1 .0325 108 1 6/10 gi 1304041sp P25247 P0L2_TRSVR R IPVEFK.T 

1. gi|3915139|sp|O07650|TONB_CAMCO TONE PROTEIN 
2. gi|40062l|sp|P3166l|NTCR_RABIT SODIUM- AND CHLORIDE-DEPENDENT CREATINE TRA 

NSPORTER 1 (CTl) 
3. gi|ll9138|sp|P17507jEF12_XENLA ELONGATION FACTOR 1-ALPHA, OOCYTE FORM (EF-

1-ALPHA-O) (EF-IAO) (42S P48) 

Figure 3.3 Example of SEQUEST output file. 
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3.2.1.3 MASCOT 

As previously described for MS-Tag and SEQUEST, Mascot^ is a search engine 

that compares raw MS/MS data with calculated fragment ion m/z ratios, obtained by 

applying cleavage rules to sequence database entries. The candidate sequences are 

extracted on the basis of the precursor m/z ratio and mass tolerance defined by the mass 

accuracy of the mass spectrometer. There are two different sub-programs in the Mascot 

algorithm that can be used to interpret peptide MS/MS spectra, MS/MS Ion Search and 

Sequence Query. The general steps for each are slightly different and will be described 

in sections 3.2.1.3.1 and 3.2.1.3.2 while their common features will be discussed here. 

The fragment ion types that can be considered during automated interpretation of 

MS/MS spectra are listed in Table 3.3 and have restrictions for their use similar to those 

previously discussed for MS-Tag. In the Mascot algorithm, the only way to change the 

default ion types that are considered during the spectral processing is to specify the use of 

a different instrument configuration in the search criteria when using the publicly 

available algorithm. 

The unique feature of Mascot that encouraged its use in this comparison work was 

the incorporation of a probability-based scoring routine (based on the MOWSE computer 

programdeveloped by Pappin and coworkers for peptide mass mapping). Some 

advantages of using probability-based scoring include: (i) A simple cutoff rule can be 

used to judge whether a result is significant or not (unlike SEQUEST scores where users 

must evaluate preliminary and correlation scores, as well as the percentage of calculated 

ions that were matched in the experimental spectrum), (ii) different types of 
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a series ions X X X X 

a-NH3 if fragment includes RKNQ X X X 

a-H20 if fragment includes STED X X 

b series ions X X X X X X X X X 

b-NHs if fragment includes RKNQ X X X X X X X X X 

b-HaO if fragment includes STED X X X X X X X X 

c series ions X 

X series ions 

y series ions X X X X X X X X X X 

y-NHs if fragment includes RKNQ X X X X X X X 

y-HaO if fragment includes STED X X X X X X 

z series ions X 

z+H series ions X 

internal yb < 700 Da X X X 

internal ya < 700 Da X X X 

Table 3.3 Default ion types for corresponding instrument configurations and restrictions placed on the ion 
types for Mascot searches. ^ 
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matching (i.e. peptide masses and fragment ions) can be combined into a single search, 

(iii) scores can be compared with those from other types of searches (MS and MS/MS) 

and on searches conducted on different sequence databases, and (iv) search parameters 

can be readily optimized by iteration. 

The main goal of the scoring routine is to provide some measure of whether or not 

the peptide match between the experimental data and each database sequence entry is a 

random event. Empirically determined factors are used to assign a statistical weight to 

each individual peptide match. The matrix of the weighting factors is calculated when 

the database is built, as follows^: 

Database peptides from a theoretical digest with the digestion enzyme (if 

specified) are binned on the basis of peptide molecular weight (<3,000 Da in 100 Da 

intervals (30 total bins); >3,000 Da are not binned) and the intact protein molecular 

weight from which they were derived (<100,000 Da in 10,000 Da intervals (10 bins); 

>100,000 Da in 1 bin). As each database entry is processed, the appropriate matrix 

elements are incremented so as to accumulate statistics on the size distribution of peptide 

masses as a function of protein mass. The elements of this frequency factor matrix are 

then normalized by dividing the elements of each 10 kDa column by the largest value in 

that column. After searching the experimental data against a calculated peptide mass 

database, the score for each matching sequence is simply the appropriate bin frequency 

value. However, if multiple matching sequences occur in the same bin, the scores are 

multiplied together. The final product score is inverted and normalized to an average 

protein molecular weight of 50,000 Da (see Equation 3.2): 
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Score = 50,000 / [(Product Score) X (MW of "Hit" Protein)] (Eq. 3.2) 

This score is the absolute probability that the observed match is a random event. Because 

reporting probabilities can be confusing (a "high" score is a "low" probability of 

randomness), -10*logio(P), where P is the absolute probability score, is reported instead. 

A  

Thus a probability of 10" is reported as a score of 200. 

As previously mentioned, one of the main advantages of using probability-based 

scoring is that a simple rule can be determined to differentiate a significant match from 

an insignificant one. A commonly accepted threshold is that an event is significant if it 

would be expected to occur at random less than 5% of the time. Because the size of the 

sequence database being searched is known, a cutoff score (p) can be calculated above 

which a match is considered significant and nonrandom. 

There are two types of results formats produced for searches using MS/MS data, 

referred to as a protein summary and a peptide summary. The protein summary report is 

designed to illustrate which single protein best matches the experimental MS/MS data. 

Figure 3.4 shows an example of a protein summary report. The top of the results page 

lists a header that contains a few lines to uniquely identify the search like search title, 

date, user name, database searched, etc. Following the header is a histogram of the score 

distribution for the top 50 best matching proteins. The 50 proteins are divided into 16 

groups based on their probability scores and the bars on the histogram represent the 

number of protein matches in each group. A portion of the histogram is shaded and bars 

present in this area are considered random events with no significance to their scores. 
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digest analyzed by CID-LCQ. (Actual report modified to fit figure space). 
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Figure 3.4 (cont'd) Protein summary report produced from Mascot search for ubiquitin 
tryptic digest analyzed by CID-LCQ. (Actual report modified to fit 
figure space). 
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Conversely, protein matches above the shaded area have less than 5% likelihood of being 

a chance match. The body of the protein summary report contains a tabular summary of 

the best matching proteins. For each protein, the database accession number, molecular 

weight and total score are reported. Following this first line, there are nine columns that 

contain the observed m/z ratio, the experimental m/z converted to a relative molecular 

mass, the calculated relative molecular mass of the matched peptide, the difference 

between the experimental and calculated masses, inclusive numbering of residues 

(starting at N-Terminal residue of intact protein), number of missed cleavage sites, ions 

score and the matched peptide sequence. 

A second type of report format produced by a Mascot search with MS/MS data is 

the peptide summary report (see Figure 3.5). The peptide summary report was created to 

illustrate which minimal set of proteins accounts for the peptides matched to the 

experimental data. As previously described, the peptide summary report contains a 

header for search identification and a score histogram for the best matching proteins. The 

body of the peptide summary report contains a tabular summary of the proteins that have 

the highest total ions score. For each protein, the database accession number, molecular 

weight, total ions score and the numbers of peptides matched are listed. Another table 

generated within the report summarizes the matched peptides with 10 columns containing 

relevant information including query number, the observed m/z ratio, the experimental 

m/z converted to a relative molecular mass, the calculated relative molecular mass of the 

matched peptide, the difference between the experimental and calculated masses, the 
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Figure 3.5 Peptide summary report produced from Mascot search for ubiquitin tryptic 
digest analyzed by CID-LCQ. (Actual report modified to fit figure space). 
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Figure 3.5 (cont'd) Peptide summary report produced from Mascot search for 
ubiquitin tryptic digest analyzed by CID-LCQ. (Actual report 
modified to fit figure space). 
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number of missed cleavage sites, the ions score, the rank of the ions match and the 

matched peptide sequence. A short list is then provided containing any proteins which 

contain the same set of peptide matches, followed by a list of proteins containing a sub

set of the same peptide matches. To appear in this list, a protein must contain a minimum 

of one peptide match with at least 5 residues in length. 

Clicking on the query number link opens a "peptide view" for the match in a new 

browser window. The pop-up window appears by placing the mouse cursor over the 

query number, displaying the complete list of peptide matches for that query (see Figure 

3.6). The quality of the peptide match can be assessed by the information provided in 

this table including the ions score, the difference between the experimental and calculated 

masses, the hit number of the protein containing the peptide match, the accession number 

of the protein containing the match and the peptide sequence. 
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Figure 3.6 Example of peptide view from Mascot search for ubiquitin tryptic 
digest containing peptide TLSDYNIQK. 

3.2.1.3.1 MS/MS ION SEARCH 

The general steps for database searching with Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search have 

been previously described. Candidate peptide sequences are extracted from the database 

on the basis of peptide molecular weight, calculated from precursor ion m/z ratio and 

charge state, and other criteria like protein molecular weight, isoelectric point and 

taxonomy of species of origin. Theoretical fragment ion masses are calculated for each 

candidate sequence using formulas listed in Table 3.4. The sequences are scored and 

ranked using a matrix generated with fragment ion masses and peptide masses, rather 

than peptide masses and protein masses as described in section 3.2.1.3. 
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Ion 
1 Type 

i0ri Mass 

a [N] + [M] - CO 

a* a - NH3 

oO a a — H2O 
++ 

a {a+H)/2 

b [N] + [M] 

b* b-NHs 

b° b - H2O 

b^ (b+H)/2 

c [N] + [M] + NH3 

d a-partial side chain 

V y-complete side chain 

w z-partial side chain 

X [C] + [M] + CO 

y [C] + [M] +H2 

y* y-NHs 

y" y-HiO 
++ y (y+H)/2 

Z [C] + [M]-NH 

Table 3.4 Formulas used to calculate theoretical fragment ions where [N] - mass of N-
terminal group, [C] = mass of C-terminal group and [M] = mass of the sum of 
the neutral amino acid residue masses. 

Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search accepts .dta files generated by Sequest, so no 

additional data processing is necessary to submit raw MS/MS data to this search engine. 

Fragment ion types are selected by choosing the instrument configuration that most 

resembles the instrument on which the digest samples were analyzed. These default ion 
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types cannot be manually changed through the publicly available version of Mascot via 

the Internet. 

3.2.1.3.2 SEQUENCE QUERY 

A complete contiguous ion series formed by cleavage at every amide bond in the 

peptide sequence is often absent in a peptide MS/MS spectrum, regardless of the 

instrument from which it was measured. However, with the ability to search databases of 

known sequences, a list of candidate peptides can be generated using peptide molecular 

weight information (calculated from the precursor ion's m/z value) and the correct 

sequence can be assigned by use of a sequence tag that consists of a portion of the 

peptide sequence interpreted from an incomplete contiguous ion series. A minimum of 3 

fragment ion peaks of the same series is necessary to identify 2 adjacent residues in a 

peptide sequence by subtraction of sequential peak m/z ratios, yielding the identified 

residues' masses. Mann and Wilm first reported interpretation of MS/MS data using 

peptide sequence tags, defined as the precursor peptide mass, the mass of the first peak of 

the identified sequence ladder, some partial sequence, and the mass of the final peak of 

117 the ladder. A similar approach was the basis for the development of Mascot's 

Sequence Query. In addition to a sequence tag, composition ions (found within MS/MS 

spectra as immonium ions'^^) reveal the presence of specific amino acid residues and are 

used to further reduce the number of candidate peptide sequences. 

Manual interpretation of the raw MS/MS data to identify sequence tags and 

immonium ion presence in each spectrum prior to database searching is a necessity of this 
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approach. A query for each peptide spectrum must be entered into the query window and 

consist of one experimental peptide mass value, optionally followed by qualifiers for that 

peptide: 

Peptide mass seq(...) comp(...) ions(...) 

where seq(...) is amino acid sequence tag information in which the order of residues is 

known with respect to adjacent residues, comp(...) is additional amino acid composition 

information determined by immonium ion presence in the spectrum and ions(...) contains 

MS/MS fragment m/z ratios and (optionally) intensity values. 

The sequence qualifier may be searched in many different ways by preceding the 

sequence in parentheses by a prefix to indicate direction (see Table 3.5). The 

composition qualifier consists of a number, followed by the corresponding residue 

between square brackets. An asterisk simply means "one or more". Finally, the ions 

qualifier specifies the fragment m/z ratios of one or more ion series from the MS/MS raw-

data. Fragment ions can be assigned a prefix of "b-" to indicate the fragment peaks are 

representative of b series ions or a prefix of "y-" to indicate y series ions. Alternately, if 

no prefix is used, all ion series are considered. 
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Prefix M§mmg Example 

N to C sequence seq(b-DE] 

y- C to N sequence seq(y-GFED) 

Orientation unknown seq(*-DEFG) 

n- N terminal sequence seq(n-ACDE) 

c- C terminal sequence seq{c-FGHl) 

Table 3.5 Prefixes used with seq(...) qualifier for Sequence Query searches. All 
example seq(...) qualifiers will match to a peptide with the sequence 
ACDEFGHI. 

Due to the high specificity of sequence data, mass tolerances are less important in 

obtaining the correct match. An example fi-om literature^ describing this algorithm shows 

that with a mass tolerance of +/- 25%, the following two queries will give the same 

results even though the molecular weights of the peptides are very different because the 

sequence data alone provide sufficient discrimination: 

1853 seq(n-tcp) seq(dst) 

1933 seq(n-tcp) seq(dst) 

Sequence Query is the most flexible algorithm included in this comparison work, 

but also requires the greatest amount of manual data processing prior to automated 

interpretation. 
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3.3 COMPILATION OF CID SPECTRAL DATABASE 

3.3.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

Individual solution tryptic digests of insulin, ubiquitin, cytochrome C, pepsin, 

hemoglobin, P-casein and bovine serum albumin were performed according to the 

manufacturer's protocol*^' as previously described in Chapter 2. Briefly, each protein 

was dissolved in 0.05 M Tris buffer solution (pH~9.0) to give a final concentration of ~2 

jUg/jiL. Trypsin (1 jjig/juL in 10 mM HCl, pH ~ 3.0) was added to this solution in a 

weight ratio relative to protein of 1:25 and digestion was allowed to continue overnight at 

37°C. The digest solutions were then acidified by addition of acetic acid to stop 

digestion. 

3.3.2 INSTRUMENTATION 

Each digest solution was split in half by volume and analyzed separately by LC-

MS/MS techniques using reverse-phase chromatography, followed by continuous flow 

into either a quadrupole-ion trap mass analyzer (Finnigan LCQ Classic) or a quadrupole-

time-of-flight mass analyzer (Micromass QTOF I). For LCQ analysis, 20 fiL digest 

solution was separated on a reverse phase HPLC column (Michrom Syim, 200A, CI 8, 

1.0mm X 150mm) with a gradient of 95% A / 5% B to 5% A / 95%B over 30 minutes 

(Solvent A; 0.1% TEA, 98% H2O, 2% Acetonitrile; Solvent B: 0.09% TEA, 10% H2O, 

90% Acetonitrile) with a flow rate of 50 juL/min. 

For QTOF analysis, 10 fiL digest solution was separated on a reverse phase 

HPLC column (Agilent Zorbax 3.5um, 300A, CI8 1.0mm x 250mm) with a gradient of 
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100% A / 0% B to 20% A / 80%B over 30 minutes (Solvent A: 0.1% Acetic Acid 

(HOAc), 0.2% Isopropyl Alcohol (IPA), 0.001% TFA; Solvent B: 95% Acetonitrile, 

0.2% IP A, 0.1% HOAc, 0.001% TFA) with a flow rate of 250 jiL/min using an Agilent 

HPl 100 binary system. 

3.3.3 DATA PROCESSING 

Spectra from each LC-MS/MS experiment (see Appendix B) analyzed by the 

LCQ were submitted to SEQUEST" v.21 by which .dta files were automatically created 

on the basis of a user-defined signal threshold. The precursor ion m/z ratio for each .dta 

file was then converted to a peptide mass (considering the possibility of +1, +2 or +3 

charge state) and compared to a list of peptide masses created by a theoretical tryptic 

digestion of the corresponding protein using MS-Digest"^, allowing 2 missed cleavages 

and oxidized methionine and pyro-glutamine residues as possible modifications. The .dta 

files with precursor ions that matched a theoretical peptide mass and had a corresponding 

.dta file from the QTOF LC-MS/MS analysis were then manually interpreted to gain 

confidence that the theoretical peptide sequence was indeed the correct one. Reasonable 

values for peptide and fragment ion mass tolerances were determined during this manual 

interpretation step. The pairs of MS/MS spectra were then submitted to MS-Tag'', 

Mascot's^ MS/MS Ion Search and Sequence Query for automated interpretation by each 

algorithm. 
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3.4 ION STATISTICS 

Statistical characteristics of the peptides for which CID MS/MS spectra were 

acquired are reported in Table 3.6. Sequence lengths of the fragmented peptide ions 

ranged from 5 to 16 amino acid residues for both singly and doubly charged precursor 

ions, but the median length for doubly charged ions was slightly larger than that of singly 

charged ions (9 residues versus 7 residues). Peptides that contained arginine as the C-

terminal residue comprised nearly half of the dataset, while the remaining peptide 

sequences contained lysine as the C-terminal residue. Three peptides sequences (all 

singly charged precursor ions) were used in the comparison that did not contain either 

arginine or lysine. Also, one singly charged ion and one doubly charged ion contained an 

internal lysine in the sequence (representing a missed digestion cleavage) for the CID 

dataset. The total numbers of pairs of CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra were 42 for 

singly charged precursor ions (+1 spectra) and 29 for doubly charged precursor ions (+2 

spectra). 

Ion statistics were calculated to illustrate the types and amount of sequence 

information (i.e. sequence tag length, immonium ion presence, etc.) present in each 

spectrum. During the manual interpretation step for the MS/MS spectra, all fragment ion 

types commonly present in low energy CID (<100 eV) spectra were considered (an, bn, 

and yn ions, internal sequence ions, corresponding neutral losses of water or ammonia 

from these ions (or CO from internal sequence ions), and immonium ions; see Chapter 1 

for fragment ion nomenclature). Certain fragment ions, specifically Cn, Xn, and Zn ions 

and side chain loss ions (dn, Vn and Wn ions), are known to occur in MS/MS spectra 
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generated by higher energy activation techniques like high energy CID (keV).^^' These 

ions were considered only if a peak was present well above baseline noise and could not 

be assigned as one of the previously mentioned ion types. 

-f 'l Spectra +2 Spectra 

Scqucacu _c-igll: I'-IC R-CjidL-'s 5-16 Residues 

(Median) (7 residues) (9 residues) 

C-Terminal Arg 17 13 

C-Terminal Lys 22 16 

C-Terminal 
Nonbasic Residue 

3 0 

No Missed Cleavages 41 28 

1 Missed Cleavage 1 1 

Total # Spectra 42 29 

Table 3.6 Statistical properties of peptide sequences for CID MS/MS spectral 
dataset. 

The percentage of total fragment ions that could be identified in an MS/MS 

spectrum as each fragment ion type was calculated. Neutral loss ions for an, bn, yn, and 

internal sequence ions were included in the total number of ions of the corresponding 

type (See Equation 3.3): 

% Total a ions = (# a ions + # (a-17) ions + # (a-18) ions) ^ fFo ^ 
Total # fragment ions identified in spectrum 
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Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the results of this calculation for CID-LCQ and CID-

QTOF spectra produced by the fragmentation of singly charged and doubly charged 

precursor ions, respectively. Error bars for each reported percentage in Figures 3.7 and 

3.8 were calculated using a standard textbook method to determine standard deviation 

about the mean.^® For all spectra generated by low energy CID, regardless of the 

instrument from which they were acquired or the precursor ion charge state, the same ion 

types were present (an-, b„-, yn-type ions, internal sequence ions and immonium ions). 

The main differences between LCQ and QTOF spectra were apparent in the relative 

numbers of ions of a given type that were identified in each data set. 

Singly charged precursor ions fragmented in the LCQ produced MS/MS spectra 

dominated by bn-, yn-type ions and internal sequence ions (see Figure 3.7). Because the 

precursor ions were generated from the LC-MS/MS analysis of tryptic protein digests, it 

is not surprising that yn-type ions were more abundant than corresponding bn-type ions. 

Most peptides in a tryptic digest have at least one basic residue, either arginine or 

lysine, at the C-terminus. The higher relative basicity of the C-terminal portion of the 

peptide'would encourage retention of the ionizing proton(s) after the activated 

precursor ion fragmented. The numbers of bn- and yn-type ions present in LCQ spectra 

were slightly higher than those of QTOF spectra (24.8% vs. 19.4% and 32.7% vs. 30.4%, 

respectively). These ion types are desirable because the mass difference between two 

adjacent peaks reveals the identity of the amino acid residue. A series of peaks from one 

ion type would allow de novo interpretation of the spectrum and the sequence order of the 

identified residues could be determined. Internal sequence ions, which can be formed by 
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Figure 3 J Comparison of fragment ion types present in peptide MS/MS spectra generated by low energy CID in a 
quadmpole ion trap (LCQ) and a quadrupole/time-of-flight (QTOF) for singly charged precursor ions. 
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of fragment ion types present in peptide MS/MS spectra generated by low energy CID in a 
quadrupole ion trap (LCQ) and a quadrupole/time-of-flight (QTOF) for doubly charged precursor ions. 
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subsequent fragmentation of bn- or yn-type ions^'\ are present at nearly the same extent in 

LCQ and QTOF spectra (28.1% vs. 29.5%, respectively). These ions are less useful for 

sequencing purposes because there usually is not a continuous series of internal sequence 

ions present in a spectrum. However, internal fragment ions can be helpful in 

determining the relative order of residues when sequence ions (b„ or yn) are absent. It has 

been previously reportedthat low energy CID spectra often contain abundant 

internal fragment ions and results from the statistical analysis of the acquired CID 

spectral database presented agree with this finding. The remaining types of ions found in 

MS/MS spectra from singly charged precursor ions, an-type ions and immonium ions, are 

found to lesser degrees in LCQ and QTOF spectra than b„-, yn-type ions and internal 

sequence ions. LCQ and QTOF spectra from singly charged precursor ions generally 

contained the same amount of an-type ions (9.6% vs. 8.2%, respectively). Due to a low 

1 "Xn t 1 A.'y 
mass cutoff resulting from instable ion trajectories ' ' , immonium ions (as well as 

other low mass ions) are often absent in LCQ spectra, a feature apparent in Figure 3.7. 

MS/MS spectra from doubly charged precursor ions showed a slightly different 

distribution of ion types present in the LCQ spectra and QTOF specfra (see Figure 3.8). 

LCQ spectra from doubly charged precursor ions were dominated by bn-, yn-type ions and 

internal sequence ions, the same fragment ion types that were most abundant in LCQ 

spectra for singly charged precursor ions. QTOF spectra from doubly charged precursor 

ions were dominated mainly by yn-type ions and internal sequence ions. Additionally, bn-

type ions represent a much lower percentage of the total identified peaks in these QTOF 

spectra. These results may indicate that slightly higher internal energies are deposited 
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into precursor ions in the QTOF system, allowing bn-type ions that would be formed in 

the LCQ to have enough energy in the QTOF to further fragment to internal sequence 

ions. The deposition of internal energy could vary between the instruments because CID 

activation is achieved in slightly different ways in each type of mass spectrometer. Ions 

in the LCQ are gently accelerated by a "tickle" potential (<5 V) over a longer time 

period, yielding thousands of small collisions with inert gas atoms.'"*' CID in the QTOF 

instrument is achieved by accelerating a mass-selected precursor ion population over a 

larger potential difference (10 V - 100 V) between the mass selection quadrupole and the 

collision cell quadrupole.The initial impact of the precursor ion with an inert gas atom 

provides the majority of the internal energy to the ion, with secondary collisions 

providing only minor energy contributions. The remaining types of fragment ions, an-

type and immonium ions, were present in nearly the same ratios as were calculated for 

singly charged precursor ions. An additional fragment ion type was found in spectra 

from doubly charged precursor ions as multiply charged an-, bn- and yn-type ions. These 

fragment ions were found in both LCQ and QTOF data to nearly the same extent (1.4% 

vs. 1.3%, respectively). 

The validity of fragment ion statistics from the analysis of CID-LCQ and CID-

QTOF spectra (Figures 3.7 and 3.8) is strengthened by comparable results obtained for a 

similar analysis of a larger dataset. Richard Smith and coworkers at Pacific Northwest 

National Laboratories (Richland, WA) provided a CID-LCQ spectral database to the 

Wysocki group containing tens of thousands spectra from tryptic digestion of proteins 

from Deinococcm radiodurans proteome.'" The correct peptide sequences were assigned 
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to the CID-LCQ spectra based on high correlation scores from SEQUEST searches and 

an accurate measurement of the peptide molecular weight (+/- 10 parts per million). Ms. 

Yingying Huang of the Wysocki group analyzed the larger CID-LCQ database using 

automated methods based on the steps previously described (see Eq. 3.3). Results for 

3,309 CID-LCQ spectra from doubly charged precursor ions (limited to sequence lengths 

of 5 - 17 residues with no missed digestion cleavages and either R or K as the C-terminal 

residue) are presented in Figure 3.9 relative to the smaller CID-LCQ dataset. Statistical 

analysis was performed on each CID-LCQ dataset using the automated methods to assign 

fragment ions and calculate the percentage of identified peaks of each category. Results 

for each fragment ion class are within error of one another, thus providing some 

confidence in the statistical results of the smaller CID-LCQ dataset presented. 

Differences in percentages of peaks identified in the MS/MS spectra as yn-type and 

internal sequence ions may be a result of variations in instrumental parameters for data 

acquisitions (i.e. collision gas pressure, collision energy, capillary potential, and overall 

signal-to-noise ratios). 



(M+2H"^)^"^ Precursor Ions 
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Figure 3.9 Statistical analysis generated by automatic fragment assignment for the smaller CID-LCQ database (29 MS/MS 
spectra) versus a larger CID-LCQ database (3,309 MS/MS spectra). The MS/MS spectra from both databases 
were produced from CID activation of doubly charged precursor ions in an ion trap. 
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3.5 AUTOMATED SEQUENCING ALGORITHM COMPARISON 

Results for searches from each algorithm were tabulated with respect to scores for 

the correct peptide identity: peptide homology was not considered in this comparison. 

Certain parameters remained consistent for database searching with the various 

algorithms and are listed in Table 3.7. It should be noted that the fragment ion mass 

tolerance was set to 0.0 u within the SEQUEST search parameters for both sets of data. 

Due to spectral preprocessing steps in which fragment ion masses are reassigned to 

nominal masses, this parameter translates into an effective fragment ion mass tolerance of 

+/- 0.5 u.^'^ 

Each algorithm contained its own default parameters for the fragment ion types 

most useful for automated peptide sequencing of MS/MS specfra obtained from a given 

instrument. These default settings were used in initial database searches for all 

algorithms with the assumption that they had been previously optimized for the 

respective sets of data. Default parameters are listed in Table 3.8. 

Tabulated results were compiled based on the number of spectra for which the 

correct peptide sequence was ranked #1 by each algorithm's scoring routine. The total 

number of pairs of LCQ and QTOF spectra was 42 for singly charged precursor ions (+1 

spectra) and 29 for doubly charged precursor ions (+2 spectra). 
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Database; SwissProt V. 40.17 
(108,439 protein sequences) 

Taxonomy: All entries 

Cleavage Enzyme: Trypsin 

# Missed Cleavages: 2 

Possible Modifications: Met-Ox 
Pyro-Glu as N-Terminal Residue 
Cys - unmodified 

Protein MW Range: All proteins 

Search Mode: Peptide identity, not homology 

Mass Tolerance: 
(for Peptide and Fragments) 

+/- 0.5 u or +/- 800 ppm @ 600 u (LCQ) 

+/- 0.06 u or +/-100 ppm @ 600 u (QTOF) 

Table 3.7 Consistent database search parameters for all algorithms investigated for 
analysis ofLCQ and QTOF MS/MS spectra. 



r-'ijisc-.-.:"--
Scq-;;-.::.-;;!?i='ery 

LCQ QTOF LCQ QTOF LCQ QTOF LCQ QiO." 

+1 Fragments X X X X X X X X 

+2 Fragments X' X® X^ X' 

b,b-NH3,b-H20 X X X' x" x" x" xb x" 
y, y-NH3, y-HaO X X X" x^ x" X' x" x" 
a, a - nh3, a - H2O x" x" 
Immonium Ions X' X' X X X X 

Internal Sequence, 

Internal - nh3, 

Internal - H2O 

X'» X'^ 

Precursor - h3po4 X X 

Precursor - soch4 X X 

®Only used if the precursor charge state was +2 or higher. 

^Loss of NH3 only used if fragment contained R, K, Q, or N. Loss of H2O only used if fragment contained S, T, e or d. 

"^Isobaric residues (Ile/Leu and Gln/Lys) were omitted from this search parameter for SEQUEST. 

'^Neutral losses of nh3 and H2O required presence of residues as noted in '' and presence of internal sequence ion. 

Table 3.8 Default fragment ion types used by each algorithm to sequence peptides from LCQ and QTOF MS/MS spectra. 

k:n i"yps;;- &F,Oi.'£ST MS' Tiir: iv1S.'>4S 
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3.5.1 LCQ-DIGEST ANALYSIS - MH" AND (M+2H'")^^ MS/MS SPECTRA 

SEQUEST^' ^ gave the correct sequence as the best matched peptide for 40% of 

+1 spectra (17 of 42) and 66% of +2 spectra (19 of 29) submitted to the algorithms. 

These results, summarized in Table 3.9, clearly show that SEQUEST performed better 

than MS-Tag'^, Mascot's^ MS/MS Ion Search and Sequence Query for interpretation of 

LCQ spectra created from the fragmentation of singly- and doubly-charged precursor 

ions by low energy CID. This trend was not surprising considering that SEQUEST was 

originally developed for the automated interpretation of quadrupole-ion trap MS/MS 

spectra. ^ SEQUEST search parameters were then later modified to allow greater 

flexibility in the interpretation of MS/MS spectra produced by other acti vation techniques 

within various types of mass analyzers (i.e. high energy CID in a four sector 

instrument).'^'' A more detailed summary of SEQUEST results and the performance of 

the remaining algorithms relative to SEQUEST can be gleaned from Figure 3.10. 

SEQUEST was the only algorithm to rank the correct peptide sequence #1 for 

37% (7 of 19) of +1 spectra correctly identified by SEQUEST (Figure 3.10a). However, 

all the remaining algorithms matched the correct peptide to 58% (11 of 19) of +2 spectra 

correctly identified by SEQUEST (Figure 3.10b). Basic knowledge of peptide 

fragmentation and the mobile proton model^^" may help explain this observation. All 

peptides included in this study had at least one basic residue, arginine or lysine, present in 

their sequences. Sequesterization of the ionizing proton by the basic residue(s) in a 

singly charged peptide ion would hinder charge-directed fragmentation, a process that 

commonly forms sequence ions (i.e. b„ and yn ions). However, a second ionizing proton 
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present in the peptide ion would allow these cleavages to occur more readily. It is 

possible that the +2 spectra are simply richer in the type of sequence information used by 

the remaining algorithms. In support of this explanation, manual interpretation of LCQ 

MS/MS spectra showed that +1 spectra on average contained continuous strings of 

sequence ions that enabled 33% of the peptide sequence to be identified while the +2 

spectra contained continuous ion series that enable interpretation of 41% of the peptide 

sequence on average. 

_ 1 V ! iVlriSCijt s 
1 Seq.jeno,t 

liin St-aicii j Qtsery 
ByA!i 

+1 spectra 
40% 
(17) 

29% 
(12) 

5% 
(2) 

24% 
(10) 

43% 
(18) 

+2 spectra 
65% 
(19) 

62% 
(18) 

41% 
(12) 

52% 
(15) 

34% 
(10) 

Table 3.9 Tabulated percentage of LCQ spectra for which correct peptide sequence 
was ranked #1 by individual sequencing algorithms. 
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Figure 3.10 Relative performance of all algorithms compared to SEQUEST for a) +1 
spectra and b) +2 spectra generated in the quadrupole-ion trap. 
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3.5.2 QTOF-DIGEST ANALYSIS 

3.5.2.1 MH^ SPECTRA 

The correct peptide sequence was identified and scored as the highest match for 

52% (22 of 42) of QTOF +1 spectra by SEQUEST, 40% (17 of 42) of+1 spectra by MS-

Tag, 17% (5 of 42) by Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search, and 50% (21 of 42) of+1 spectra by 

Mascot's Sequence Query. These results, summarized in Table 3.10, showed at least 

10% increase in the percentage of +1 spectra sequenced correctly by the algorithms for 

QTOF data over corresponding LCQ data (refer to Table 3.8 for LCQ results). Statistical 

analysis for +1 spectra produced in the LCQ and the QTOF did not show extreme 

differences in the types of fragment ions present. There remains two primary factors that 

may explain the improved algorithm performance for QTOF spectra: i) spectral 

information located in the low mass cutoff region for LCQ spectra are present in QTOF 

spectra, specifically immonium ions and low mass sequence ions and ii) improved mass 

accuracy of QTOF data. 

Immonium ions are ions that can suggest what amino acid residues are present in 

a peptide sequence, although the location of those residues remains ambiguous. 

Typically these ions have mass-to-charge ratios less than 180 u and are often absent in 

LCQ spectra due to an inherent low mass cutoff of the ion trap mass analyzer resulting 

from instable trajectories of these ions. The QTOF measures flight time of ions and has 

no bias against low mass ions, providing no low mass cutoff for QTOF spectra. The 

value of the sequencing information present in the low mass region of the CID MS/MS 

spectra for automated peptide sequencing by database searching is punctuated by the 
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lllllll MS-Tag • 
Mascot's • 
MS/"MS • 

foil Search 

Mascot's . 
Sequence 

Unmatched 
By All 

+1 spectra 
52% 
(22) 

40% 
(17) 

17% 
(5) 

50% 
(21) 

33% 
(14) 

+2 spectra 
38% 
(11) 

24% 
(7) 

48% 
(14) 

55% 
(16) 

31% 
(9) 

Table 3.10 Tabulated percentage of QTOF spectra for which correct peptide 
sequence was ranked #1 by individual sequencing algorithms. 

comparison of algorithm performance for QTOF spectra and corresponding LCQ spectra. 

SEQUEST, MS-Tag and Mascot's Sequence Query all used the immonium ion 

information as a second stage filter prior to matching theoretical fragment ions for each 

candidate peptide to ions that were present in the spectrum. Specifically, these 

algorithms would first search the database by peptide molecular weight with the 

knowledge that the peptide was produced from a tryptic digest (i.e. the C-terminal residue 

should be either arginine or lysine unless the peptide occurs at the protein's C-terminus). 

The immonium ion filter then further decreased the number of candidate sequences by 

requiring the indicated residues' presence in the sequence. Using SEQUEST results for 

QTOF spectra with a user-defined precursor mass tolerance of +/- 800 ppm at 600 u 

(mass tolerance was opened to equal LCQ data so it could be eliminated as a contributor 

to the reduced number of candidate sequences), the difference in the number of candidate 

sequences that passed only the precursor mass filter and both the precursor mass filter 
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and the immonium ion requirements revealed the significance of these composition ions 

in database searching. On average, the knowledge of a single amino acid residue's 

presence in the sequence reduced the number of candidates by 69.7% (see Table 3.11). 

Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search was the only algorithm in this study that did not include 

immonium ions in the default ion types used for database searching, yet QTOF results 

still showed an increase in the number of +1 spectra matched to the correct sequence 

(17% of QTOF +1 spectra were matched to the correct peptide versus 5% of LCQ +1 

spectra). These results indicate that immonium ions are not the only feature of QTOF 

spectra that provided an advantage over LCQ spectra for automated database searching. 

Other sequence ions omitted from the LCQ spectra within the low mass cutoff region 

contribute to the continuity of an ion series and thus, the overall length of a sequence tag 

that can be generated from the spectra was decreased for LCQ data. The average length 

of the peptide sequence that could be identified by a contiguous yn-ion series was 33% 

for LCQ spectra, but 41% for QTOF spectra. (Both sets of spectra consistently showed 

more yn-type ions and thus, the longest contiguous series was determined using these 

sequence ions as opposed to a,,- or bn-type ions). If the ions located in the LCQ low mass 

cutoff region were also omitted for the corresponding QTOF spectra, the average length 

of the sequence identified by the contiguous ion series decreased from 41% to 34%, 

nearly that which was observed for LCQ data. 

Increased mass accuracy is another feature of QTOF spectra that differs from 

LCQ spectra. The most significant step in database searching in which increased mass 

accuracy may contribute favorably would be the initial search of the database using 
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peptide molecular weight information. Table 3.12 reports the MS-Tag results for the 

average number of peptide sequences that passed through the parent mass filter with the 

user-defined parent mass tolerances for LCQ and QTOF data (+/- 800 ppm and +/-100 

ppm at 600 u, respectively and immonium ions were intentionally omitted from peak 

lists). The average number of candidate sequences was reduced by 0.56% for singly 

charged precursor ions and 4.01% for doubly charged precursor ions. These results 

indicate that improved mass accuracy for QTOF spectra does reduce the overall number 

of candidate peptide sequences, but only by a marginal amount at this level of mass 

accuracy. 
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GFFYTPK 1 F , Y  2775 88 2687 96.8 

LIFAGK 1 F 1301 731 570 43.8 

GITWK 1 W 4038 274 3764 93.2 

IFVQK 1 F 1052 693 359 34.1 

QLEDGR 1 R 3652 2142 1510 41.3 

PyroQLEDGR 1 R 1206 742 464 38.5 

TLSDYNIQK 1 Y 1191 445 746 62.6 

QYYTVFDR 1 F , Y  1580 64 1516 95.9 

PyroQYYTVFDR 1 Y 1896 252 1644 86.7 

HLDDLK 1 H 819 314 505 61.7 

GPFPnV 1 F 905 7 898 99.2 

GFFYTPK 2 F 2755 272 2483 90.1 

QYYTVFDR 2 F,Y 1594 65 1529 95.9 

TYFPHFDLSHGSAQVK 2 Y 435 222 213 49.0 

EFTPVLQADFQK 2 F 531 185 346 65.2 

DAFLGSFLYEYSR 2 F,R 883 271 612 69.3 

QTALVELLK 2 E 497 189 308 62.0 

•Venui. -no. 

Table 3.11 Number of candidate sequences passing through SEQUEST mass filter with and without immonium ion 
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Average # Candidate Seq-tufeices 

Sequences• 

, . — . 

Average % 
Reduction of 

Candidate LCQ QTOF . 
(+A J 00 ppm)' Sequences• 

, . — . 

Average % 
Reduction of 

Candidate 

+1 spectra 153,471 152,615 856 0.56% 

+2 spectra 134,447 129,043 5,404 4.01% 

Table 3.12 MS-Tag parent mass filter results for LCQ and QTOF MS/MS spectra 
with user-defined parent mass tolerances of +/- 800 ppm and +/- 100 ppm 
at 600 u, respectively. 

3.5.2.2 (M+2H^f^ SPECTRA 

Algorithm performances for automated sequencing of QTOF +2 spectra are 

summarized in Table 3.10. The Mascot algorithm, both MS/MS Ion Search and 

Sequence Query, identified the correct sequence for a greater percentage of +2 spectra 

(48% (14 of 29) and 55% (16 of 29), respectively) than either SEQUEST or MS-Tag 

(38% (11 of 29) and 24% (7 of 29), respectively). Comparison of algorithm 

performances for the corresponding LCQ +2 spectra showed that Mascot results 

improved by a slight amount, 7% more +2 spectra for MS/MS Ion Search and only 3% 

more for Sequence Query. A more dramatic trend is observed for Sequest and MS-Tag in 

which the QTOF +2 results are worsened for these algorithms by 27% and 38%, 

respectively. QTOF +2 spectra contained fewer bn-type ions and more internal sequence 
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ions than corresponding LCQ spectra. Because SEQUEST does not use internal 

sequence ions and relies heavily on the formation of b^- and yn-type ions^. it is logical 

that performance of SEQUEST for QTOF +2 spectra worsened. MS-Tag does include 

internal sequence ions as possible fragment ions, yet automated interpretation of QTOF 

+2 spectra by this algorithm also worsened. Furthermore, the exclusion of internal 

sequence ions from the searched ion types for MS-Tag worsened the peptide matches 

significantly. Peptides that were matched correctly to QTOF +2 spectra and ranked #1 

initially were no longer ranked in the top 25 results when internal sequence ions were 

excluded from the search criteria. It was speculated that a larger number of fragment ions 

in QTOF +2 spectra were randomly matched to calculated fragment ions of incorrect 

candidate sequences. Careful inspection of QTOF +2 spectra that specifically scored 

well for both Mascot search routines, but did not rank well for Sequest and MS-Tag, 

revealed that the inclusion of doubly charged fragment ions in the Mascot search 

parameters was important. These +2 spectra contained at least 3 doubly charged b,,- or 

yn-type ions with relative signal intensities of at least 10%. Two examples of these +2 

QTOF spectra are shown in Figure 3.11. Because SEQUEST and MS-Tag do not include 

doubly charged fragment ions in the calculation of theoretical fragment ions present in 

the spectrum, these ions were often misidentified as singly charged fragment ions from an 

incorrect peptide sequence. Thus, the incorrect sequence was scored higher than the 

correct peptide. 
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Figure 3.11 QTOF MS/MS spectra of doubly charged precursor ions contain multiple 
intense doubly charged bn and y^ ions. These fragment ions are included 
only in the Mascot algorithm search parameters. 
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3.5.3 UNMATCHED CID MS/MS SPECTRA 

A significant number of MS/MS spectra were not matched to the correct peptide 

sequence by any algorithm (see Tables 3.9 and 3.10). This corresponded to 43% of +1 

spectra (18 of 42) and 34% of +2 spectra (10 of 29) for CID-LCQ data and 33% of +1 

spectra (14 of 42) and 31% of +2 spectra (9 of 29) for CID-QTOF data. Because the 

proteins digested had known sequences (allowing assignment of the correct peptide 

sequence to a spectrum) and the MS/MS spectra were manually interpreted prior to 

submission to the automated sequencing algorithms, the quality of the spectra (high 

signal-to-noise ratios, good mass calibration and resolution, etc.) is not suspect, but the 

performances of the sequencing algorithms are obviously not optimal in their current 

formats. 

Table 3.13 shows the results of manual inspection of fragmentation patterns of the 

unmatched CID spectra. The spectra were categorized into five general classes based on 

the appearance of their fragmentation patterns: Atypical Fragmentation, Precursor 

Neutral Loss, Intense Internal Ions, Intense Unassigned Peaks and Unexplained. Atypical 

Fragmentation included spectra for which one or two cleavage pathways dominated 

peptide dissociation, resulting in spectral fragmentation patterns with one or two 

dominate fragment ions rather than long continuous ion series that are typically observed 

in CID peptide spectra. Precursor Neutral Loss spectra were those spectra for which a 

neutral loss firom the precursor ion, typically water or ammonia, was the dominate 

firagmentation pathway. Intense Internal Ions included spectra for which a majority of the 

most intense fragment peaks was manually identified as internal sequence ions. Intense 
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CID-LCQ CID-QTOP 

„„ , 

CJD-QTOF 
+ i spectra +2 spec'-Tv? +2 spectra 

Atypical Fragmentation 50% 50% 70% 78% 
(9) (7) (7) (7) 

Precursor Neutral Loss 17% 0% 0% 0% 
(3) (0) (0) (0) 

Intense Internal Ions 0% 7% 0% 0% 
(0) (1) (0) (0) 

Intense Unassigned Peaks 17% 21% 20% 0% 
(3) (3) (2) (0) 

Unexplained 17% 1% 10% 22% 
(3) (1) (1) (2) 

TOTAL 18 14 10 9 

Table 3.13 Breakdown of CID MS/MS spectra that were unmatched to the correct 
sequence by SEQUEST, MS-Tag, Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search and 
Mascot's Sequence Query based on spectral fragmentation patterns. 

Unassigned Peaks included spectra in which peaks were present that could not be 

manually identified as a common type of fragment ion for peptide dissociation (i.e. an, bn, 

On, dn, Vn, Wn, Xn, yn, or Zn lons, neutral losses of water, ammonia or carbon monoxide from 

these ions, immonium ions and internal sequence ions). Finally, the Unexplained 

category included CID spectra that contained continuous ion series of significant length 
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(3-4 residues could be identified) and no other unusual spectral features, but still 

remained unmatched by the algorithms. 

A significant portion of the unmatched spectra generated by activation of singly 

and doubly precursor ions had fragmentation patterns that fell in the category of Atypical 

Fragmentation, regardless of the instrument from which they were acquired. Closer 

inspection of these fragmentation patterns yielded further classification of these spectra 

into five categories: enhanced cleavages due to the presence of proline in the sequence, 

aspartic acid residues in the sequence, a combined effect fi-om proline and adjacent 

aspartic acid residues in the sequence, formation of intense bi/aa ion pairs and, as of yet, 

unexplained enhanced cleavage fragmentation pathways. The presence of proline (Pro) 

in a peptide sequence has been often reported to enhance peptide dissociation at the 

amide bond directly N-terminal to the proline residue, yielding MS/MS spectra with few 

1 'j'y 1 
intense fragment peaks other than those formed through this dissociation pathway. ' 

The "aspartic acid" rule was derived from the reported fragmentation mechanism by 

which the assistance of the acidic side chain of the aspartic acid (Asp) residue for peptide 

dissociation enhances cleavage C-terminal to the acidic residue whenthe number of basic 

residues (mainly arginine and lysine) is equal to or less than the number of ionizing 

protons.An additive effect from these fragmentation pathways occurs when the 

residue pair, Asp-Pro, is present in the peptide sequence.Finally, formation of intense 

bi/ai ion pairs can occur for certain peptide sequences, although the dependence of 

enhanced cleavage on residue content remains unknown. It has been speculated in recent 

literature that b2/a2 ion formation is strong simply because the bi ion is formed by direct 
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fragmentation of the molecular precursor ion rather than subsequent fragmentation of 

larger bn ions.® The distributions of the CID spectra with atypical fragmentation patterns 

for these categories are shown in Figure 3.12. 

The presence of proline and aspartic acid in the peptide sequence for spectra from 

fragmenatation of singly charged precursor ions contributed the most to the atypical 

fragmentation patterns produced. Because nearly all peptides included in the CID 

spectral database contained one basic residue (see Table 3.6), the number of ionizing 

protons for doubly charged precursor ions (2) exceeded the number of basic residues in 

the sequence (1) thus, enhanced cleavage as a result of the presence of aspartic acid was 

not observed for these spectra. Instead, the formation of strong ba/aa ion pairs became a 

significant source of atypical fragmentation patterns in addition to the effects of proline 

in the sequence. Formation ofbj/ai ion pairs will be further addressed in Chapter 6. 

The incorporation of these trends in fragmentation patterns for CID MS/MS 

spectra into the fragmentation model used for automated peptide sequencing is likely to 

improve the success rate of all sequencing algorithms, ultimately allowing more 

confident matches to the correct protein by producing fewer false positive output results 

(the higher the number of peptides matched to a protein, it is less likely the protein 

identification is incorrect). 



CID Spectra with Atypical Fragmentation Patterns 
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Figure 3.12 Classification of CID spectra with atypical fragmentation patterns into previously known and unknown 
fragmentation mechanisms that result in enhanced cleavage of specific amide bonds along a peptide backbone. 
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3.6 SUMMARY 

While many automated sequencing algorithms exist, the performance of each 

varies with respect to the type of instrument by which the MS/MS spectra to be 

interpreted were obtained and the differences of CID in each instrument. SEQUEST 

matched the correct peptide identity most often for LCQ spectra, regardless of precursor 

ion charge state. However, the remaining algorithms, MS-Tag, Mascot's MS/MS Ion 

Search and Sequence Query, performed nearly as well as SEQUEST for the automated 

sequencing of LCQ spectra of doubly charged precursor ions. This result can be 

explained by the mobile proton model for peptide fragmentation and is supported by 

fragment ion statistics. All peptides included in this study contained one basic residue at 

which the ionizing proton may be sequestered. Doubly charged peptide ions have a 

remaining proton that can induce fragmentation of the peptide bond by a charge-directed 

fragmentation mechanism to form more sequence ions (an-, bn- or yn-type ions) with 

lower energy requirements for fragmentation. Fragment ion statistics show that longer 

stretches of contiguous ion series are present in LCQ +2 spectra than LCQ +1 spectra, 

thus identifying a larger portion of the peptide sequence. 

The performance of all algorithms improved by varying degrees for the 

interpretation of MS/MS spectra of singly charged precursor ions from a QTOF 

instrument as compared to corresponding LCQ spectra. These results may be attributed 

to two main factors: i) sequencing information in the form of immonium ions and 

sequence ions lost in the low mass cutoff region for LCQ spectra are included in QTOF 

data and ii) improved mass accuracy of QTOF data over LCQ data. Finally, QTOF 
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spectra from doubly charged precursor ions have a unique feature in the form of doubly 

charged fragment ions with significant relative intensities. Algorithms that do not 

include the possibility of the formation of doubly charged fragment ions in their search 

routines, like SEQUEST and MS-Tag, often assign these ions improperly as singly 

charged fragment ions from an incorrect peptide sequence. The performance of 

SEQUEST and MS-Tag worsened for QTOF +2 spectra relative to LCQ +2 spectra for 

this reason despite the extra sequencing information inherent in QTOF spectra as 

immonium ions and low mass sequence ions and better mass accuracy of all peaks. 

Inspection of atypical fragmentation patterns for CID MS/MS spectra that were 

not matched to the correct peptide sequence by any algorithm revealed the necessity to 

generate a more sophisticated model of peptide fragmentation for automated peptide 

sequencing algorithms. Specifically, the inclusion of the knowledge of dissociation 

pathways favored when proline and/or aspartic acid residues occur in the peptide 

sequence may improve the success rates for automated peptide sequencing as achieved by 

all database searching algorithms. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LC-MS/MS METHOD DEVELOPMENT 

FOR DUAL-QUADRUPOLE SID INSTRUMENT 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Liquid chromatography (LC) is currently one of the most widely used analytical 

separation techniques with its popularity attributed to high sensitivity and versatility.®^' 

In terms of proteomics research, LC separations are sometimes used to separate simple 

protein or peptide mixtures rather than gel electrophoresis techniques because higher 

abundance of certain proteins tend to mask the presence of other proteins occurring at 

much lower levels during the gel staining process."^^' les-no Biologically important 

proteins may be overlooked because of this sensitivity issue. Usually, the eluent of an 

LC system may be directly submitted to electrospray ionization and the resulting ions can 

be analyzed by mass spectrometry techniques. 

Ion mobility is another separations technique that shows promise for peptide 

sequencing when coupled with mass spectrometers.'''"'^^ Separation of peptide ions 

occurs on the basis of the relative size (e.g. collisional cross-section) and charge state 

when the ions traverse a chamber filled with inert bath gas, usually helium. More 

compact ions will have smaller cross-sections so their movement or "mobility" through 

the manifold will be faster because there will be fewer collisions with helium atoms. The 
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velocities of larger, more linear ions with greater cross-sections will be decreased as the 

number of collisions with helium increases. Because the peptide ions are separated in 

time, they can be individually (on the basis of spatial size and charge state) activated by 

collision with a surface, for example, and fragmented. The fragment ions and any 

remaining precursor ions are then focused into the mass spectrometer, separated on the 

basis of their m/z values and detected. Ion mobility has been successfully coupled with a 

mass analyzer that has SID capabilities for the purposes of peptide sequencing. Russell 

and coworkers have developed a MALDI-ion mobility-orthogonal time-of-flight mass 

spectrometer that allows peptides to be ionized with MALDI (matrix-assisted laser 

desorption/ionization), separated by ion mobility, activated by surface induced 

dissociation (SID), and mass analyzed and detected in the time-of-flight. 

A primary objective of the research described in this dissertation was to assess the 

peptide sequencing information provided by SID in a tandem mass spectrometry 

experiment and compare that data with a commercially available ion activation technique 

(i.e. collision induced dissociation (CID)). In order to obtain a statistically relevant 

number of tandem mass (MS/MS) spectra generated by SID in the dual quadrupole 

instrument, it was necessary to interface a reverse-phase liquid chromatography system 

with the SID mass spectrometer. By doing so, protein digestion mixtures could be 

separated and analyzed using SID as the ion activation method and a large number of 

peptide MS/MS spectra could be generated efficiently with respect to expense and time. 

This chapter focuses on work dedicated to the coupling of a capillary LC system 

capable of low jaL/min flow rates (50 nL - 200 jJiL/min) to the existing dual quadrupole 
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SID mass spectrometer. Detailed descriptions of the physical hardware designed and 

constructed to achieve a successful interface between the capillary LC system and the 

dual quadrupole SID instrument in the Wysocki group are provided. The basic steps 

needed to perform an LC-MS/MS analysis of protein digestion samples with this system 

were developed and are described in detail. Limitations of the protocol and attempts to 

overcome or minimize these obstacles are described as well. 

4.2 PHYSICAL COMPONENTS NEEDED FOR LC-MS/MS 

Detailed specifications for the instrumental components involved in coupling a 

capillary LC system with the SID mass spectrometer will be provided in this section. A 

schematic and complete description of the LC-MS interface designed for protein digest 

analysis will also be given. 

4.2.1 CAPILLARY LIQUID CHROMATOGRAPHY 

The liquid chromatography (LC) system used to obtain SID data fi*om protein 

digest analyses presented in this dissertation was an UltiMate™ micropump and 

detection module (LC Packings, San Francisco, CA). The system consisted of a solvent 

organizer, a high precision reciprocating micropump, a CIS-packed capillary column, 

and a UV-VIS detector (See Figure 4.1). The solvent organizer allowed the use of up to 

four different solvents to create an elution gradient. Two solvents were routinely used for 

protein digest separations and the remaining two reservoirs contained solvents used for 

column storage between analyses. A critical feature of this LC system that enabled 
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Figure 4.1 Visual representation of the capillary liquid chromatography system coupled with the custom built dual 
quadrupole SID mass spectrometer. ^ 

to 
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coupling with the mass spectrometer was a pressure-controlled micropump that could 

achieve the low flow rates (1-4 |iL/min with a capillary pressure calibrator cartridge) 

necessary to achieve electrospray ionization (ESI) without a flow split between the LC 

outlet of the UV-VIS detector and the ESI source of the mass spectrometer to decrease 

the eluent flow rate. By excluding the flow split, all of the eluting peptides were ionized 

and submitted to MS analysis rather than just a fraction of the total concentration. The 

standard capillary LC column used for routine digest analysis was a 15 cm x 300 fim I.D. 

capillary column packed with 3 p-m PepMap™ CI 8 stationary phase. This patented 

stationary phase allowed the use of formic acid in the gradient solvents rather than 

trifluoroacetic acid, a compound that is known to suppress peptide ion formation when 

eluent is directly submitted to electrospray ionization for mass analysis. Finally, the UV-

VIS detector was able to monitor and record up to four absorption wavelengths 

simultaneously with a total detection volume of 45 nL and an absorption cell pathlength 

of 10 mm. 

Under normal operating conditions for the separation of a protein digest, solvent 

A was 0.5% (v/v) formic acid in deionized water and solvent B was 0.5% (v/v) formic 

acid in HPLC-grade methanol. The elution gradient consisted of 90% solvent A / 10% 

solvent B to 10% solvent A / 90% solvent B over 30 min with a flow rate of 3 {iL/min. 

Detection of eluting peptides and any remaining undigested protein was possible by 

monitoring analyte absorption at 215 nm and 278 nm, signaling elution of peptide 

analytes with amide moieties and aromatic side chains respectively. 
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4.2.2 DUAL QUADRUPOLE SID MASS SPECTROMETER 

Detailed description of the dual quadrupole SID mass spectrometer has been 

previously provided in Chapter 2. This section focuses primarily on the electrospray 

ionization (ESI) source of the SID instrument because it is the main component of the 

mass spectrometer involved in the interface with the LC system. A brief description of 

instrument control of the quadrupole mass analyzers and data acquisition using a 

Teknivent Vector/2 data acquisition and data processing system is also included. 

4.2.2.1 HEATED CAPILLARY ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION 

The electrospray ionization (ESI) source used with the dual quadrupole SID mass 

17S 
spectrometer is a modified version of the Chait heated capillary design (See Figure 

4.2). It consists of a standard stainless steel capillary (8.5" x 0.020" ID. x 0.062" O.D.) 

housed in a brass cylindrical casing, mounted on a quick connect flange fitted to the front 

of the dual quadrupole instrument. Nichrome heating wire in fiberglass sleeving is 

wrapped around the brass capillary housing and the temperature is measured by an iron-

constantan thermocouple and regulated with an Omega 6100 series thermostat. The 

skimmer cone (Vestec VT1020A) has an aperture of 0.5 mm and is aligned with the 

capillary opening by mounting plates held by stainless steel standoffs. The capillary is 

electrically isolated from the skimmer cone by a Kel-F bushing (Upchurch Scientific, 

Oak Harbor, WA). The skimmer cone is in contact with a ring lens that was held at the 

same potential as the skimmer cone. 
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Normal operating conditions for the ESI source included a capillary temperature 

and potential of 125° C and 90-120 V respectively, with a solution flow rate of 2-3 

laL/min. The ESI tip, either a syringe needle or the tip from the interface design, was 

held at 3.4 - 4.0 kV and the skimmer cone potential was maintained at 90 V. Typical 

operating pressures were 0.5-1.0 Torr at the capillary-skimmer region and 1.6 - 2.0 x 10'^ 

Torr as the manifold pressure (measured near the surface holder). 

4.2.2.2 QUADRUPOLE CONTROL AND TEKNIVENT VECTOR/2 DATA 

ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING SYSTEM 

Each quadrupole of the SID mass spectrometer was controlled by a quadrupole 

power supply (QPS) that was in turn controlled by either C-50 (for Q1 control) or C-60 

(for Q2 control) power supplies. The C-50 and C-60 power supplies provided command 

signals to the QPS for the mass range to be scanned (mass command signal), the DC pole 

bias potential, the resolution settings, and the quadrupole "mode" (i.e. mass-selecting, 

resolving, or simply acting as an ion guide). The actual RF and/or DC potentials for 

operation of the mass analyzers were then generated within the QPS for each quadrupole 

and directly applied to the quad electrodes via electrical connections in the instrument's 

vacuum chamber. The C-50 and C-60 were not computer controlled so these command 

signals from the power supplies were varied through human intervention by physical 

manipulation of trimpots and flip switches. This feature of the SID instrument led to the 

development of the LC-MS/MS methodology described in future sections of this chapter. 
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4.2.3 DESIGN OF LC-MS INTERFACE 

The physical hardware needed to couple the capillary LC with the dual 

quadrupole SID instrument has relatively simple design and construction. A schematic of 

the LC-MS interface is illustrated in Figure 4.3. A zero dead volume (ZDV) union 

(Valco U-322) is used to connect the outlet LC fused silica tubing (100 p,m I.D. x 220 fxm 

0.D.) from the UV-VIS detector of the capillary LC system to a TaperTip™ electrospray 

tip (New Objectives, Inc., Wobum, MA) with tubing sleeves (229 jum I.D. and 381 jum 

1.D. X 635 |am O.D., Upchurch Scientific). The TaperTip™ ESI tip was purchased as a 5 

cm length of fused silica tubing (100 )im I.D. x 360 fim O.D.) distally coated with a 

conductive coating. The tip has an orifice of 100 }im and can withstand flow rates up to 3 

liL/min because the inner diameter remained a constant dimension in the portion of the 

tip where the outer diameter is tapered from 360 jim to 140 |am. The reported flow rate is 

based on the typical range for Taylor cone stability with a spray solution consisting of 

75% methanol and 2% acetic acid without a sheath gas.'^^ The actual flow rate 

maximum for these tips may be quite different with various experimental conditions 

(from source to source or with different spray solution compositions). The LC eluent 

tubing/ESI tip union is then mounted on a Kevlar holder and fixed in place by two brass 

plates. The smaller of the two plates holding the ESI tip provides physical contact 

between the tip and an aluminum plate used to apply high voltages to the LC eluent flow 

during operation. Finally, a brass rod inserted in the opposite end of the Kevlar holder is 

used in a xyz micrometer to align the apertures of the ESI tip and the heated capillary of 

the ESI source. 
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Figure 4.3 Diagram of LC interface assembly with respect to the existing ESI source from the a) side view 
and b) top view. Detailed specifications for labeled components are provided in the 
corresponding text (Section 4.2.3). 
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The Kevlar holder was also designed to enable direct infusion of an analyte solution from 

a syringe pump without removing the LC tip assembly from the mass spectrometer 

source. A second ZDV union that coupled a fused silica transfer line from a 100 fiL 

syringe on a syringe pump to a replacement syringe needle is mounted on the same 

Kevlar holder as the LC tip union. This feature made it possible to align the syringe 

pump needle with the heated source capillary without physical interference from the LC 

tip assembly. 

4.3 BASIC LC-MS/MS METHODOLOGIES 

As described previously, isolation of the precursor ion by the ion selection 

quadrupole of the SID instrument was controlled manually when the quadrupoles were 

driven by Extrel C-50 and C-60 power supplies and data was recorded with the 

Teknivent'Vector2 system during an LC-MS/MS analysis. Prior knowledge of a 

precursor ion mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) and the corresponding elution time in the LC 

separation was necessary to obtain MS/MS data for that ion. Early SID data were 

acquired using multiple LC runs of the same digestion sample with the mass spectrometer 

tuned for two different modes of operation; i) single stage mass spectrometry ( LC-MS) 

to measure the precursor ion m/z ratios at different elution times and ii) tandem mass 

spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) to acquire structural information for each precursor ion. 

To prepare for the initial LC-MS analysis, the SID instrument ion optics were 

tuned for 0 eV collision energy using direct infusion of a pure peptide solution. A 20 [j,M 

leucine enkephalin-R solution (amino acid sequence using single letter abbreviations is 
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YGGFLR) was routinely used for this tuning procedure because a range of peaks was 

present in the MS spectrum, specifically the singly charged precursor (MH^ = 712.7 Da), 

the doubly charged precursor ((M+2H^)^" = 356.8 Da) and the singly charged dimer 

((2M+H"^)"^ = 1424.4 Da). Once the mass spectrometer tuning parameters were optimized 

for 0 eV collision (mass selection), five |aL of digest sample (equal to approximately 1 

nmol digested protein) was loaded onto the capillary LC column and separation was 

achieved using the conditions described in Section 4.2.1.1. The eluent was directly 

ionized by ESI using the LC-MS interface assembly. RF potentials without any resolving 

DC potentials were applied to the quadrupole electrodes of the ion selection quadrupole 

(Ql) of the SID instrument, allowing this mass analyzer to behave as an ion guide 

without mass resolution of the ions. The second mass analyzer (Q3) had both RF and DC 

potentials applied to the quadrupole electrodes, achieving resolution of ions on the basis 

of their m/z ratios. (A more detailed description of the operation of the quadrupole mass 

analyzers was provided in Chapter 2). 

Typical LC-MS data acquired using this approach is illustrated in Figure 4.4 for 

the separation of a tryptic digest of P-casein (pure protein purchased firom Sigma 

Chemicals, St. Louis, MO). The LC chromatogram, shown in Figure 4.4a, depicts the 

absorbance of UV-VIS radiation at 215 nm by eluting tryptic digestion peptides. Sample 

loading of the capillary column occurred during the first 21 minutes of the separation, the 

end of which was marked by the solvent fi-ont eluting at 21.750 minutes. During sample 

loading, the elution gradient profile was kept constant at 90% solvent A (0.5% (v/v) 

formic acid) and 10% solvent B (0.5% (v/v) formic acid in HPLC- grade methanol). 
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Figure 4.4 a) LC chromatogram recorded at 215 nm for separation of |3-casein 
tryptic digest and b) corresponding MS total ion current spectrum (TIC). 
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Over the next 30 minutes, the elution gradient increased from 90% - 10% solvent A, as 

previously described in Section 4.2.1.1 and digestion peptides were eluted from the 

capillary column. A column washing step (10% solvent A held for 2 minutes) and a 

column re-equilibration step (90% solvent A held for 15 minutes) were added to the end 

of the elution gradient profile to automatically prepare the LC column for a second 

analysis. 

A MS total ion current (TIC) spectrum is the recording of all ions producing a 

measurable signal at the mass spectrometer's electron multiplier over a span of time. The 

MS TIC, shown in Figure 4.4b, mimics the appearance of the corresponding LC 

chromatogram for the digest separation. Peptides that have low concentrations (as noted 

by low absorbances in the LC chromatogram) may not have representative peaks in the 

MS TIC. A peptide molecule's propensity to absorb UV-VIS radiation does not correlate 

with its ease of ionization"', thus detection in one instrument does not infer detection in 

the second. LC eluent had to travel through a length of fused silica tubing after the UV-

VIS detector prior to reaching the ESI source resulting in a delay time of approximately 

one minute between absorbance peaks in the chromatogram and detected ion peaks in the 

MS TIC. Finally, averaging 2-3 mass spectra over the apex of an ion peak in the TIC 

gave a MS spectrum for the corresponding LC peak (data not shown). A list of expected 

precursor ion m/z ratios and matching elution times was generated from these averaged 

MS spectra. 

To obtain structural information for each precursor ion from the generated list 

after the initial LC-MS analysis, a second LC separation of the same digest sample was 
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performed with the dual quadrupole SID instrument in MS/MS mode. The ion optics for 

the SID instrument were tuned for a 45 eV collision (for singly charged precursor ions; 

90 eV collision for doubly charged precursor ions) with a target SAM surface chemically 

modified with CF3(CF2)9(CH2)2SH (C12F10). Direct infusion of 20 j^M YGGFLR 

timing solution was used to optimize ion optics in MS/MS mode by mass selecting the 

singly protonated precursor ion (m/z 712.7 Da) and maintaining a potential difference of 

45 V between the skimmer cone (90V) and the target surface (45V). Fluent from this 

second LC separation was directly ionized using the LC tip assembly as in the previous 

LC-MS analysis. Throughout the LC-MS/MS run, the mass command signal from the C-

50 quadrupole controller was changed manually to isolate the appropriate precursor ion at 

the expected elution time. Because of variation in elution times from sequential LC runs 

(+/- 30-60 seconds at 4 jiL/min), the UV-VIS trace recorded by the LC detector was 

monitored on-the-fly to compensate for deviations from the expected elution times. 

Typical LC-MS/MS data are given in Figure 4.5, which shows the separation of a 

tryptic digest of glucagons as an example. The MS/MS TIC spectrum, as shown in 

Figure 4.5a, resembled the LC chromatogram when the correct precursor ion m/z ratios 

were isolated at the appropriate elution times (i.e. m/z 654 was mass-selected from 29.3 

min to 29.8 min to create peak A and m/z 740 was mass-selected from 33.5 min to 34 min 

to create peak B). Averaging single scans over the apex of a peak in the TIC for a 

particular mass-selected precursor ion yielded the resulting MS/MS spectrum for that ion. 

Average MS/MS spectra for two peptides from the tryptic digestion of glucagon, singly 
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charged YLDSR (MH^ - 654 Da) and doubly charged AQDFVQWLMNTK 

- 740 Da), are presented in Figure 4.5b and 4.5c, respectively. It is important to note that 

the mass range scanned by the resolving mass analyzer (Q2) was 10-2000 Da for all 

fragmentation spectra acquired, however only the mass range in which fragment ions 

were present above the noise level is shown for the averaged MS/MS spectra in Figure 

4.5. 

4.4 LC-MS/MS AUTOMATION USING MERLIN INTERFACE 

The use of a Merlin Interface (ABB, Pittsburgh, PA) for instrument control and 

data acquisition with the dual quadrupole SID mass spectrometer provided an opportunity 

to automate certain steps in the acquisition of LC-MS/MS data. The following sections 

will highlight the changes made to the basic LC-MS/MS methodologies outlined in 

section 4.3 and the manner in which these alterations were achieved. 

4.4.1 DATA DEPENDENT SCANNING 

Without the Merlin interface, multiple LC runs were necessary to acquire LC-

MS/MS data for a digest mixture with the SID instrument tuned in two modes of 

operation; i) MS mode (0 eV collision) to measure m/z ratios of eluting peptide ions and 

ii) MS/MS mode (some non-zero collision energy, typically 45 eV for singly charged 

precursor ions as an initial value) to obtain structural information for mass selected 

peptide ions. The mass selection was controlled by manually changing the mass 

command potential applied to the mass selection quadrupole (Ql) as peptides eluted 
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throughout the LC run. To reduce the analysis time required for a digest mixture, these 

two modes of mass spectrometry were combined into a single run using data dependent 

scanning, conceptually illustrated in Figure 4.6. The LC system and SID instrument were 

configured so that upon sample injection onto the LC column, a contact closure to ground 

signal initiated a macro written to control the scan mode of the mass spectrometer 

(LCMS.pml; see Appendix A for full code). At the start of the LC-MS/MS run, 

LCMS.pml coded the SID instrument to operate in a MS survey-scanning mode with no 

potential difference between the skimmer cone of the ESI source and the target surface (0 

eV collision) and only RF potentials applied to the mass selection quadrupole (Ql) and 

resolving RF/DC potentials applied to the second quadrupole (Q3). This allowed all ions 

to pass through the first mass analyzer and be focused into the second quadrupole in 

which they were separated on the basis of corresponding mass-to-charge ratios without 

colliding with the target surface. (See Chapter 2 for a more complete description of 

quadrupole operation). The SID instrument continued to scan in this mode until the base 

peak (peak of highest intensity) of the MS spectrum surpassed a user-defined signal 

threshold beyond which precursor ions of adequate signal-to-noise could be mass-

selected (typically 3 times the signal-to-noise ratio detected when no peptide was eluting 

Irom the LC column). Once this threshold was exceeded, LCMS.pml coded for the 

acquisition of an ion selection scan. In this mode of operation, RF/DC potentials were 

applied to Ql for mass selection of the ion whose abundance had surpassed the signal 

threshold. Finally, the tuning parameters for the SID instrument were changed to those 
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values optimal for MS/MS scanning and data was then acquired for SID of the mass 

selected ion. The inherent scan rate of the 4000 amu scanning quadrupole mass analyzer 

and the rate of communication between the Merlin interface and the SID instrument 

limited the rate of data acquisition to a maximum of 7 high quality (S/N for base peak > 

10) MS/MS spectra that could be acquired during peak elution (-30 seconds). After 

recording these 7 MS/MS spectra, data acquisition was paused and the SID instrument 

was then returned to the initial MS survey-scanning configuration. This loop continued 

until the end of the LC run controlled by a user-defined time limit. 

Prior to the actual LC-MS/MS analysis, the mass spectrometer tuning parameters 

were optimized for the two separate modes of operation, MS and MS/MS at a given 

collision energy, using direct infusion of a standard pure peptide solution (typically 20 

|j,M YGGFLR) from a syringe pump. 

4.4.2 AUTOMATED DTA CREATION 

To submit MS/MS spectral data to automated peptide sequencing algorithms, a 

common type of data file (.dta file) had to be constructed for each spectrum. This file 

format consisted of a list of mass-to-charge ratios versus ion intensity. The header row 

for this file contained the singly charged precursor ion m/z ratio and the charge state of 

the actual precursor ion. A second macro was written to accelerate these data processing 

steps to create the .dta files automatically (mkdta.pml; see Appendix A for full code). To 

preserve the signal-to-noise ratio of the MS/MS spectra generated during an LC-MS/MS 

analysis with the dual quadrupole SID instrument, the resolution had to remain open 
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enough to yield peak widths of 4 - 5 amu at 10% of the base peak height. To assign the 

correct m/z value to a peak of this width, the mkdta.pml macro uses an automatic peak 

finder available in the Merlin software package. The resulting .dta file is generated as a 

list of integerized peak m/z values (i.e. 50 amu, 51 amu, 52 amu, etc.) and a 

corresponding peak are for each m/z value. The mass accuracy of the peaks in an SID 

MS/MS spectrum was thus limited to +/- 0.5 amu in the resulting .dta file. 

4.5 CURRENT OBSTACLES FOR LC-MS/MS ANALYSIS WITH SID 

Surface-induced dissociation (SID) has a characteristic feature that created 

impediments for the acquisition of MS/MS data for structurally different components of a 

protein digest mixture. While SID deposits high average internal energies into mass-

selected precursor ions relative to other low energy ion activation techniques, the 

distribution of those energies is narrow^^' (on the order of a few eV) as shown in 

Chapter 1. Ideally, a single collision energy (and thus, a single set of MS/MS tuning 

parameters for the mass spectrometer) could be used to acquire high quality MS/MS 

spectra for all peptides in a digest sample during an LC-MS/MS run to minimize analysis 

time and simplify the manner in which MS/MS SID data was acquired. The narrowness 

of the energy deposition fiinction (and the inherent timeframe of the mass spectrometer 

which cannot be easily varied) made it difficult to choose a single collision energy for 

effective fragmentation (as defined by presence of intact precursor ion and a distribution 

of fragment ions across the entire mass range of the MS/MS spectrum) of tryptic 

digestion peptides with different sizes, sequences, and charge states in an LC-MS/MS 
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run.'® There were two possible ways to attempt to overcome this obstacle by broadening 

the internal energy distribution without sacrificing the magnitude of kinetic energy 

converted to internal energy; i) vary the collision energy for multiple LC-MS/MS runs 

for a single digest mixture and ii) vary the target SAM surface composition. 

4.5.1 SINGLE COLLISION ENERGY PER LC-MS/MS ANALYSIS 

To specifically illustrate the problem with narrow internal energy distributions for 

SID-activated ions in LC-MS/MS digest analyses, Figure 4.7 shows fi-agmentation 

efficiency curves for two peptides, leucine enkephalin (YGGFL) and leucine enkephalin-

R (YGGFLR), which differ in size and sequence by one arginine residue located at the C-

terminus. Fragmentation efficiency curves were created by plotting the percent 

fragmentation (defined as the ratio of the sum of the fragment peak areas to the peak 

QQ 

areas for all peaks in a spectrum times 100) versus collision energy. These curves can 

be considered measures of ease with which a peptide fragments. The energy onset for 

dissociation increased by ~17.5 eV for YGGFLR relative to YGGFL (-10% 

fragmentation occurred at 27.5 eV and 10 eV, respectively) as shown in Figure 4.7. This 

feature of SID becomes a problem for the dissociation of peptide ions with differing 

sizes, differing sequence characteristics (i.e. number of basic amino acid residues), and 

differing charge states in an LC-MS/MS analysis. For example, if the mass spectrometer 

was tuned for a 20 eV collision of singly charged YGGFL and singly charged YGGFLR 

with a C12F10 SAM surface, fragment ions would be abundant for YGGFL in the 

MS/MS spectrum (~74% fragmentation), but singly charged YGGFLR would remain 
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Figure 4.7 Fragmentation efficiency curves for dissociation of singly charged precursor ions of leucine enkephalin 
(YGGFL) and leucine enkephalin-R (YGGFLR), generated by collision with a CF3(CF2)9(CH2)2SH 
(C12F10) SAM surface, illustrate the narrowness of internal energy deposition for SID activation. 
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mostly intact for the same collision energy (-3% fragmentation) and few fragment ions 

would be apparent in the MS/MS spectrum, hindering sequencing of this peptide. 

Because the SID instrument could be tuned for a single collision energy per LC-MS/MS 

run, large singly charged peptide ions did not produce fragments upon activation because 

the collision did not provide enough internal energy for dissociation of those ions. In the 

same analysis at the same collision energy, small singly charged peptide ions and large 

doubly charged peptide ions achieved excessive average internal energies and fragment 

ions with high m/z ratios were absent in the spectrum because higher energy dissociation 

pathways that produced smaller fragment ions were readily accessible. For peptide 

sequencing purposes, this led to shorter continuous series of a particular ion type (i.e. bn 

and yn) so the portion of the peptide that could be identified by de novosequencing was 

shorter. (See Chapter 1 for more details on peptide sequencing). In order to acquire 

MS/MS spectra with intermediate amounts of fragmentation for a single digest mixture, 

multiple LC-MS/MS runs would have to be performed with the SID instrument tuned for 

various collision energies to achieve a complete analysis of the protein digest. 

4.5.1.1 SUMMED COLLISION ENERGY SPECTRA 

One attempt to overcome the difficulty in choosing a collision energy for an LC-

MS/MS run involved the use of summed collision energy specfra. Acquiring SID specfra 

for pure peptide solutions (introduced by direct infusion from a syringe pump to the ESI 

source) using multiple collision energies and adding the peak intensities present in the 
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various MS/MS spectra into a single summed collision energy spectrum allowed the 

validity of this approach to be tested. 

The appearances of the single collision energy spectra and the corresponding 

summed spectrum for fragmentation of singly charged YGGFLR are presented in Figure 

4.8. By visual comparison of the MS/MS spectrum acquired at 35 eV on a C12F10 

surface and the summed energy MS/MS spectrum (Figure 4.8b vs. 4.8d), substantial 

increase in the length of a continuous ion series in the summed spectrum did not occur. 

A second example is presented in Figure 4.9 for doubly charged PPGFSPFR. Visual 

comparison again shows there was relatively little difference for fragmentation between 

an intermediate collision energy spectrum and the summed energy spectrum. Table 4.1 

lists the peptides used to test this strategy and the collision energies that were used to 

create a summed collision energy spectrum for each precursor ion. Collision energies 

lower than those listed in Table 4.1 were not used in the summed spectrum because the 

energy onset of dissociation for each peptide was generally not less than 20 eV. Once the 

peptide precursor ion was no longer present in the single collision energy spectrum, 

higher collision energies were not acquired or used to create the summed energy 

spectrum. 
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Figure 4.8 MS/MS spectra for fragmentation of singly charged YGGFLR achieved 
by SID at a) 25 eV, b) 35 eV, and c) 50 eV collision energies. Summing 
spectra a)-c) produces a MS/MS spectrum as shown in d). 
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Figure 4.9 MS/MS spectra for fragmentation of doubly charged PPGFSPFR achieved 
by SID at a) 30 eV, b) 40 eV, and c) 50 eV collision energies. Summing 
spectra a)-c) produces a MS/MS spectrum as shown in d). 
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Precursor Ion Summed Collision Energies 
Peptide Sequence Chaise State (C12F10 surface) 

DLWQK . 

DSDPR MH"' 30 eV + 40 eV 
SIGSLAK MH^ 30 eV + 32.5 eV + 40 eV 
FSWGAEGQR MH^ 30 eV + 40 eV + 50 eV + 60 eV 
YIGSR MH^ 30 eV + 32.5 eV + 40 eV + 45 eV 
VPDPR MH"" 30 eV + 45 eV 
ASHLGLAR MH^ 45 eV + 50 eV 
YGGFLR MHT 25 eV + 35 eV + 45 eV + 50 eV 
LMYPTYLK MH^ 25 eV + 35 eV + 45 eV 
VGGYGYGAK MH^ 25 eV + 35 eV + 45 eV 
CDPGYIGSR MH"" 30eV + 40eV + 50eV 
PPGFSPFR MH^ 35 eV + 45 eV + 55 eV + 65 eV 
FSWGAEGQR (M+2H^)^^ 30 eV + 40 eV 
ASHLGLAR (M+2H^^^ 30 eV + 40 eV 
ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR (M+2HY^ 40 eV + 50 eV + 60 eV 
Pyro-QGVNDNEEGFFSAR (M+2HY^ 30 eV + 40 eV + 50 eV 
YGGFLR (M+2H^)"^ 25 eV + 30 eV 
LMYPTYLK (M+2H^)-^ 30 eV + 40 eV + 50 eV 
VGGYGYGAK (M+2H^^^ 25 eV + 30 eV + 35 eV 
CDPGYIGSR (M+2HY^ 20 eV + 25 eV 
PPGFSPFR (M+2HY^ 30 eV + 40 eV + 50 eV 

Table 4.1 Summary of peptide sequences, corresponding mass-selected precursor ion 
charge states and the collision energies used to collect single collision 
energy MS/MS SID spectra. These single collision energy spectra were 
then summed together to create a summed spectrum for each peptide ion. 

The percentages of a peptide sequence (in terms of amino acid residues, not mass) that 

could be identified by a continuous ion series present in the summed energy spectrum and 

a spectrum obtained using a single collision energy (with an intermediate degree of 

fragmentation) are listed in Table 4.2. 
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% Peptide ID'd by 
Sequence Tag 

: Total #feaks-
IPM Pa*-Spss5tiurp': 

Peptide Sequence 

Precursor 
. Ion 
Charge 

HhViC 
iliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Energy 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

S.-ngii; 
V 

SuAiiMed, 
Energy 

Single ' 
Energy 

Jl.vv'QX •ii' 4'J 40 -3 -.3 
DSDPR MH^ 0 0 18 18 
SIGSLAK MH" 86 86 29 29 
FSWGAEGQR MH^ 0 0 19 19 
YIGSR MH" 80 80 16 16 
VPDPR MH" 80 80 17 17 
ASHLGLAR MH' 38 38 29 27 
YGGFLR MH"" 0 0 17 17 
LMYPTYLK MH^ 0 0 13 13 
VGGYGYGAK MH"" 0 0 27 27 
CDPGYIGSR MH"" 0 0 24 24 
PPGFSPFR MH" 25 25 39 39 
FSWGAEGQR (M+2H')" 67 67 24 24 
ASHLGLAR (M+2Hi" 0 0 26 26 
ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR (M+2H")'' 0 0 12 12 
Pyro-QGVNDNEEGFFSAR (M+2B.y* 43 43 22 22 
YGGFLR (M+2H')^"' 0 0 16 16 
VGGYGYGAK (M+2Hi-" 22 22 17 17 
CDPGYIGSR (M+2H")-^ 0 0 17 17 
PPGFSPFR (M+2H')-' 63 63 30 30 

Table 4.2 Summary of the percentage of a peptide sequence identified by a 
continuous ion series and the total number of peaks identified per spectrum 
for summed energy spectra and corresponding single energy spectra. 

Of the 20 peptide precursor ions that were used to test this method, only one 

showed a higher number of peaks in the summed energy spectrum than in the 

corresponding single energy spectrum (singly charged ASHLGLAR). None of the 

summed energy spectra provided a greater percentage of the peptide sequence identified 
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by a sequence tag relative to the single energy spectra because there were no ions present 

in the summed spectra. 

To analyze a protein digest using SID, multiple LC-MS/MS analyses of the same 

digest sample had to be carried out with the mass spectrometer tuned for various collision 

energies, regardless of whether a single collision energy spectrum or a summed energy 

spectrum was used for peptide sequencing. Results presented in this section showed no 

advantage to using summed energy spectra. In terms of practical purposes, a distinct 

disadvantage for the use of summed energy spectra was apparent - generating the 

summed spectra added to the amount of time necessary for data processing for samples 

that may require high-throughput analyses. 

4.5.1.2 MIXED COMPOSITION TARGET SAM SURFACES 

Another approach to change the internal energy distribution of activated precursor 

ions was to alter not the potential difference for collision induction, but to change the 

target surface composition. All SID data presented in this chapter thus far was acquired 

by collision of a mass-selected peptide ion with a gold(lll) surface modified with a 

fluorinated alkanethiolate (SH-(CH2)2(CF2)9CF3 or "C12F10"). This type of surface 

modification has been known to transfer a higher fraction of the precursor ion's kinetic 

energy to internal energy and thus produce a greater extent of fi-agmentation at lower 

source-surface potential differences when compared with an alkanethiolate surface 

modification.Because all of the protein digests analyzed by LC-MS/MS were 

prepared with trypsin as the cleavage enzyme, a majority of the digestion products would 
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necessarily have a basic residue (arginine or lysine) somewhere in the sequence and most 

likely at the C-terminus^'* (see Chapter 2). The presence of these residues would hinder 

fragmentation by sequestering the mobile proton that is required to initiate charge-

directed fragmentation (See Figure 4.7, YGGFL vs. YGGFLR). The use of a C12F10 

surface allowed more internal energy to be deposited into an ion and thus, the proton was 

mobilized from a basic site to move to less basic sites along the peptide backbone to 

induce charge-directed peptide ion fragmentation. A surface modification with 

alkanethiols, such as octadecanethiol (SH-(CH2)i7CH3 or "CI8") or dodecanethiol (SH-

(CH2)iiCH3 or "CI2"), provides smaller portions of kinetic energy converted to internal 

energy, but these internal energies have a slightly broader distribution. This is illustrated 

in Figure 4.10 for singly charged YGGFLR collided with a variety of surfaces. There is a 

larger range of collision energies over which the same degree of fragmentation occurs for 

collisions with the hydrocarbon surface (CI2) relative to the fluorocarbon (C12F10) 

surface. 

Attempts were made to slightly broaden the internal energy distribution of the 

activated ion population by using mixed composition SAM surfaces with various 

concentrations of C12F10 and CI2. Broadening the internal energy distribution slightly 

(yet still narrower than that which is produced from CID activation) might access 

different fragmentation pathways for an activated ion at a given collision energy. 

Fragmentation efficiency curves were generated by mass selecting singly charged 

YGGFLR and colHding it with individual SAM surfaces modified with various mixtures 

of C12F10 and CI 2. There are many interesting features of these curves. 
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Figure 4.10 Fragmentation efficiency curves generated by collision of singly charged YGGFLR with a 
variety of pure and mixed composition SAM target surfaces. 
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Figure 4.11 Total Ion Current measured for a 45 eV collision of singly charged YGGFLR with 100% CI2, 50% C12F10 / 
50% C12, and 100% C12F10 SAM surfaces. 
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One noteworthy point was that the 70% C12F10 / 30% C12 SAM had approximately the 

same degree of fragmentation as the 100% C12F10 SAM. Because there exists a chain 

tilt from surface normal for thiols chemically adsorbed to gold surfaces, there is a 

difference in the tilt angles: ~ 27-32° for hydrocarbon thiols (CI2) and ~ 16-20° 

semifluorinated thiols (C12F10) from surface normal.For a mixed composition 

SAM where a majority of the thiol chains are C12F10 chains, it is conceivable that the 

incoming projectile ion interacts with mostly cf3- end groups and approximately the 

same extent of kinetic energy transfer occurs as on a uniform composition C12F10 

Sam."0-"^^ 

A second noteworthy point that can be made from Figure 4.10 is that the mixed 

composition SAM surfaces provided a slightly broader internal energy distribution to the 

ion population. The difference in collision energies (AeV) needed to achieve 

approximately 5% fragmentation to 95% fragmentation increases from 20 eV for 100% 

C12F10 and 70% C12F10 / 30% C12 to 27.5 eV for 30% C12F10 / 70% C12 and 30 eV 

Scheme 4.1 Cartoon representation of mixed composition SAM surface with 
C12F10 and C12 thiol chains present in the monolayer. Figure 
adapted from supplied reference 
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for 100% CI2. Although changing the composition of the target surface did broaden the 

internal energy distribution, it was only a slight change of-10 eV and did not enable the 

determination of a single universal collision energy to be used for fragmentation of all 

eluting peptides in a LC-MS/MS analysis for a digest sample. One distinct disadvantage 

for using mixed composition SAM films is illustrated in Figure 4.11. The total ion 

current spectrum (a measure of all the ions being detected over time) shows a higher 

degree of precursor ion neutralization upon collision with the 100% C12 surface as 

compared to the 50% C12F10 / 50% C12 and 100% C12F10 surfaces. This results in 

lower signal-to-noise ratios for the MS/MS spectra acquired with SID analysis. As there 

is only limited time to acquire data determined by the data acquisition system and the 

definite time window for peptide peak elution, lowering the number of times the mass 

range can be scanned, signal must be conserved to acquire MS/MS data with good signal-

to-noise ratios. 

4.6 SUMMARY 

Modifications designed and implemented to achieve LC-MS/MS analysis of protein 

digest samples with the dual quadrupole SID mass spectrometer have been described. A 

general method for performing an LC-MS/MS analysis with the SID instrument was 

developed and described in detail. The narrowness of the energy deposition function and 

the relatively short timeframe (~^sec) between ion activation and mass analysis for S ID-

activated ions created difficulty in determining a universal collision energy by which all 

peptides from a digest could be activated and produce MS/MS spectra that did not bias 
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low mass fragment ions. Two strategies to overcome this problem were described and 

results indicated these methods were not effective. Summing multiple MS/MS spectra 

obtained at various collision energies for a single precursor ion did not show an 

improvement over the acquisition of a single collision energy spectrum for practical 

peptide sequencing purposes. Using a mixed composition SAM target surface 

(C12F10/C12) did broaden the internal energy distribution by -10 eV, yet a universal 

collision energy could still not be determined to give adequate sequence information for a 

variety of peptides present in a digest sample. A distinct disadvantage for the use of a 

mixed composition surface was a higher degree of ion neutralization compared to a 

uniform C12F10 surface, resulting in poorer quality MS/MS spectra (lower overall 

signal-to-noise). 
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CHAPTER 5 

SURFACE INDUCED DISSOCIATION 

FOR PRACTICAL PEPTIDE SEQUENCING 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

Surface induced dissociation (SID) of a mass-selected precursor ion occurs as a 

result of conversion of the ion's kinetic energy to internal energy during an ion/surface 

collision event. The measured SID spectrum resulting from collisional activation of the 

ion population provides structural information for the mass-selected precursor ion, as is 

the case for collision induced dissociation (CID). In high energy CID (keV), the average 

internal energy imparted to the precursor ion population is quite low even at high 

collision energies (see Figure 1.7) with only a small fraction of the broad internal energy 

distribution extended to higher energies."^ Low energy CID (< 100 eV) is classified as a 

"slow" heating method when used in mass spectrometers that perform tandem mass 

spectrometry in time through a series of ion trapping events,. A slow heating method is 

defined as an activation method in which the rate of deactivation of ions by collisional 

cooling is competitive with the rate of collisional activation."^ This feature of low 

energy CID in trapping mass analyzers has been reported'^ to limit the maximum 

internal energy that can be imparted to the precursor ion (see Figure 1.7). However, 

when using a surface as the collision target rather than an inert gaseous atom, higher 
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average internal energies can be achieved because the mass of the target is much larger 

for a surface than that for an atom.'^^ The relatively high internal excitation achievable by 

SID is especially important for inducing fragmentation of large ions (i.e. peptide ions), 

for which a large kinetic shift otherwise causes slow (often negligible) fragmentation 

with respect to the time scale of the mass spectrometer (i.e. ions with greater degrees of 

freedom require higher internal energies for abundant fragment ions to be observed in the 

MS/MS spectrum).^^ 

This chapter describes research efforts devoted to determining the overall 

efficiency of practical peptide sequencing using SID, rather than CID, for ion activation 

during LC-MS/MS analysis. This was accomplished by submitting tryptic protein digests 

to LC-MS/MS using methods that were specifically developed for the dual quadrupole 

SID instrument (described in detail in Chapter 4). Automated spectral interpretation was 

attempted for the resulting SID MS/MS spectra using popular peptide sequencing 

algorithms that were originally designed to match CID MS/MS spectra to the 

corresponding peptide. Dramatic differences in the success rates for these algorithms in 

interpretation of CID and SID MS/MS spectra for the same peptide ions led to statistical 

investigation of the differences in CID and SID fragmentation patterns. SID MS/MS 

spectra were compared for peptide sequencing information content to low energy CID 

(<100eV) MS/MS spectra acquired with either a quadrupole ion trap (LCQ) or a 

quadnipole/time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer. The failure of the automated 

sequencing algorithms to correctly interpret SID MS/MS spectra led to the use of an 

unconventional approach to automated sequencing known as "patchwork peptide 
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sequencing"^, first reported by Schlosser and Lehmann, that relies on high mass accuracy 

measurements of fragment ion m/z ratios. Improved results for peptide sequencing using 

database searching techniques with SID MS/MS spectra acquired in a hybrid sector/time-

of-flight instrument (which provides higher mass accuracy than the dual quadrupole SID 

instrument) will be described. 

5.2 COMPILATION OF SID SPECTRAL DATABASE 

5.2.1 SAMPLE PREPARATION 

The 15 proteins listed in Table 5.1 were digested with trypsin according to the 

manufacturer's protocol'^' as previously described in Chapter 3 for compilation of the 

CID MS/MS spectral database. Spectra produced from solutions of pure peptides listed 

in Table 4.1 (purchased from Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) were included in the 

database as well. For enzymatic digestion, each protein was dissolved in 0.05 M Tris 

buffer solution (pH~9.0) to give a final concentration of ~2 iig/jiL. Trypsin (1 )ig/|iL in 

10 mM HCl, pH ~ 3.0) was added to this solution in a weight ratio of 1:25 relative to 

protein and digestion was allowed to continue overnight at 37°C. The digest solutions 

were then acidified by addition of 10%(v/v) acetic acid to stop digestion. Initial attempts 

were made to use trifluoroacetic acid rather than acetic acid to stop the digestion process 

(as suggested in manufacturer's protocol), but the resulting ion signal for LC-MS/MS 

analysis was too low to achieve good quality MS/MS data with the dual quadrupole SID 

instrument. Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) is known to suppress ion formation during 

electrospray ionization because basic residues participate in formation of strong ion 
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pairing between the peptide (or protein) and the TFA anion. The substitution of acetic 

acid to stop digestion of the protein solution improved overall ion intensities because the 

weaker interactions between basic residues in the peptide (or protein) sequence can be 

1 
easily removed in the ESI process. 

5.2.2 INSTRUMENTATION 

Each digest solution was analyzed separately by LC-MS/MS techniques using 

reverse-phase chromatography coupled with electrospray ionization as previously 

described in Chapter 4, followed by continuous flow into a dual quadrupole SID mass 

spectrometer (ABB Extrel). Approximately 5 |iL digest solution was separated on a 

reverse phase capillary column (LC Packings Sjiim, PepMap CI8, 0.300mm x 150mm) 

with a gradient of 90% A /10% B to 10% A / 90% B over 30 minutes (Solvent A: 0.5% 

(v/v) formic acid in deionized water; Solvent B: 0.5% (v/v) formic acid in HPLC-grade 

methanol) with a flow rate of 3 p,L/min. 

CID MS/MS spectra were acquired for the same protein digest samples by LC-

MS/MS analyses with a quadrupole ion trap (Finnigan LCQ Classic) or a 

quadrupole/time-of-flight (Micromass QTOF 1) mass spectrometer as previously 

described in Chapter 3, Section 3.3.2. 

5.2.3 DATA PROCESSING 

Spectra from each LC-MS/MS experiment using the SID instrument (see 

Appendix B) were manually filtered for quality (in terms of signal-to-noise ratios and 
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extent of precursor ion fragmentation) and were assigned a peptide sequence in the 

following manner. The precursor ion m/z ratio for each MS/MS spectrum was converted 

to a peptide mass (considering the possibility of+1, +2 or +3 charge state) and compared 

to a list of peptide masses created by a theoretical tryptic digestion of the appropriate 

protein using MS-Digest"*, allowing 2 missed cleavages and oxidized methionine and 

pyro-glutamine residues as possible modifications, as previously described in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.3.2. The SID MS/MS spectra with precursor ions that matched a theoretical 

peptide mass, had good fragment ion signal-to-noise ratios (S/N at least 2-3) and showed 

fragment ions across a majority of the scanned mass range (i.e. fragment ions present in 

the spectrum with m/z values greater than or equal to 50% of the upper m/z value of the 

scanned mass range) were retained for further processing and comparison to CID MS/MS 

spectra. These spectra were manually interpreted with the MW-matched sequence to 

gain confidence that the theoretical peptide sequence was indeed the correct one. 

Reasonable values for peptide and fragment ion mass tolerances were determined to be 

+/- 1.0 u during manual interpretation. Statistical analysis of the types and relative 

numbers of fragment ions present in SID MS/MS spectra was performed and is described 

in detail later in this chapter (see Section 5.3). A short macro was written in PAW 

language (incorporated in software for the Merlin Automation Interface), mkdta.pml (see 

Appendix A), and was used to automatically generate .dta input files for the SID spectra 

that passed the quality and sequence assignment requirements. The resulting files were 

then submitted to SEQUEST^' MS-Tag"*, Mascot's^ MS/MS Ion Search, and Mascot's^ 

Sequence Query (see Chapter 3) for automated sequencing by each algorithm. Any SID 
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MS/MS spectra that did not fit the aforementioned criteria for S/N ratio, sequence 

assignment and distribution of fragment ions were excluded completely from the 

statistical analysis and the automated sequencing studies. 

Table 5.1 provides a list of the sources of tryptic peptides for the described work 

and includes either commercially available peptides with arginine or lysine at the C-

terminal position ("Pure Peptides") or proteins that were enzymatically digested and 

analyzed on the dual quadrupole SID instrument. The second column in Table 5.1, 

entitled "# High Quality SID Spectra", lists the number of SID MS/MS spectra for each 

protein digest that had good fragment ion signal-to-noise ratios (S/N at least 2-3) and 

fragment peaks present across a majority of the scanned mass range (as previously 

defined). The third column, entitled "Quality Spectra w/ Tryptic Sequence", lists the 

number of high quality SID spectra from the second column that could be assigned a 

tryptic peptide sequence through theoretical protein digestion and matching peptide 

masses. These sequence assignments were confirmed by manual spectral interpretation. 

The number of SID spectra that were not included in this work because correct peptide 

sequences could not be assigned to them varied greatly from one digest to another and 

ranged from 0 to 16 spectra. One explanation for the large numbers of spectra that could 

not be assigned a tryptic peptide sequence is that cleavage of a protein's sequence at 

residues other than arginine (Arg) and lysine (Lys) can occur during a tryptic digestion 

due to the impurities in the original trypsin solution.Frequently, chymotrypsin is a 

contaminant protease found in low-grade commercial trypsin.'®'^ The result of digesting 

proteins with a mixture of chymotrypsin and trypsin is usually a mixture of peptides with 
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" 

! Digested Protein 

•••-  '  -

# High 
Quality 

Spectra 

Quality 
Spectra W/ 

i i Viatic 
^CqV'Cr^Ci.: 

Quality 
Ttyptic, 

Spectra w/ 
Kl'sVvoiii.v. 

LCQ Sfiectra 

Quality Tryptic 
Spectra w/ 

/QTOF 
Spectra 

Pure Peptide 28 28 28 

Insulin 3 3 3 2 

Ubiquitin 10 10 10 9 

Cytochrome C 16 14 14 8 

Pepsin 1 1 1 1 

Hemoglobin 27 18 9 3 

p-Casein 11 11 4 2 

Bovine Serum Albumin 21 21 12 7 

Papain 2 2 0 N/A 

Lysozyme 9 4 2 N/A 

Carbonic Anhydrase II 10 10 4 N/A 

a-Crystallin 4 3 3 N/A 

Glucagon 19 6 3 N/A 

Myoglobin 22 14 10 N/A 

Phosphorylase B 33 18 5 N/A 

Actin 27 11 4 N/A 

TOTAL: 243 174 112 60 

Table 5.1 Available SID MS/MS spectra for statistical analysis and comparison to 
CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF MS/MS spectra for each protein digest. (N/A 
indicates the protein digest was not analyzed by the QTOF instrument). 
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a normal tryptic cleavage at one terminus and a random or non-tryptic cleavage at the 

other terminus.The fourth column in Table 5.1, entitled "Quality Tryptic Spectra w/ 

Matching LCQ Spectra", provides the number of SID spectra from the third column that 

had corresponding LCQ spectra for the same peptide sequence with the same precursor 

ion charge state. These numbers also varied widely with protein digest and eliminated up 

to 16 additional spectra. The final column in Table 5.1, "Quality Tryptic Spectra w/ 

Matching LCQ / QTOF Spectra", shows the number of SID spectra that were of high 

quality, could be assigned a tryptic peptide sequence and had corresponding LCQ and 

QTOF spectra for the same peptide and charge state. The sums of spectra in the fourth 

and fifth columns are the total number of SID spectra used for comparison to low energy 

CID acquired in an LCQ and in a QTOF (112 spectra and 60 specfra, respectively). 

Details of the sequence characteristics of peptides for which SID MS/MS spectra 

were acquired are reported in Table 5.2 for the complete SID spectral database (SID 

spectra that fit the criteria for sequence assignment, S/N ratio and extent of fragmentation 

described previously) and the two subsets of SID spectra that were compared with either 

CID-LCQ spectra only or CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra. SID spectra from the 

fragmentation of singly charged precursor ions represented nearly half of the complete 

SID spectral database. Only a single SID spectrum was produced by fragmentation of a 

triply charged precursor ion and was omitted from the contents of Table 5.2. However, 

as the spectral subsets were created for comparison with CID spectra, singly charged 

precursor ions accounted for larger percentages of the SID spectra (56% for CID-LCQ 

comparison and 60% for CID-LCQ/CID-QTOF comparison) than multiply charged 
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Quality 
Tryptic Slli • Matching C!D-

LCO ' 

/rDSpeel-':^ V-:'!" 

LOO and QTOF 
; Sp€«trs 

MH' iiiiBiiilli Mir; Mil' (M+7jr)^' 

Sequence Length 5-21 .S" .6 5-17 . _ 5-:6 

(Median) (7) (9) (7) (9) (7) (9) 

# with C-terminal Arg 30 37 25 22 15 11 

# with C-terminal Lys 53 49 35 26 20 13 

# with C-terminal 
Nonbasic Residue 

3 1 3 1 1 0 

0 Missed Cleavages 78 68 58 45 35 23 

1 Missed Cleavage 8 15 5 4 1 1 

2 Missed Cleavages 0 4 0 0 0 0 

Total # Spectra 86 87 63 49 36 24 

Table 5.2 Statistical properties of peptide sequences fragmented by SID to generate 
SID spectral database. 

precursor ions. The lengths of the peptides in all SID datasets were similar and 

encompassed a range of 4 to 16 amino acid residues for singly charged precursor ions and 

5 to 21 residues for doubly charged precursor ions. The median sequence lengths 

remained consistent for all datasets with slightly longer sequences associated with doubly 

charged ions rather than singly charged ions (9 residues versus 7 residues). Longer 

sequences are more likely to have the capacity to retain two protons following ionization 

because charge repulsion plays a less significant role in the competition between singly 

and doubly charged ions.^' The proteins selected as sources of tryptic peptides for the 
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generation of MS/MS spectra contained multiple arginine and lysine residues. A large 

number of unique peptide sequences was desired to accumulate a statistically relevant 

number of MS/MS spectra for the comparison. By choosing proteins with many tryptic 

cleavage sites, the total number of peptides increased while the sequence lengths of those 

peptides remained limited to shorter lengths. The limitations on peptide size for this 

study are reflected in the relatively short median sequence lengths reported in Table 5.2. 

Singly charged peptide ions contained arginine as the C-terminal residue for ~40% of 

SID spectra in all datasets while most of the remaining singly charged sequences 

contained lysine at the C-terminus. A very small fraction of the sequences had a non-

basic amino acid residue at the C-terminus. Doubly charged precursor ions had a slightly 

higher frequency for C-terminal arginine (-45%) than did singly charge precursor ions 

with most of the remainder of the sequences containing C-terminal lysine. Internal lysine 

or arginine residues in a sequence (representing a missed digestion cleavage) occurred 

most frequently for the complete SID spectral dataset. As the database was decreased in 

the number of total spectra, the observation of missed cleavages was reduced. 

5.3 AUTOMATED PEPTIDE SEQUENCING WITH SID-QQ SPECTRA 

To determine the "usefulness" of the sequencing information available in SID-QQ 

spectra for practical peptide sequencing in general, algorithms designed to assign peptide 

sequences to CID MS/MS spectra were used to automatically interpret the MS/MS 

spectra and match SID spectra to peptide sequences. The results were tabulated with 

respect to correct peptide identity: peptide homology was not considered in this study. 
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All SID spectra that could be assigned manually to a tryptic peptide sequence (174 

spectra; Column 2 of Table 5.1) were submitted to the various algorithms to determine 

the overall success rate and flexibility of each algorithm. Although all algorithms 

included in this dissertation work were originally developed for sequencing with CID 

spectral patterns, many claim to have enough flexibility to be extended to the automated 

interpretation of MS/MS spectra generated by other, less common, ion activation 

techniques and instrumental designs."^' 

The algorithms chosen for the assessment of spectral quality included MS-Tag"^, 

SEQUEST*, Mascot's^ MS/MS Ion Search and Mascot's^ Sequence Query. These 

sequencing algorithms are based on a database-searching approach to match peptide 

sequences to raw MS/MS spectra and the details of each algorithm's strategy have been 

previously described in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1. The relative performances of these 

algorithms have been assessed for CID MS/MS spectra acquired with either an LCQ or a 

QTOF instrument; the results were thoroughly described in Chapter 3 as well. Certain 

parameters remained consistent for database searching with the various algorithms and 

are listed in Table 3.6. One additional parameter that was not included in Table 3.6 was 

the mass tolerance for fragment ions and peptide precursor ions for SID-QQ spectra. 

Manual interpretation of the SID-QQ spectra allowed determination of a typical tolerance 

setting to be +/- 1.0 u based on the mass accuracy observed for peptide fragment ions in 

the spectra (mass difference between calculated fragment ion m/z value and 

experimentally measured m/z value). Each algorithm also contains default settings for 

the types of fragment ions most useful for peptide sequencing of MS/MS spectra obtained 
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from LCQ and QTOF instruments. However, no such default settings are available for 

SID-QQ spectra and common fragment ion types that are routinely observed for SID 

fragmentation patterns were determined by manual interpretation and statistical analysis 

of SID-QQ spectra. The instrument default provided by the algorithm that was most 

similar to fragment ion types present in SID-QQ spectra was used or, if allowed by the 

algorithm, fragment ion types were customized by manual selection. Fragment ion types 

applied to searches with each algorithm are listed in Table 5.3. Immonium ions were 

used as absolute pre-filters for SEQUEST, MS-Tag and Mascot's Sequence Query 

searches with SID spectra, resulting in the requirement of all candidate peptide sequences 

to contain the residues signaled by the presence of immonium ions in the spectra. 

Tabulated results were compiled based on the number of spectra for which the correct 

peptide sequence was ranked #1 by each algorithm's scoring routine. 

Automated sequencing results for SID spectra generated by singly charged and 

doubly charged precursor ions are presented in Table 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. Overall, 

the algorithms matched SID spectra to the correct peptide sequence less frequently than 

CID spectra (Chapter 3, Table 3.9 and Table 3.10), regardless of precursor ion charge 

state or mass analyzer (i.e. LCQ or QTOF). Specifically, SID spectra from singly 

charged precursor ions were matched to the correct sequence most often by MS-Tag. 

MS-Tag requires a significant amount of human intervention in submitting the spectral 

data to the algorithm, selecting fragment ions for search parameters and matching 

fragment ion peaks to immonium ions. Each of these steps allow various degrees of 

algorithm optimization to be performed, perhaps contributing to the overall higher 
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success rate of MS-Tag for automated sequencing of SID spectra. SID spectra from 

doubly charged precursor ions were matched poorly overall relative to singly charged 

precursor ions. Detailed examination of the general fragmentation patterns for SID 

spectra was performed to understand the failure of these algorithms to achieve automated 

sequencing with SID MS/MS spectra. 
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Internal Sequence, 
Internal - NH3, 
Internal - H2O, 
Internal - CO 

X'' X'̂  X^ X" X® 

Precursor - H3PO4 X X 
Precursor - SOCH4 X X 

®Only used if the precursor charge state was +2 or higher. 

''Loss of NH3 only used if fragment contained R, K, Q, or N. Loss of H2O only used if fragment contained S, T, E or D. 

'^Isobaric residues (He/Leu and Gln/Lys) were omitted from this search parameter for SEQUEST. 

^Neutral losses of NH3 and H2O required presence of residues as noted in'' and presence of internal sequence ion. 

® Only neutral loss of CO considered; internal sequence ions must be < 700 u. 

Table 53 Default fragment ion types used by each algorithm to sequence peptides from CID-LCQ, CID-QTOF, 
and SID-QQ MS/MS spectra. 
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+1 spectra Mascot's , , 
SEQUEST MS-Tag MS/MS Ion Search 

Ranked #1 8% 12% 1% 7% 
(7) (10) (1) (6) 

Ranked in 30% 15% 1% 7% 
Top 25 (26) (13) (1) (6) 

Table 5.4 Tabulated results for the correct peptide match for SID-QQ spectra from 
singly charged precursor ions. 

• •> Specl;.-) 

~ 

MasCi-rs MasCisS's 
(<S?) Si-0\ ;hS7 MS-'n^g jVis/.MH )5jn Seaivh S<'qijeiK£ Quei y 

Ranked #1 6% 2% 0% 1% 
(5) (2) (0) (1) 

Ranked in 8% 5% 0% 1% 
Top 25 (7) (4) (0) (1) 

Table 5.5 Tabulated results for the correct peptide match for SID-QQ spectra from 
doubly charged precursor ions. 
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5.4 STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF SID SPECTRAL CONTENT 

To further understand the differences in the automated sequencing algorithms' 

success rates for matching peptide sequences to SID and CID MS/MS spectra, statistical 

analysis of the extent of sequencing information generally available in complementary 

SID and CID datasets (i.e. same peptide sequences with same charge states) was 

performed. Assessment of the types and numbers of fragment ions formed by SID 

activation of peptide ions and measured in the dual quadrupole instrument was performed 

as previously described for the statistical treatment of CID MS/MS spectra in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4. All common fragment ion types for low energy activation methods were 

considered, including an-, bn-, and yn-type ions, internal sequence ions, and immonium 

ions, as well as neutral loss of water, ammonia and carbon monoxide from those ion 

types (excluding immonium ions).^^' Other fragment ions that can be formed when 

higher energy activation techniques are used to fragment peptide ions (keV CID) were 

also considered because previously published SID MS/MS work has shown the formation 

of some of these fragments for larger peptide ions.^^' These higher energy fragments 

include Cn-, Xn-, and Zn-type ions and side chain loss ions (dn-, Vn- and Wn- type ions). 

(See Chapter 1 for fragment ion nomenclature). 

The percentage of fragment ions identified as a particular type from the total 

number of identified fragment peaks in an MS/MS spectrum was calculated for each 

fragment ion category. For an, bn, yn, and internal sequence ions, neutral loss ions were 

included in the total number of ions of the corresponding type (e.g., see Equation 3.3): 
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% Total a ions = (# a ions + # (a47) ions + # (a-18) ions) ^ 100 (Eq. 3.3) 
Total # fragment ions identified in spectrum 

5.4.1 COMPARISON OF SID-QQ SPECTRA TO CID-LCQ SPECTRA 

The results of the statistical analysis of fragment ion types formed for SID 

activated peptide ions measured in the dual quadrupole instrument (SID-QQ) are 

presented relative to statistical analysis for CID activation in a quadrupole ion trap (CID-

LCQ) for singly and doubly charged precursor ions (see Figures 5.1 and 5.2, 

respectively). Error bars for each reported percentage in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 were 

calculated using a standard textbook method to determine standard deviation about the 

mean.^^ For all spectra generated by low energy collisional activation, regardless of the 

collision partner (i.e. inert gas atom in CID or chemically modified surface in SID), the 

instrument from which they were acquired or the precursor ion charge state, the same 

fragment ion types were present (an-, bn-, yn-type ions, internal sequence ions and 

immonium ions). It has been reported in recent literature^' " that both methods of low 

energy ion activation, collisions with fluorinated surfaces (SID) and multiple gas-phase 

collisions with inert atoms (CID), produce vibrationally excited ions with quasi-thermal 

distributions of internal energies with a similar range of energies for the same peptide 

precursor ions. Thus, low energy CID and SID MS/MS spectra of "small" peptides have 

very similar fragmentation patterns, although the term "small" remains somewhat 

ambiguous (peptides included in the published work ranged from 2 to 5 amino acid 

residues)." The internal energy distributions for larger peptides have not been 
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Figure 5.1 Comparison of fragment ion types present in peptide MS/MS spectra generated by low energy CJD in a 
quadrupole ion trap (CID-LCQ) and low energy SID in a dual quadrupole instrument (SID-QQ) for 
singly charged precursor ions. 
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Figure 5.2 Comparison of fragment ion types present in peptide MS/MS spectra generated by low energy CID in a 
quadrupole ion trap (CID-LCQ) and low energy SID in a dual quadrupole instrument (SID-QQ) for 
doubly charged precursor ions. 
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established and it has been proposed that a "shattering" mechanism'^'' (by which ion 

activation and unimolecular dissociation occurs in a single step rather than as two 

discrete steps) can contribute in SID. The tryptic peptides activated and fragmented for 

spectral comparison in this study ranged from 5 to 16 amino acid residues in length for 

singly charged ions and 5 to 17 residues for doubly charged ions (see Table 5.2). The 

agreement of the types of fragment ions present in both sets of spectra, including peptides 

with sequences longer than 5 residues, is attributed to the similarity of internal energy 

distributions for the activated ion populations. None of the SID-QQ spectra (obtained 

with collision energies of 45 eV or higher) contained fragment ion types typically 

produced by higher energy (keV) activation methods (i.e. Cn, Xn, Zn ions and side chain 

loss ions of dn, Vn, and Wn). This is in contrast to previously reported literature^^ in which 

singly charged fibrinopeptide A (16 residues in length; ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR), 

activated by 50 eV collision with an octadecanethiolate SAM surface, fragmented to form 

multiple Wn-type ions, as well as the other common low energy fragments (an-, bn-, and 

yn-type ions, internal sequence ions and immonium ions). These conflicting results are 

attributed to the ionization method used to bring the peptide ion into the gas phase: 

fibrinopeptide A was ionized using liquid secondary ion mass spectrometry (LSIMS) in 

the published work while the tryptic peptides used in this study were ionized by a 

"colder" ionization method, electrospray ionization (ESI). Comparatively, LSIMS 

generates ions that have higher residual internal energies following ionization prior to 

collisionai activation than corresponding ESI ions. This excess energy contributes to the 

ions' final internal energy distribution and higher energy fragmentation pathways can be 
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reached by activated ions produced by LSIMS.^^' A more recent study has been 

published in which SID and low energy CID have been compared within the same 

instrument, a modified triple quadrupole mass spectrometer.^ Initial validation of the 

system showed that no higher energy fragment ions (Cn, Xn, Zn, dn, Vn, or w„ ions) were 

formed for SID activated leucine enkephalin (5 residues in length: YGGFL) when ionized 

by nanospray-ESI. These results agree with the lack of higher energy fragment ions for 

tryptic peptides formed by ESI in SID MS/MS spectra included in this study. The main 

differences that occurred between SID-QQ spectra and CID-LCQ spectra were the 

relative numbers of fragment ions of a given type that were identified for each data set. 

Singly charged precursor ions fragmented in the quadrupole ion trap by activation 

with mutiple collision CID produced MS/MS spectra that were dominated by bn-, yn-type 

ions and internal sequence ions (see Figure 5.1), as was previously shown in Chapter 3 

for a subset of these CID-LCQ spectra (see Figure 3.7). The formation of bn- and yn-type 

ions is highly desirable for peptide sequencing. Recall that de novo sequencing 

(extracting a peptide sequence using information present in the MS/MS spectrum) relies 

on the presence of contiguous ion series of bn- or yn-type ions in a spectrum (see Chapter 

1). The formation of bn- and yn-type ions also provides the basis for simple peptide 

fragmentation models used by most peptide sequencing algorithms for automated spectral 

interpretation. Internal sequence ions are less usefiil for peptide sequencing for a de 

novo strategy because there usually isn't a contiguous series of internal sequence ions 

present in a spectrum. Corresponding MS/MS spectra measured in the dual quadrupole 

SID instrument for the same singly charged precursor ions also showed the presence of 
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bn- and yn-type ions, but these fragments comprised a much lower percentage of the 

overall identified tragment ion peaks (16.8% versus 24.7% for bn ions; 22.7% versus 

34.0% for Yn ions). Internal sequence ions and an-type ions were present to nearly the 

same extent for SID-QQ spectra as for CID-LCQ spectra (27.9% versus 27.5% and 9.9% 

versus 10.2%, respectively). Immonium ions, however, were a significant feature of 

SID-QQ spectra, but a direct comparison to CID-LCQ spectra is unfair; CID-LCQ 

spectra have an inherent low mass cutoff that prevents measurement of ions in the 

spectral region where these fi-agments occur (< 180 u) due to instable ion trajectories in 

1 11 150 lySI 
the ion trap cell. ' ' Thus, the immonium ion statistics fi-om Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are 

not an indication that low energy CID does not form these firagment ions. Immonium 

ions can be quite useful for peptide sequencing because they indicate the presence of 

certain amino acid residues in an unknown peptide sequence.When using database-

searching strategies for automated spectral interpretation, immonium ions can effectively 

reduce the number of candidate peptide sequences for a given MS/MS spectrum, 

decreasing the chances of a random peptide match. 

CID-LCQ spectra produced by fragmentation of doubly charged precursor ions 

were dominated by bn- and yn-type ions and internal sequence ions, as were CID-LCQ 

spectra firom singly charged precursor ions (see Figure 5.2). However, SID activation of 

the same doubly charged precursor ions produced MS/MS spectra that contained mostly 

internal sequence ions and immonium ions with a dramatic reduction in the numbers of 

an", bn-, and yn-type ions relative to the numbers of these same ions formed by SID 

activation of singly charged precursor ions. One limitation of the developed methods for 
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LC-MS/MS analysis with SID was that the collision energy could not be fine-tuned for 

each precursor ion and one energy was used to activate all precursor ions in each LC-

MS/MS analysis. Typically a source-surface potential difference of 45 V was used to 

collect SID-QQ spectra, resulting in 45 eV collisions for singly charged precursor ions 

and 90 eV collisions for doubly charged ions. The number of degrees of freedom for an 

ion is one factor that influences the amount of energy required to achieve 

fragmentation.^^' Bigger ions have more internal vibrational and rotational modes over 

which internal energy can be distributed and thus, more energy is required to achieve 

fragmentation. Recall that the size range of peptides for singly charged precursor ions 

was nearly the same as the range for doubly charged ions (5-16 for MH" ions versus 5-17 

for (M+2H^)^ ' ions). Excessive amounts of internal energy may have been deposited into 

the smaller doubly charged peptides included in this study, resulting in MS/MS spectra 

with more fragments formed through higher energy dissociation pathways (i.e. internal 

sequence ions and immonium ions). This may have biased the statistical analysis of SID-

QQ spectra for doubly charged precursor ions. 

To understand the degree of bias from "over-fragmentation" of doubly charged 

ions in the statistical analysis, a subset of seven SID spectra from doubly charged 

precursor ions (produced by direct infusion of pure peptide solutions) was interrogated. 

The SID spectra for these peptides were acquired at 65 eV and at a lower collision energy 

that would yield fragment ions across the entire mass range with some remaining 

precursor ion in the SID spectrum (e.g. the "optimal" collision energy: OCE). These 

optimal collision energies ranged from 27.5 eV to 35 eV for seven doubly charged 
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peptide ions with sequences length ranging from 5-9 residues. Statistical analysis shows 

that SID spectra of doubly charged precursor ions generated by 65 eV collisions contain 

enhanced numbers of internal sequence ions and immonium ions and fewer sequence ions 

(an-, bn- and yn-type ions in Figure 5.3 for 65 eV). These results directly support the 

previous speculation that over-fragmentation was a contributor to the poor algorithm 

performances for SID spectra from doubly charged precursor ions. In comparison, the 

OCE provided less internal energy to the internal vibrational and rotational modes of the 

precursor ions. This increased the abundance of ion types that are most commonly used 

by conventional sequencing algorithms (i.e. an-, bn-, and yn-ions in Figure 5.3 for OCE). 

The increase of useful ion types in the OCE SID spectra, however, was not sufficient to 

effectively increase the success rates for the automated sequencing algorithms. 

Submitting all OCE SID MS/MS spectra to the algorithms resulted in MS-Tag matching 

only a single peptide correctly to the corresponding SID spectrum. SEQUEST, Mascot's 

MS/MS Ion Search and Sequence Query did not match any of the OCE spectra to the 

correct peptide sequence. Submitting the corresponding CID-LCQ spectra for the same 

seven peptide ions to SEQUEST, MS-Tag and Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search and 

Sequence Query yielded the results provided in Table 5.6. Automated sequencing results 

for CID spectra varied: SEQUEST and MS-Tag had the best success rates and ranked the 

correct peptide in the top 25 results for 4 and 3 of the CID-LCQ spectra, respectively. 
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Figure 53 Comparison of fragment ion types present in pure peptide SID MS/MS spectra generated by direct 
infusion at the optimal collision energies and 65 eV on C12F10. 
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i 1 i 

SEQUEST 

... 

MS-Tag 
Mascot's 

Sequejice Query ; 

Ranked #1 3 2 0 2 

Ranked in 
Top 25; not #1 

1 1 N/A N/A 

Table 5.6 Tabulated results for the correct peptide match for seven CID-LCQ spectra 
from doubly charged precursor ions for which SID-QQ spectra at optimal 
collision energies have been evaluated for sequencing content. 

Sequence Query ranked the correct sequence #1 for 2 of the spectra while MS/MS Ion 

Search did not find the correct sequence for any of the seven spectra. Overall, CID-LCQ 

spectra were matched to the correct sequence more frequently than the corresponding 

OCE SID-QQ spectra. This suggests that additional algorithms or alternative sequencing 

strategies must be investigated that can more efficiently use the sequencing information 

available in SID MS/MS spectra. 

Multiply charged an-, bn-, and yn-type ions were also considered in the analysis 

and results show that SID-QQ spectra had slightly more multiply charged fragment ions 

than CID-LCQ spectra (10.0% versus 6.1%, respectively). There are two possible factors 

contributing to this result; i) The dual quadrupole instrument has a shorter timeframe for 

mass analysis than the quadrupole ion trap (jisec versus msec)^'^ and ii) multiple collision 

CID in an ion trap is a much slower ion activation technique than SID (estimated to be 

10 ^ - 10 ^ sec versus 10""^ — 10"'^ sec, respectively"^). An activated doubly charged 
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precursor ion fragments to form either one doubly charged fragment ion and the 

remaining undetected neutral portion of the ion or two singly charged fragment ions. 

However, to produce two singly charged fragments from a doubly charged precursor ion, 

there must be enough time for the activated ion to transfer one of the protons to the 

neutral leaving portion of the peptide prior to complete dissociation. Because SID is a 

faster activation method and the MS/MS spectra were measured in a dual quadrupole 

instrument that has a shorter timeframe for mass analysis, doubly charged precursor ions 

activated by SID yielded more multiply charged fragment ions than corresponding CID 

doubly charged ions. 

5.4.2 COMPARISON OF SID-QQ SPECTRA TO CID-QTOF SPECTRA 

There are many factors that influence the appearance of MS/MS spectra including 

the unimolecular dissociation mechanisms of activated ions, the ion activation technique 

and instrumental constraints (i.e. timeframe for dissociation, collection efficiency and 

detector response).®^ Because the general structures of peptide ions included in this 

comparison work are very similar (all are medium to large tryptic peptides with a basic 

amino acid residue on the C-terminus), the unimolecular dissociation pathways are 

expected to be quite similar for all peptide ions relative to the dissociation pathways 

available to a non-peptide ion. The overall goal of this work was to compare the ion 

activation techniques of SID and low energy CID for peptide dissociation, but the use of 

a quadrupole ion trap for the measurement of CID MS/MS spectra contributes additional 

variation to the comparison. As previously mentioned, the timeframes for dissociation 
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within each mass analyzer were different by approximately three orders of magnitude 

(milliseconds for the quadrupole ion trap and microseconds for the dual quadrupole 

instrument).The longer timeframe available for dissociation in the quadrupole ion trap 

may allow more fragment ions to be formed that involve rearrangement mechanisms, 

perhaps changing the sequencing information present in CID-LCQ spectra. Additionally, 

the absence of low mass ions from the low mass cutoff region for CID-LCQ spectra 

biased statistical results by shortening contiguous ion series and excluding immonium 

ions (as was previously discussed for the CID instrument comparison in Chapter 3, 

Section 3.4). These differences motivated the acquisition of low energy CID MS/MS 

spectra in a quadrupole/time-of-flight (CID-QTOF) for a subset of the protein digests 

previously analyzed by LC-MS/MS in the quadrupole ion trap and the dual quadrupole 

instruments. A QTOF mass spectrometer measures mass-to-charge ratios by the flight 

67 • time of various ions and is a transmissive instrument like the dual quadrupole , resulting 

in a more similar timeframe (jisec) for dissociation than that of a quadrupole ion trap. 

Additionally, there is no inherent low mass cutoff for QTOF spectra and a better 

comparison of SID to low energy CID with respect to the formation of low mass ions 

(immonium ions and low mass sequence ions) could be achieved. (See Chapter 2 for a 

more comprehensive discussion on the principles of operation for the QTOF). Statistical 

analysis of the resulting CID-QTOF spectra was performed in the manner previously 

described for CID- LCQ and SID-QQ spectra (refer to Section 3.3.1 and Section 5.2.1). 

The results for 36 peptide MS/MS spectra are presented relative to corresponding CID-

LCQ and SID-QQ spectra for singly and doubly charged precursor ions in Figures 5.4 
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Figure 5=4 Comparison of fragment ion types present in peptide MS/MS spectra generated by CID in a quadrupole 
ion trap (CID-LCQ), CID in a quadrupole/time-of-flight (CID-QTOF), and SID in a dual quadrupole 
instrument (SID-QQ) for singly charged precursor ions. 
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Figure 5.5 Comparison of fragment ion types present in peptide MS/MS spectra generated by CID in a quadrapole 
ion trap (CID-LCQ), CID in a quadrupole/time-of-flight (CID-QTOF), and SID in a dual quadrupole 
instrument (SID-QQ) for doubly charged precursor ions. 
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and 5.5, respectively. A comparison of CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra was 

previously performed and discussed thoroughly in Chapter 3, Section 3.4 for a larger 

dataset. The following discussion of statistical results will focus primarily on comparison 

of CID-QTOF and SID-QQ spectra for peptide sequencing content. 

CID-QTOF MS/MS spectra were dominated by yn-type ions and internal 

sequence ions, as were corresponding SID-QQ spectra (see Figures 5.4 and 5.5), with 

nearly the same numbers of an-type ions fonned by each activation technique, regardless 

of precursor ion charge state (7.4% versus 9.3% for singly charged ions; 5.8% versus 

5.0% for doubly charged ions). CID-QTOF spectra of doubly charged precursor ions 

contained more b^-type ions than SID-QQ spectra (17.3% versus 11.7%, respectively in 

Figure 5.5), but these values were nearly the same for singly charged precursor ions 

(17.5% versus 16.0%, respectively in Figure 5.4). Multiply charged fragment ions were 

formed to nearly the same extent in CID-QTOF spectra as in SID-QQ spectra, supporting 

speculation that the mass analyzer's timeframe played an important role in the 

measurement of these fragment ions. 

Immonium ions were present in CID-QTOF spectra for singly and doubly charged 

precursor ions, indicating that CID activated ions do form these fragment ions, but to a 

lesser extent than SID activated ions. Careful inspection of the immonium ions present in 

each pair of CID-QTOF and SID-QQ spectra revealed that SID not only produces more 

immonium ions per spectrum, but that these peaks have higher relative intensities in SID 

spectra compared with corresponding CID-QTOF spectra. Detailed results are presented 

in Table 5.7 for singly charged precursor ions and Table 5.8 for doubly charged precursor 
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% Residyes lU'd 
by Imrtidiiiunj ions 

i 'ilD-00 Clt)"0T6F SlD-QQ • Cin-QTOF 
DLWQK 30.6 44.5 80 40 
DSDPR 20.6 0.3 80 20 
SIGSLAK 12.4 35.0 43 29 
FSWGAEGQR 23.1 22.5 56 44 
YIGSR 35.1 28.0 100 60 
VPDPR 37.0 0.3 60 20 
VOGEESDNK 18.6 0.0 11 0 
ASHLGLAR 18.7 17.3 63 25 
YGGFLR 59.5 18.7 67 67 
LMYPTYLK 29.7 5.9 33 38 
VGGYGYGAK 48.1 23.9 38 22 
CDPGYIGSR 12.6 2.0 22 33 
PPGFSPFR 34.8 39.8 38 38 
GFFYTPK 6.3 6.3 43 43 
ESTLHLVLR 9.5 0.0 22 0 
LIFAGK 10.0 4.0 33 33 
MQIFVK 16.5 12.0 33 17 
QLEDGR 9.0 2.0 17 17 
PyroQLEDGR 15.0 1.0 17 17 
TLSDYNIQK 48.0 1.5 22 22 
EDLIAYLK 4.5 2.3 13 25 
GITWK 30.0 7.8 60 40 
IFVQK 13.8 2.5 60 40 
KYIPGTK 14.0 4.0 29 14 
YIPGTK 23.3 0.0 50 0 
VGLAPVA 77.5 0.0 29 0 
VAAALTK 19.8 0.0 57 0 
AVPYQR 76.5 0.0 29 0 
VLPVPQK 31.3 0.5 43 14 
AEFVEVTK 0.0 0.0 0 0 
AWSVAR 24.5 0.0 33 0 
LVNELTEFAK 0.0 0.0 0 0 
LVTDLTK 21.3 25.0 43 14 
QTALVELLK 13.0 1.8 11 22 

Averages; 24.8 9.1 39 22 

Table 5.7 Average relative intensities for immonium ion peaks in SID-QQ and CID-
QTOF spectra and the percentage of the residues in a peptide sequence 
that were identified by immonium ion presence for singly charged 
precursor ions. 
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rsiGSLAK 31.0 57 29 
FSWGAEGQR 32.1 46.9 78 33 
VPDPR 2.7 0.0 60 0 
VQGEESNDK 28.3 5.9 22 11 
ASHLGLAR 30.8 19.4 75 13 
ADSGEGDFLAEGGGVR 0.0 4.4 0 6 
P>TOQGVNDNEEGFFSAR 20.3 5.5 36 21 
YGGFLR 51.3 34.5 67 33 
LMYPTYLK 72.3 9.0 44 38 
VGGYGYGAK 46.1 9.2 63 33 
CDPGYIGSR 34.3 30.3 33 33 
PPGFSPFR 35.3 26.3 50 0 
GFFYTPK 68.3 15.0 43 14 
ESTLHLVLR 33.8 0.0 56 0 
TITLEVEPSDTIENVK lO.O 0.0 6 0 
EETLMEYLENPK 66.0 2.5 25 17 
IFVQKCAQCHTVEK 6.7 1.0 21 7 
TGQAPGFTYTDANK 24.0 4.0 14 7 
EFTPVLQADFQK 33.4 2.3 50 17 
WAGVANALAHR 55.7 0.0 17 0 
HLVDEPQNLIK 34.5 10.0 36 9 
QTALVELLK 15.0 2.0 22 11 
YIGSR 33.8 1.0 100 20 
TGPNLHGLFGR 37.5 0.0 36 0 

Av«fages.: 33.5 9.6 42 15 

Table 5.8 Average relative intensities for immonium ion peaks in SID-QQ and CID-
QTOF spectra and the percentage of the residues in a peptide sequence 
that were identified by immonium ion presence for doubly charged 
precursor ions. 
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ions. The second and third columns of Tables 5.7 and 5.8 report the average relative 

intensity of all immonium ion peaks found in MS/MS spectra for the appropriate peptide 

when activated by SID in the dual quadrupole and CID in the QTOF instruments. By 

comparing the values in these two columns, an obvious conclusion can be drawn: a 

majority of peptide ions activated by SID produced immonium ions with higher relative 

intensities. Higher signal-to-noise ratios of immonium ion peaks gave greater certainty 

the amino acid residues were present in the peptide sequence. The percentage of a 

peptide sequence that could be identified (in terms of number of residues) by immonium 

ions present in the spectra is tabulated in the fourth and fifth columns of Tables 5.7 and 

5.8. The average percentage of the total residues that were identified by immonium ions 

present in SID-QQ spectra was nearly twice that of the % residues identified in CID-

QTOF spectra (39% versus 22%, respectively) for singly charged precursor ions and 

almost three times that of CID for doubly charged ions (42% versus 15%, respectively). 

As previously mentioned, studies have been completed which compare SID to 

low energy, multiple collision CID in the same instrument (Fourier Transform - Ion 

Cyclotron Resonance (FT-ICR) mass spectrometer) for dissociation of small peptides 

(di-, tri-, tetra-, penta- and prolyltetra-alanine).'' These studies showed that both 

activation techniques have internal energy distributions with similar widths. However, 

the maximum of the energy distribution scaled linearly with collision energy for SID-

activated peptide ions, but began to plateau for multiple collision CID at higher energies 

for protonated dialanine. The relatively high internal excitation achieved with SID 

relative to CID in an LCQ and CID in a QTOF can be seen in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The 
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relative dissociation energies for protonated peptides generated by ESI and activated by 

SID for small- to medium-sized peptides (GGG, GGGG, YGGFL, and YGGFLR) have 

been determined'^ and the overall trend of fragmentation order was reported to be (bn,yn) 

< On ions: bn and y,j ions required similar amounts of energy, but more energy was 

needed to form an ions. Internal sequence ions and immonium ions are formed through 

even higher energy dissociation pathways because two amide bonds in the peptide 

sequence must be broken to yield either of these types of ions.®'Because SID-QQ 

spectra were dominated by internal sequence ions and immonium ions and a decrease in 

the relative numbers of bn- and yn-type ions was consistently observed, it can be 

concluded that SID provides higher internal excitation than CID in either an LCQ or 

QTOF instrument. A shift towards internal sequence ions and immonium ions was 

observed for CID-QTOF spectra compared to CID-LCQ spectra as well, but to a lesser 

degree. This may be attributed to the differences in CID activation between the two 

instruments, as discussed in Chapter 3, Section 3.4 for the comparison of fragment ion 

types present in CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra. Activation by CID is achieved in a 

quadrupole ion trap by exciting mass-selected precursor ions with a small "tickle" 

I A'y 
potential (< 5 V) , resulting in thousands of very low energy collisions with inert gas 

atoms. CID activation in a QTOF, however, involves the acceleration of mass-selected 

precursor ions over a larger potential difference between the ion source and the collision 

cell quadrupole (lO's V). The initial collision of the precursor ion with a target atom 

primarily dominates the final internal energy of the ion, but secondary collisions do occur 

as a result of remaining ion kinetic energy and also contribute to the internal energy.''^ 
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Because multiple collision CID in the ion trap is a slow activation technique in which 

multiple discrete activation events occur over an extended period of time, other processes 

can occur.Deactivation through collisional cooling", rearrangements of activated ions 

and sequential fragmentation reactions' can contribute to the overall appearance of the 

final MS/MS spectrum. For faster activation techniques in beam type instruments (CID 

in the QTOF and SID in the dual quadrupole instrument), the activation step occurs in a 

single event and fewer deactivation and rearrangement processes can occur. It is by these 

differences in collisional activation that fragment ions formed through lower energy 

dissociation pathways, specifically bn- and yn-type ions for tryptic peptides, often 

dominate CID-LCQ spectra. 

5.5 UNCONVENTIONAL APPROACHES TO PEPTIDE SEQUENCING BY SID 

To use SID in a practical manner, automated peptide sequencing fi-om raw SID 

MS/MS spectra must be realized. To this end the primary goal of this portion of research 

presented was to achieve automated peptide sequencing with SID generated MS/MS 

spectra using database-searching algorithms already widely available to the public. 

These algorithms specifically include Protein Prospector's MS-Tag Unknome"^ and 

Mascot's^ Sequence Query in conjunction with a simplified version of a previously 

reported patchwork peptide sequencing approach. The importance of mass accuracy and 

resolution for peptide sequencing by SID and the overall effects the chemical 

composition of the target surface have on the quality of sequencing information available 

in the peptide SID MS/MS spectra were also investigated. 
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5.5.1 SECTOR-TOF-SID DATA ACQUISITION 

A hybrid sector-time-of-flight (sector-TOF) instnunent with SID capabilities has 

been used to acquire SID MS/MS spectra for peptides with high mass accuracy (+/- 0.3 u) 

and resolution for the resulting fragment ions.'® SID MS/MS spectra for singly charged 

peptide ions generated by this instrument allowed two unconventional approaches to 

automated sequencing for SID data to be attempted. Through a collaborative effort with 

current Wysocki group members, specifically Dr. Facundo M. Fernandez and Ms. Xi 

Yang, fast atom bombardment (FAB) was used to ionize pure peptides with sequences 

that mimic a tryptic digestion peptide (C-terminal Arg or Lys and sequence presence in a 

protein sequence database). The matrix mixture used for FAB ionization in the sector-

TOF consisted of a 50:25:25:1 mixture of glycerol, thioglycerol, 3-nitrobenzyl alcohol 

and trifluoroacetic acid. Following ionization, the singly charged precursor ions were 

energy- and mass-selected in the double-focusing (EB) JEOL HXllOA sector mass 

analyzer. The continuous ion beam is chopped with a bipolar "interleave comb" gate 

with an applied frequency of 4 kHz, resulting in 800 nsec ion packets. Each packet is 

accelerated through the reflectron region of the TOF analyzer and collides with the SAM 

surface mounted at the back of the reflectron. As in the dual quadrupole SID instrument, 

the potential difference between the source and surface defines the collision energy. 

Following collision and a 200 nsec time delay, the surface potential is pulsed +500 V to 

accelerate fragment ions and any remaining precursor ion back into the reflectron region 

and towards the detector. A more detailed description of this sector-TOF with high 

energy CID and low energy SID capabilities is available in reference . 
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Mass calibration was performed by acquiring SID spectra for a standard peptide 

(singly charged YGGFL). A two-point calibration procedure was used and involved 

locking on a low mass fragment (leucine immonium ion at m/z 86.096426 u) and on the 

surviving precursor ion. The mass-to-charge axis was recalibrated for new samples using 

a known fragment (a low mass immonium ion) as the lock mass. The recalibration 

procedure was repeated iteratively until the best match with the expected m/z values was 

obtained. Theoretical m/z values were taken from MS-Product 

(http://prospector.ucsf.edu) available in the Protein Prospector software package. 

5.5.2 MS-TAG UNKNOME 

MS-Tag Unknome'* is another algorithm included in the Protein Prospector 

software package for the automated sequencing of peptides from MS/MS data measured 

with high mass accuracy. The basic principles of operation for MS-Tag Unknome are 

similar to those previously described for MS-Tag (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.1) with 

the exception that a sequence database is not searched, but rather a highly accurate 

precursor ion m/z (that can be converted to a peptide mass) is used to calculate all 

possible mathematical combinations of amino acid residues. Specifically, MS-Tag 

Unknome operating procedures include calculation of all theoretical elemental 

compositions for the unknown peptide sequence on the basis of a highly accurate 

precursor ion m/z ratio, followed by generation of corresponding amino acid residue 

combinations using the calculated elemental compositions and compositional information 

indicated in the MS/MS spectra by the presence or absence of immonium ions. Because 

http://prospector.ucsf.edu
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MS/MS spectra have a wealth of immonium ion information present for nearly all 

peptides that are activated and fragmented by SID, this approach seemed ideal for 

automated peptide sequencing using SID MS/MS spectra. For each candidate peptide 

sequence generated by MS-Tag Unknome, the algorithm then proceeds in a manner 

similar to MS-Tag (see Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1.1) by comparing calculated fragment ion 

m/z values to experimental fragment ion m/z values. A quality quotient, Q, was used to 

provide a quality measure for the matched MS/MS spectrum and for the number of false 

positive results. 

Immonium ions present (or absent) in the MS/MS spectrum were used to 

determine the presence (or absence) of amino acid residues in the unknown peptide 

sequence. MS-Tag Unknome automatically assigns the presence of a residue in the 

sequence by the presence of the corresponding immonium ion m/z value in the list of 

experimental fragment ion m/z values submitted to the algorithm. The absence of a 

residue is a selection criterion manually determined by careM inspection of the MS/MS 

data. Although immonium ions can be theoretically formed for every residue, there are 

certain residues that consistently produce strong immonium ion peaks in SID MS/MS 

spectra. These residues include proline (70 u), valine (72 u), threonine (74 u), 

isoleucine,'leucine (86 u), aspartic acid (88 u), lysine/glutamine (84 u and 101 u), 

methionine (104 u), histidine (110 u), arginine (112 u), phenylalanine (120 u), and 

tyrosine (136 u).'^^ In our experience, the occurrences of these immonium ions in SID 

spectra are consistent enough with the presence of the corresponding amino acids and, on 

the contrary, the absence of these peaks reliably indicates the absences of the 
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corresponding residue in the unknown sequence. Tryptophan (159 u) also produces a 

strong immonium ion when present in the peptide sequence, but the use of this peak was 

omitted because it often overlaps with other small fragment ions for some peptides. For 

the automated interpretation of SID spectra, MS-Tag Unknome search parameters were 

selected as follows: precursor ion mass tolerance (+/- 250 ppm for sector-TOF; +/- 1.0 u 

for QQ), fragment ion mass tolerance (+/- 0.3 u for sector-TOF; +/- 1.0 for QQ) and use 

of monoisotopic masses (rather than average masses) for both datasets. The fragment ion 

types expected to be present in SID MS/MS spectra from either instrument included an-, 

bn", yn-type ions, internal sequence ions (and neutral loss of carbon monoxide from 

internal sequence ions) and their corresponding neutral losses of water and ammonia. 

MS-Tag Unknome results for automated peptide sequencing with SID MS/MS 

spectra acquired separately in the sector-TOF and the QQ-SID instruments are shown in 

Figure 5.6. Initial results for the sector-TOF-SlD spectra, as indicated by comparison of 

the dark solid bars (sector-TOF) to the lighter solid bars (dual quadrupole) in Figure 5.6, 

did not show higher quality results than QQ-SID spectra for fragmentation of small 

peptide ions (< 700 u), despite the higher mass accuracy available in the sector-TOF data. 

Closer inspection of the corresponding pairs of SID spectra revealed the presence of 

fragment ion peaks in the upper regions of the scanned mass range for QQ-SID MS/MS 

spectra that were indistinguishable from the baseline noise in the sector-TOF spectra. An 

example of this observation is shown in Figure 5.7. The measured MS/MS spectrum for 

singly charged SIGSLAK fragmented by SID activation in the sector-TOF instrument 

contains no fragment ions above 350 u. The corresponding QQ-SID spectrum for this 
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same peptide ion shows multiple lower intensity fragment ions in the mass region 

between 350 u and 676 u (the precursor ion m/z value). Even the larger fragments that 

are present in sector-TOF-SlD spectra (such as the ion in Figure 5.7) have lower 

abundances than those measured in the QQ-SID spectra. One might quickly dismiss this 

spectral feature as being attributed to the differences in collision energies used to acquire 

each spectrum (65 eV for sector-TOF, 45 eV for QQ) where the higher collision energies 

used in sector-TOF spectra allow S ID-activated ions to achieve higher degrees of internal 

excitation, resulting in greater fragmentation. However, it is important to notice that the 

amount of surviving precursor ion in both sector-TOF and QQ spectra for singly charged 

SIGSLAK is similar (3-5% RI). The SIGSLAK sector-TOF spectrum obtained at 45 eV 

(data not shown) did not show y^, ys, as and bs ions with appreciable intensity, but the 

overall SNR was considerably lower, requiring more TOF sweeps. This fact was 

consistent for all assayed peptides in the sector-TOF instrument: the 'fragment envelope' 

of the observed ions was shifted to lower masses relative to the QQ instrument and 

sector-TOF spectra at lower collision energies showed lower SNR. It has been shown 

that, for small molecules such as benzene, a 90° collision (such as the one in the sector-

TOF instrument) results in a larger amount of kinetic energy transferred to intemal modes 

of the projectile ion as compared to the 45° collision of the QQ instrument.'^' However, 

energy deposition as a function of incoming ion beam angle for large peptides during SID 

has not been formally studied to date due to the difficulties in theoretically modeling the 

process and experimentally measuring the energy transfer. 
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Excessive fragmentation is not the only factor to be taken into consideration when 

examining the appearance of larger mass fragments. There are many instrumental factors 

that may contribute to these features of sector-TOF SID spectra. One of the basic 

differences between the sector-TOF instrument and the QQ instrument is their inherent 

duty cycle. Scanning beam instruments such as the QQ have a larger duty cycle, 

providing high ion beam usage at the cost of decreased spectral acquisition rate. All the 

ions produced in the QQ source are subject to SID (after proper mass selection), however, 

only 1.25 % of the ions generated in the FAB source are collided against the surface in 

the sector-TOF (800 ns gate/64 jis maximum flight time). This decrease in sensitivity 

makes detection of low-abundance high mass fragments even more difficult. 

Additionally, the differences in collision geometries in both instruments also lend to 

differences in collection geometries for fragment ions. Angle-resolved SID experiments 

for peptides have not been reported in the literature and thus it is not possible to simulate 

and predict the collection efficiencies for both instruments. 

To better evaluate the importance of higher mass accuracy and resolution for 

automated interpretation of SID spectra as an independent factor, the QQ-SID data were 

resubmitted to MS-Tag Unknome, excluding fragment ion m/z values higher than the 

largest sector-TOF-SID fragment ion found experimentally. These results, indicated in 

Figure 5.6 by the striped bars, show that higher mass accuracy SID does play a 

significant role in the quality of the matches obtained by automated sequencing with MS-

Tag Unknome. This is evident by the overall decrease in the quality quotient values 

calculated for the QQ-SID spectra produced from smaller peptides when the extent of 
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fragmentation in each spectrum is limited to that observed in the corresponding sector-

TOF spectrum. 

The size of the peptides that could be sequenced using the MS-Tag Unknome 

approach was limited by the direct proportionality of the number of elemental 

compositions that were generated to the precursor ion m/z value. As the precursor ion 

m/z value increased, and thus the molecular weight of the unknown peptide increased, the 

number of possible elemental compositions for that molecular weight increased as well. 

It is an internal limitation of MS-Tag Unknome that if the input precursor ion mass and 

the compositional information from immonium ions for a given MS/MS spectrum 

produce more than 10,000 possible amino acid combinations or more than 500,000,000 

possible sequences, an error message will be generated and the Unknome search will not 

be performed. Automated interpretation of SID MS/MS spectra acquired for larger 

peptides required an alternative approach to automated sequencing. 

5.5.3 SIMPLIFIED "PATCHWORK PEPTIDE SEQUENCING" WITH MASCOT 

Patchwork peptide sequencing was first reported by Schlosser and Lehmann® and 

applied to the interpretation of highly accurate MS/MS spectra (+/-10 ppm) generated by 

collision induced dissociation (CID) in a quadrupole-time-of flight mass analyzer for 

peptides produced from tryptic protein digests. Using the patchwork approach, m/z 

values for highly accurate low mass experimental fragment ions are matched with 

calculated accurate mass values for all immonium, yi, yo, sli, and bi ions composed of the 

20 standard amino acids and assigned accordingly. As a result, very specific information 
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regarding the identities of the amino acid residues occurring at the N- and C-termini of 

the peptide sequence can be determined and used to generate candidate peptide 

sequences. The remaining fragment ions present in the MS/MS spectrum can then be 

used to confirm the identity of the peptide sequence. Because the SID data had lower 

mass accuracy than that intended for the use of patchwork sequencing, a simplified 

version of the patchwork approach was used to automatically assign peptide sequences to 

SID MS/MS spectra acquired with the sector-TOF and QQ instruments. 

The basic steps involved in the simplified version of patchwork sequencing used 

to match SID spectra with peptide sequences are presented in Figure 5.8, where the 

sector-TOF SID spectrum acquired for singly charged YGGFLR is used as an example. 

Initially, a molecular weight for the unknown peptide sequence is calculated fi"om the 

singly charged precursor ion m/z ratio. Compositional information fi*om the presence of 

immonium ions in the spectrum is then noted. This results in an unknown peptide 

molecular weight of 711.53 g mol"' and the presence of tyrosine (Y), isoleucine or 

leucine (L'L), arginine (R), and phenylalanine (F) in the unknown sequence for the 

example sector-TOF spectrum in Figure 5.8. Spectral information can then be used to 

assign the identity of the residues located at the C-terminus. Assuming the unknown 

peptide sequence is a tryptic digestion product, the C-terminal residue can be identified 

by the presence of the yi ion as either m/z 147.11 or m/z 175.11, corresponding to C-

terminal arginine (R) or lysine (K), respectively. Within the fragment mass tolerance of 

the sector-TOF-SID data (+/- 0.3 u), the yi-K ion overlaps with aa-AC and a^-SS ions, 

however the presence of a corresponding ba ion for each of these ai ions (equivalent to a2 
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plus the exact mass for carbon monoxide (27.99436605 u)) would indicate the true 

identity of the peak at m/z 147.11 as an ai ion rather than the yi-K ion. The yi-R ion 

overlaps with b2-AC and ba-SS ions and likewise, the presence of the corresponding aa 

ions can flag a misidentified yi-R ion as well. (In the event that the unknown peptide 

sequence contained AC or SS as the N-terminal residues and R as the C-terminal residue, 

the MS/MS spectrum is likely to contain both m/z 147.11 and m/z 175.11. In this case, no 

C-terminal residue information could be confidently assigned for sector-TOF-SID data). 

Possibilities for the ya ion are then identified by the appropriate set of dipeptide 

combinations that contain the previously identified yi ion residue. From the example 

spectrum in Figure 5.8, these two steps revealed the C-terminal residues are (S, C, or I/L) 

and R. N-terminal residues can be assigned in the following manner: All fragment ion 

peaks separated by the mass difference of a neutral loss of carbon monoxide 

(27.99436605 u) are assumed to be ion pairs. For MS/MS spectra with mass 

accuracy greater than or equal to +/- 10 ppm, combinations of two amino acid residues 

with total protonated masses equal to the suspected b^ ion m/z value can be directly 

assigned. With the poorer mass accuracy of the sector-TOF-SID spectra (+/- 0.3 u), 

sequencing information can only be derived from the ba/ai ion pair. The ba/ai ion pair 

was assigned by the presence of the corresponding yn-2 ion in the SID spectrum. 

Subtracting the bn ion m/z value from the precursor ion m/z value and adding the exact 

mass of an ionizing proton (1.007825035 u) allows the expected m/z value of the yn-2 ion 

to be calculated. For the example spectrum in Figure 5.8, m/z 492.15 is present, 

indicating the b„/an ion pair at m/z 221.09 and m/z 193.09 is the bi/aa ion pair. The N-
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terminal residues can then be assigned for the unknown peptide sequence as GY or YG. 

The directionality of the hj ion can then be determined by the presence of the y^-i ion. 

The mass difference between the fragment ion peaks for yn-i and y^.a will be equivalent to 

the mass of the C-terminal residue in the bi ion. The mass difference in the example for 

m/z 549.39 and m/z 492.15 is equal to 57.24 u, identifying glycine as the C-terminal 

residue in the ba ion and allowing the unambiguous assignment of YG as the 

unidirectional N-terminal residues. Through this simplified version of patchwork 

sequencing, the unknown peptide sequence fragmented to produce the sector-TOF-SID 

spectrum in Figure 5.8 must have a molecular weight of 711.53 +/- 0.3 g mof' and 

contain YG as the N-terminal residues, S, C, I or L coupled with R as the C-terminal 

residues and F must be present in the remaining internal portion of the sequence. These 

very specific sequence criteria were then used to derive the correct peptide sequence from 

a sequence database with Mascot's Sequence Query. As previously described in Chapter 

3, Section 3.2.1.3, Mascot output results for peptide sequence matches are given in the 

form of an Ions Score for a peptide sequence and a p Score that can be used as a cutoff 

score, above which a peptide must score to be considered a significant match. Peptides 

scoring at or below this p Score have a higher likelihood of being a random match to the 

MS/MS data or false positive result. 

Figure 5.9 shows sequence database searching results using the simplified 

patchwork approach and the Mascot search engine for sector-TOF-SID and QQ-SID 

MS/MS spectra. The ratio of the Ions Score for the correct peptide sequence to the p 

Score for the corresponding spectrum for larger peptides (>700 u) collided with a 
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tluorinated SAM (C12F10) is plotted. A comparison of sector-TOF results (dark bars) to 

QQ results (light bars) shows that two immediate conclusions might be drawn: First, SID 

spectra for larger peptides fragmented by collision with a C12F10-modified surface do 

not score significantly above the p Score cutoff value, regardless of the instrument from 

which they were acquired (and thus, the extent of fragmentation observed) and second, 

there seems to be no apparent advantage for the use of sector-TOF-SID spectra with 

higher mass accuracy and resolution in database searching. However, closer inspection 

of sector-TOF spectra with the corresponding QQ spectra revealed that the envelope of 

fragment ions stopped at much lower m/z values in the sector-TOF spectra for all the 

heavier peptides examined in this dataset. Figure 5.10 shows the relationship between 

the largest fragment ion present in the sector-TOF spectrum with respect to the precursor 

ion m/z value (% m/z) and the singly charged precursor peptide ion m/z value for peptides 

ranging from 583.36 u to 1060.57 u. Peptides that scored well for both MS-Tag 

Unknome (Figure 5.6) and the simplified patchwork/Sequence Query approach (data not 

shown) had precursor ion m/z values below 700 u and the respective fragmentation 

envelope within these spectra extended from -45% to -73% of the scanned mass range. 

Sector-TOF spectra for larger peptides (>700 u) were unable to be submitted to MS-Tag 

Unknome for reasons previously mentioned and were scored poorly for the 

patchwork/Sequence Query approach. These larger peptides have a significantly smaller 

envelope for fragment ion m/z values than that of the smaller peptide ions, ranging from 

-31% to -41% of the scanned mass range. Low mass fragment ions are abundant in the 

SID MS/MS spectra, but the mass range over which the fragment ions extend is quite 
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narrow with respect to the scanned mass range. The lack of an extended fragment mass 

range masks any possible effect that enhanced mass accuracy might have on the results. 

Attempts were made to extend the mass window for the fragment ions by altering 

the composition of the target surface. As previously described in Chapter 4, Section 

4.5.1.2, different SAMs (hydrocarbon, fluorocarbon and mixtures of the two) can be used 

to modify the efficiency of energy transfer to the precursor ions during SID and the 

scattering characteristics of the surface. Figure 5.11 shows the patchwork sequencing 

results of peptides activated by SID using a C12 surface in comparison with a C12F10 

surface. There is a clear improvement in matching the correct sequence to an SID 

spectrum for all the assayed peptides, the difference in performance between the two 

surfaces being more pronounced as the peptide molecular weight increases. The ratios of 

Ions Score to the p Score for sector-TOF data acquired on the C12 surface clearly show a 

stronger match to the correct peptide sequence and, because the ratio is consistently 

above 1.0 for these peptides, there is little probability that the sequences matched to the 

SID spectra are false positive results. As previously stated, the lack of sequencing 

information from larger mass fragments (as observed with SID on C12F10 target surfaces 

in the sector-TOF instrument) becomes more detrimental as the molecular weight of the 

peptide increases, due to the fact that the number of possible sequences for a given 

molecular weight also increases. 
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5.6 SUMMARY 

Currently available automated sequencing algorithms perform poorly for 

matching SID MS/MS spectra to peptide sequences primarily because they were 

originally designed to interpret CID spectra. While statistical analysis of a subset of SID 

spectra that had corresponding CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra shows that the types of 

fragment ions that are formed by SID are the same as those formed by low energy CID, 

the relative numbers of each type of fragment ions in the spectra vary. This subtle 

difference in SID and CID fragmentation patterns leads to a rapid degradation of the 

success rates of CID-based automated sequencing algorithms when used for SID data. 

Unconventional strategies for peptide sequencing using high mass accuracy 

measurements of SID fragment ions ("patchwork peptide sequencing") was proven to be 

a successful route to using a database searching algorithm (specifically, Mascot's 

Sequence Query) for sequencing peptides with masses greater than 700 g mol"'. While 

many of the steps in this approach are currently performed manually, a simple algorithm 

could be written to achieve fully automated peptide sequencing for SID MS/MS data 

acquired with higher mass accuracy and resolution. 
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CHAPTER 6 

INVESTIGATION OF ISOMERIC STRUCTURES 

FOR PROLINE-CONTAINING hz IONS 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

The model of peptide fragmentation used by all sequencing algorithms 

investigated in this dissertation (where cleavages of all amide bonds along the peptide 

backbone presumably result in the formation of bn and yn ions) has been proven 

successful on a fundamental level where protein identification can be achieved for some 

samples. However, recent work on a tryptic digest of a cellular membrane protein 

reported that a significant fraction (-24%) of the peptide MS/MS spectra generated by 

CID in a quadrupole ion trap remained unmatched to the correct sequence when 

SEQUEST was used for automated sequencing.It has been further demonstrated that 

this basic model to predict peptide fragmentation is very often inadequate as observed by 

the low success rates for matching peptide sequences to raw MS/MS data in Chapters 3 

and 5. The challenging task of matching unknown peptides to their correct structure has 

motivated scientific advances in many areas that relate to proteomics including 

separations methodologies^^^"^^^, mass spectrometric instrumentation development^^, 

improvements in the strategies of automated sequencing algorithms''^ by statistical 

analysis of peptide fragmentation trends in MS/MS spectra^"^' and through deeper 

understanding of peptide fragmentation mechanisms.'^"' 
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Statistical analysis of fragmentation patterns present in quadrupole ion trap 

MS/MS spectra for tryptic peptides has been performed and reported in recent 

literature.^'' Residue specific cleavages involving the amino acid residues aspartic acid 

and proline were quantitated. The observance of enhanced cleavage at these residues had 

been noted in prior literature'"^"'^'^" but the extent of their involvement in 

disrupting peptide sequencing had yet to be determined prior to the statistical analysis. 

Proline differs from other residues by its conformational constraints; the cyclic proline 

side chain that is bonded to the amide nitrogen in the peptide backbone induces these 

conformational constraints and limits the number of orientations proline can adopt in 

three-dimensional space. The dissociation behavior of a peptide containing proline 

differs vastly from that of a non-proline peptide. Proline has been shown to favor 

cleavage of the amide bond located directly N-terminal to itself (Xxx-Pro), producing 

MS/MS spectra with enhanced abundances of bn, a„, and y,, ions formed as a result of 

cleavage at that amide bond.^^' Many such spectra contain limited amounts of 

additional sequencing information hindering traditional peptide sequencing. Peptide 

fragmentation statistics and extensive mechanistic studies have also been performed to 

understand enhanced cleavages that occur C-terminally to aspartic acid residues (Asp-

Xxx).'""^' When the ionizing proton(s) is sequestered at a basic site(s) in the peptide 

sequence (typically the basic side chains of arginine or lysine residues)the acidic side 

chain of aspartic acid will initiate charge-directed fragmentation by hydrogen bonding to 

the carbonyl oxygen of the adjacent amide bond. The resulting MS/MS spectrum is 

dominated by fragment ion peaks corresponding to dissociation of the amide bond C-
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terminal to the aspartic acid residue.It has been proposed that integration of these 

trends into the crude fragmentation model for automated sequencing algorithms might 

increase the success rates of the algorithms for peptide identification. Prior to 

incorporating these "rules" into an algorithm, we must understand under what conditions 

the enhanced cleavages occur and when the "rules" might fail. 

Unexpected fragmentation pathways were observed when proline was located in 

the second amino acid position of a small doubly charged pentapeptide ion, VPDPR. If 

the fragmentation model in an algorithm were altered to predict cleavage N-terminal to 

proline, formation of strong y4 and yi ions would be the main fragmentation pathways 

expected for VPDPR with little other sequencing information present in the spectrum (yn 

ions are expected rather than bn ions because arginine's basic side chain would encourage 

charge retention on the C-terminal portion of the peptide fragment). While the 

predominant fragment ions present in the resulting CID-LCQ spectrum are singly and 

doubly charged ions and a bs / ya ion pair and follow expectations for proline-induced 

cleavages, there are other interesting peaks present in the spectrum that would not have 

been predicted by the altered fragmentation model. In reality, the proline and aspartic 

acid "rules" would not have predicted the bi / a2 / ys complementary ions that are present 

with significant relative intensities in the MS/MS spectrum (see Figure 6.1a) because 

these ions result from cleavage C-terminal to proline and cleavage N-terminal to aspartic 

acid. However, the fragmentation pattern of doubly charged VP APR (where aspartic acid 
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Figure 6.1 CID-LCQ spectra of doubly charged a) VPDPR and b) VPAPR. 
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is replaced by alanine) shows slightly enhanced formations of these same fragments, bi 

—> a2 / y3 ions (see Figure 6.1b). It is concluded the formation of these ions is not 

initiated by the presence of aspartic acid adjacent to proline in this peptide sequence. In 

order for aspartic acid to initiate the dissociation of this amide bond, cleavage N-terminal 

to aspartic acid would have to occur. The observation that aspartic acid does not initiate 

the formation of these ions further supports enhanced cleavage C-terminal (rather than N-

terminal) to aspartic acid residues. 

This unexpected fragmentation pattern for a proline- and aspartic acid-containing 

peptide brought to our attention the prevalence of ba / aa ion pairs in peptide MS/MS 

spectra and the importance of these ions for peptide sequencing. In Chapter 5, it was 

demonstrated that the use of ba / a.2 ions, measured with high mass accuracy, provides 

valuable information regarding amino acid residue content of the N-terminal portion of a 

peptide sequence. This chapter focuses on the presentation of work dedicated to 

understanding gas phase hj ion structures when proline is the C-terminal residue of the ba 

ion and the relative stabilities of such structures following formation. 

6.2 CONFORMATIONAL CONSTRAINTS OF PROLINE - ba ION FORMATION 

To understand the role proline plays in the formation of the ba -> a2 / ys 

complementary ions from CID of doubly charged VP APR, the structural constraints that 

are unique to proline were omitted from the precursor ion by substituting N-methyl 

alanine in the second sequence position (see Scheme 6.1). N-methyl alanine (NmA) 
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Scheme 6.1 Chemical structures of neutral N-methyl Alanine and Proline 

contains a tertiary nitrogen that mimics the basicity of the proline residue, yet the side 

chain is not chemically bound to the peptide backbone, allowing a wider range of free 

motion about the carbon-carbon single bonds in the residue and eases overall rotation of 

the peptide backbone. 

MS/MS spectra obtained with CID in a quadrupole ion trap instrument are shown 

in Figure 6.2 for doubly charged VP APR and VNmAAPR. The most striking differences 

between the fragmentation patterns of the two peptide ions include the absence of doubly 

charged y4 ion and the prevalence of b? / ys complementary ions in the VNmAAPR 

spectrum. The absence of (y4)^^ ion and the decreased intensity of ion in VNmAAPR 

spectrum can be explained by the absence of the proline residue in the sequence at the 

second position. Without proline in this position to direct cleavage to the first peptide 

bond, fragment ions from this dissociation are no longer dominant. Instead, cleavage 

occurring at the second peptide bond becomes the most prominent dissociation pathway, 

forming the bi / ys complementary ions. Another interesting feature of the two spectra is 

the presence of different low mass ions. For VP APR, the ba ion is paired with the 
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formation of an aa ion (formal loss of 28 u from bi) while the VNmAAPR spectrum 

shows a peak with a m/z value equivalent to a formal loss of 71 u from the b2 ion. 

Through an MS^ experiment in which the ba ion formed from fragmentation of the 

corresponding doubly charged precursor ion is isolated and further fragmented, the 

structural characteristics of the ba ion may be determined. The fragmentation patterns of 

the respective bi ions (i.e. VNmA-bi {m/z 184.9) and VP-ba {m/z 197.0)) were measured 

and are shown in Figure 6.3. From the MS^ spectra, it can be concluded that the b2-71 

ion in the VNmAAPR MS/MS spectrum and the a2 ion in the VP APR MS/MS spectrum 

do originate from the respective hi ions rather than larger bn ions or the precursor ions. 

The VP-ba ion fragments to form not only the corresponding aj ion, but also the 

immonium ions for proline {m/z 70) and valine {m/z 72). While it is not possible for the 

VNmA-ba ion to produce the immonium ion for proline (no proline in the sequence), 

there is no formation of the valine immonium ion. It can be concluded from the vast 

differences in the resulting fragmentation patterns for each ba ion that the VNmA-ba ion 

does not have the same gas phase ion structure as the VP-b? ion that is fonned as a result 

of charge-directed dissociation of the initial protonated peptide ions (doubly charged 

VNmAAPR and VP APR, respectively). 
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6.3 MECHANISMS OF ba ION FORMATION 

6.3.1 PROTONATED OXAZALONE 

The most common bn ion structure (where n > 2) is that of a protonated 

oxazalone.'^^"^"" The formation of this ion type proceeds through a mechanistic pathway 

198 199 203 involving charge-directed peptide fragmentation as illustrated in Scheme 6.2a. ' 

The lone pairs of electrons present in the carbonyl oxygen of the adjacent carbonyl N-

temiinal to the site of protonation attack the electropositive carbonyl carbon at the 

protonation site. This initiates dissociation of the protonated peptide bond and 

rearrangement results in the formation of a cyclic protonated oxazalone (or bn ion) and 

the neutral remaining portion of the peptide. Protonated oxazalone structures may 

undergo ring opening to form an acylium bn ion structure. It is from this acylium ion that 

bn ions may lose carbon monoxide to form corresponding an ions. In fact, it has been 

reported in the literature"'*^ that presence of a bn / an ion pair is indicative of a protonated 

oxazalone structure for the corresponding bn ion. 

When proline is present in the sequence, cleavage C-terminal to proline is 

h i n d e r e d  b y  t h e  c o n f o r m a t i o n a l  c o n s t r a i n t s  o f  t h e  r e s i d u e  ( s e e  S c h e m e  6 . 2 b ) . T h e  

adjacent N-terminal carbonyl oxygen cannot easily adopt a configuration to enable an 

attack on the carbonyl carbon of the protonation site and induce dissociation of the 

peptide bond C-terminal to the proline residue. It is in this way that fragmentation N-

terminal to proline is favored when proline is centrally located in the peptide sequence. 
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proline is present in the sequence. Figure adapted from reference 
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There is still some debate as to whether the proton that directs peptide 

fragmentation is located at the carbonyl oxygen or the amide nitrogen of the amide bond 

that is broken. The carbonyl oxygen represents the more basic site and is thus, the more 

thermodynamically favored site of protonation. O-protonation facilitates a nucleophilic 

attack of the adjacent (N-terminal) carbonyl oxygen to initiate cleavage of the amide 

bond at the site of protonation as shown in Scheme 6.2.^"^ The tendency for a proline-

containing peptide to fragment the amide bond located N-terminally to the proline 

residue^^' supports the argument for O-protonation. Because the proline side chain is 

bound to the peptide backbone, the steric constraints encountered for cleavage C-terminal 

to proline make this dissociation pathway less favorable. However, it should be 

mentioned that protonation at the amide nitrogen has been shown to significantly 

decrease the C(0)-N bond order* suggesting facile cleavage of the amide bond. 

If the site of protonation were that of the amide nitrogen, then the low bond order and the 

lack of an activation barrier would allow formation of an acylium b„ ion structure.^^ This 

acylium ion could then rearrange to form the more stable oxazalone bn ion or fragment 

further to an an ion. By the relative absence of ions formed by cleavage C-terminal to 

proline residues in MS/MS spectra®''' it is believed that N-protonation of the amide 

bond (C-terminal to proline) is unlikely for proline-containing peptides. When deducing 

fragment ion structures from charge-directed fragmentation pathways, both sites of 

protonation should be considered. 
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6.3.2 DIKETOPIPERAZINE 

The free amine moiety located on the N-terminus of the peptide may initiate the 

more common protonated oxazalone structure of larger bn fragments. The mechanism of 

diketopiperazine formation is shown in Scheme 6.3 and is essentially the same as that of 

protonated oxazalone formation. The main difference is that the lone pair of electrons on 

the N-terminal amino-nitrogen, rather than the electrons on the adjacent carbonyl oxygen, 

is the initiator of attack on the carbonyl carbon at the protonation site to induce 

fragmentation. The final bi ion structure is that of a protonated, six-membered cyclic 

diketopiperazine rather than a five-membered oxazalone. 

formation of hj ions possessing a diketopiperazine structure' .200, 210, 211 , rather than the 

H Oj/^ R3 O 
I ll:( H I II 

H2N-C 

O 

H2N—C—C—OH 

H 

Neutral 

Diketopiperazine 
(hi ion) 

Scheme 6.3 Mechanism of formation of diketopiperazine bi ion and remaining neutral 
portion of fragmented peptide. 
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In peptides where proline is located within 1-2 residues of the N-terminus, 

involvement of the free amine in C-terminal proline cleavage may allow the formation of 

fragment ions that would not be predicted by the usual fragmentation patterns of proline-

containing peptides (i.e. the observed ba -> ai / ys ions from doubly charged VPDPR and 

VP APR in Figures 6.1 and 6.2). However, formation of the a.2 ion has been considered 

indicative of a corresponding bi protonated oxazalone structure that requires no 

participation of the free N-terminus for its formation.^*^® Dr. Richard O'Hair (University 

of Melbourne) performed preliminary semi-empirical calculations (AMI) to determine 

the relative stabilities of a oxazalone and a protonated diketopiperazine structure for each 

of the bi ions, VNmA-bi and VP-bi. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 

6.1 (corresponding isomeric structures for each ba ion are shown in Figure 6.4) and reveal 

that despite the presence of the aa ion in the MS^ spectrum for VP-bi ion (with loss of CO 

generally assumed to indicate a protonated oxazalone structure^®^), the diketopiperazine 

form of VP-bi was more stable by 5.71423 kcal/mole. The preliminary calculations also 

showed that the stability of VNmA-b^ was slightly greater as a protonated oxazalone than 

as a diketopiperazine (88.73372 kcal/mole versus 89.42778 kcal/mole), even though the 

VNmA-ba ion did not fragment to produce a corresponding ai ion (see Figure 6.3b). A 

series of higher level calculations, specifically Hartree-Fock calculations (HF), were then 

performed by Dr. O'Hair and are reported in Table 6.2 for various conformers of the 

oxazalone and diketopiperazine structures for each of the hj ions, VP-ba and VNmA-ba. 

In these calculations, protonation of the diketopiperazine structure is considered at either 

the carbonyl oxygen or the amide nitrogen of the amide bond. Additionally, the 
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• b2 Ion Striictiire , , 

Protonated Oxazalone 95.45758 L'8.73372 

Diketopiperazine 89.74335 89.42778 

Table 6.1 Heats of formation calculated using AMI level theoretical calculations to 
determine the relative stabilities of each b2 ion isomer for VP-bi and 
VNmA-bi. 

a) Possible structures for VP-bi ion 
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Figure 6.4 Isomeric structures for a) VP-bi ion and b) VNmA-ba ion. 
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possibility of protonation at the amide bonds between valine and the second residue 

(either proline or N-methyl alanine) and between the nitrogen of the former N-terminal 

free amine moiety and the carbonyl oxygen of the second residue were considered 

foreach diketopiperazine structure. Chemical structures for each of the isomers are 

presented with protonation at the valine amide bond and at the second residue's (either 

proline or N-methyl alanine) amide bond in Figures 6.5 and 6.6, respectively. Stability 

results from the HF calculations support the earlier AMI level calculations and revealed a 

greater theoretical stability of VP-ba ion as a diketopiperazine rather than as an oxazalone 

structure. It was further shown that the most stable VP-b? diketopiperazine conformer 

was protonated at the carbonyl oxygen of the proline amide bond in the "anti-" 

orientation. The most stable structure for the VNmA-ba ion however, was not that of the 

oxazalone, but rather the diketopiperazine structure with a protonation site at the carbonyl 

oxygen of the N-methyl alanine amide bond in the "syn-" orientation. Further 

experimental evidence was needed to assign a correct hz ion structure to the appropriate 

peptides. 
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CheiMical 
Stiucture Amide Bond 

Protonation 
Site Orientation 

VP-b? VNmA-b2 
Hf 

(kcal/roelj 

Figure 6.5 a) Val N :'y.4277:r" 

Figure 6.5 b) Val 0 Anti- 81.17281 82.06224 

Figure 6.5 c) Val O Syn- 82.28018 82.57437 

Figure 6.6 a) Pro (or NmA) N Anti- 92.53497 89.90600 

Figure 6.6 b) Pro (or NmA) N Syn- 89.37849 90.21976 

Figure 6.6 c) Pro (or NmA) O Anti- 79.56846* 81.52143 

Figure 6.6 d) Pro (or NmA) 0 Syn- 80.04486 76.99710" 

® These values are the origina results for A M1 level calcul ations as previously reported 
in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.2 Heats of formation calculated using HF level theoretical calculations to 
determine the relative stabilities of each ba diketopiperazine conformer for 
VP-b2 and VNmA-ba. 
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VNmA-b2 VP-b2 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Figure 6.5 Chemical structures for the various possible conformations of 
diketopiperazine bs ions when protonated at the valine amide bond a) 
nitrogen, b) carbonyl oxygen in the anti- orientation and c) carbonyl 
oxygen in the syn- orientation. 
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VNmA-b2 VP-b2 

b) 

c) 

d) 

Figure 6.6 Chemical structures for the various possible conformations of 
diketopiperazine bg ions when protonated at the second residue's (either 
N-methyl alanine or proline) amide bond a) nitrogen, b) carbonyl oxygen 
in the anti- orientation and c) carbonyl oxygen in the syn- orientation. 
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6.4 EVIDENCE FOR DIKETOPIPERAZINE VP-bi 

6.4.1 FRAGMENTATION OF SYNTHETIC DIKETOPIPERAZINE VP-bi 

One of the classic methods to determine proposed gas phase ion structures is to 

fragment a synthetic compound that was customized to have the same structure as the 

suspected structure. A comparison of the fragmentation patterns for the synthetic 

compound, assuming its structure does not change significantly upon ionization, and the 

ion in question will reveal similarities or differences in the two structures. Cyclo-PV, a 

synthetic version of the diketopiperazine VP-bi ion (see Figure 6.4a), is commercially 

available from BACHEM (Bubendorf, Switzerland). As shown in Figure 6.7, the 

fragmentation patterns for singly charged cyclo-PV and for the VP-bi ion formed initially 

by fragmentation of doubly charged VP APR are similar. The dominant fragmentation 

pathway involves the loss of carbon monoxide for both ions, resulting in ai ion as the 

base peak in the VP-bi MS^ spectrum (Figure 6.7a) and MH^ - CO as the base peak in the 

cyclo-PV MS/MS spectrum (Figure 6.7b). Even more subtle features of the two spectra 

are identical: immonium ions are formed for both residues, proline and valine (m/z 70 

and 72) and peaks are present at m/z values of 141, 152, and 180 corresponding to 

sequential losses of water and ammonia (appropriate labels are provided in Figure 6.7). It 

should be noted that there are minor differences between the two spectra. For example, 

singly charged, synthetic diketopiperazine VP produces a minor peak at m/z 152 that is 

absent from the MS^ spectrum for VP-bw ion. Other differences between the pairs of 

spectra are the relative peak intensities for the immonium ions, loss of ammonia from the 

precursor ion (m/z 180) and the loss equivalent to two CO molecules (m/z 141). 
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Figure 6.7 CID-LCQ spectra of a) bi fragment formed by MS/MS of doubly charged 

VPAPR and b) singly charged cyclo(-PV). 
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The residual internal energy of the precursor ions resulting from ionization for 

cyclo(-PV) and from previous CID activation for VP-bi may contribute to these spectral 

differences. However, the high degree of similarity in the fragmentation patterns for a 

synthetic diketopiperazine VP ion and the VP-bi ion provides further evidence the VP-b2 

ion does have a gas phase diketopiperazine structure. 

6.4.2 N-TERMINAL ACETYLATION 

As previously described, the N-terminal moiety must be a free amine to initiate 

formation of a diketopiperazine ba ion structure. By chemically modifying the free amino 

terminus with acetylation (resulting in CH3(C0)NH.... as the N-terminal functional 

group), the formation of a diketopiperazine ba ion structure can be prevented. (Details for 

the modification procedure were provided in Chapter 2). The formation of a protonated 

oxazalone bi ion (originating from nucleophilic attack of the protonated carbonyl carbon 

by the adjacent carbonyl oxygen) would not be affected by this chemical modification to 

the peptide sequence. 

The MS/MS spectrum for doubly charged acetylated-VPAPR is given in Figure 

6.8. The ba ion is expected to occur at m/z 239.9; the inset spectrum shows a magnified 

version of the MS/MS spectrum from m/z 215 to 250. No ion peaks at m/z 239.9 that are 

significantly higher than the spectral noise were detected, consistent with involvement of 

the free amine of the peptide N-terminus in of the formation of the VP-bi. It can be 
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concluded that the correct structure for this ion is a diketopiperazine or other ion formed 

by the involvement of the free N-terminus that is not an oxazalone structure. 

6.5 EVIDENCE FOR OXAZALONE VNmA-bi 

6.5.1 N-TERMINAL ACETYLATION 

Chemical modification of the N-terminus of the NmA-containing peptide 

sequence by acetylation should not affect the propensity of this precursor ion to fragment 

to form a ba ion if that ion is produced through the protonated oxazalone dissociation 

pathway. Recall that the formation of an oxazalone structure required attack of the 

adjacent carbonyl oxygen electrons on the electropositive carbonyl carbon at the site of 

protonation (see Scheme 6.2). Modification of the free amine on the N-terminus should 

have little or no affect on the formation of oxazalone bn ions and therefore, not prevent 

the formation of VNmA-b? ion from the acetylated VNmAAPR precursor ion. 

Figure 6.9 shows the MS/MS spectrum from CID activation in the LCQ 

instrument for singly charged acetylated VNmAAPR. There is a strong ba ion peak 

present at m/z 221 A, indicating that the N-terminus amine is not involved in the 

formation of this bi ion. Unfortunately, the low mass cutoff inherent in CID-LCQ spectra 

prevented the measurement of the corresponding ba - 71 ion. There is no way to 

determine if the N-terminal modification affected the formation of this ion from the CID-

LCQ data. The identity of the ba - 71 ion has remained ambiguous with level of mass 

accuracy that could be obtained with CID-LCQ data. 
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6.9 MS/MS of singly charged N-acetylated VNmAAPR acquired by CID-LCQ. The presence of m/z 227.4 
indicates the free amino-terminus in VNmAAPR is not involved in the formation of the VNmA-ba 
fragment ion. 
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6.5.2 IDENTIFICATION OF VNmA-bi - 71 ION 

There are two possible pathways by which the VNmA-b2 ion could formally lose 

a mass equivalent to 71 u, each of which originate from either the diketopiperazine or 

protonated oxazalone VNmA-ba ion structures. The possible product ions with m/z 

values equivalent to ba - 71 are shown in Figure 6.10 and cannot be distinguished from 

one another at the level of mass accuracy available in CID-LCQ data {+/- 0.5 u). 

Fortunately, the b2-71 ions possible trom each bi structure have unique elemental 

compositions, providing a mass difference (0.0364 u) that can be distinguished with high 

resolution and mass accuracy measurements in a Fourier-transform mass spectrometer 

(FTMS). Figure 6.11 shows the MS/MS spectrum resulting from sustained off resonance 

irradiation - CID (SORI-CID) of singly charged VNmAAPR measured with high mass 

accuracy and resolution. SORI-CID in the FTMS can be achieved^by accelerating 

the precursor ion of interest (i.e. singly charged VNmAAPR) in the presence of nitrogen 

a) \ O b) 

HN CH 
P CHs H/ N'CH 

V / CH, 
CH3 

CsHizNO^ CsHgNOa^ 
(114.0919 u) (114.0555 u) 

Figure 6.10 Possible hi - 71 ions resulting from either a) the diketopiperazine bi ion or 
b) the oxazalone bi ion. 
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Figure 6.11 High resolution measurements of bi-Tl fragment ion from SORI-CID/RE spectrum of singly charged 
VNmAAPR. Measured fragment ion m/z value matches that of the loss of a portion of the valine residue 
from an oxazalone ba ion rather than the cross-ring cleavage of the isomeric diketopiperazine ba ion. 
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(-10'^ Torr) with an off-resonance RF potential that is usually offset by -1000 Hz from 

the cyclotron frequency of the ions. When the ion's cyclotron frequency and the off-

resonance frequency are near the same phase, the orbit of the ions will expand, causing 

the ions to collide with Ni molecules and thus, achieving collision induced dissociation. 

When the two frequencies are 180° out of phase, the ions will relax back to the center of 

the FTMS cell. The orbital frequencies of the fragment ions resulting from CID can then 

be measured and converted to an MS/MS spectrum by Fast Fourier transformation. The 

ba - 71 ion has an accurate mass of 114.0553 u when the MS/MS spectrum is internally 

calibrated using the immonium ion from arginine at m/z 112.0900. This measured mass 

is closest to that of the ba - 71 ion arising from loss of a portion of the valine side chain 

from the oxazalone VNmA-ba ion structure and is inconsistent with cross ring cleavage 

of the diketopiperazine structure (see inset for Figure 6.11), indirectly providing further 

evidence that the VNmA-ba ion is a protonated oxazalone. 

6.6 SUMMARY 

Theoretical semi-empirical calculations predicted the more stable structure for a 

proline-containing ba ion was that of a diketopiperazine (when proline is in the second 

residue position) rather than an oxazalone, despite a ba fragmentation pattern that shows 

loss of carbon monoxide. The loss of CO, forming the corresponding &2 ion, has been 

considered a marker for a protonated oxazalone ba ion. Experimental evidence, including 

chemical modification of the N-terminus of the peptide and comparison of fragmentation 
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patterns for the hj ion and a corresponding synthetic diketopiperazine, supports the 

suggestion that the VP-bi ion is a diketopiperazine. 

These results directly support previous work by Eckart and coworkers in which a 

GP-ba ion was determined to have a diketopiperazine structure. The larger impact of 

this work on automated sequencing relies on the refinement of the proline "rule" in which 

enhanced cleavage N-terminal to proline residues are expected. The cleavage C-terminal 

to proline can and does occur in bioactive peptides as demonstrated by research presented 

in this chapter. The overall stability of the hz diketopiperazine ion may encourage its 

formation if the transition state structure is close to that of the product diketopiperazine 

structure. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

The ability of mass spectrometry, when used with separations techniques and 

automated algorithms for peptide sequencing, to identify ever smaller quantities of 

proteins from increasingly complex mixtures allows it to be considered key technology in 

the field of proteomics. Mass spectrometry will remain a powerful tool for protein 

identification with expected technological advances in sensitivity, mass accuracy and 

increased automation of sampling methods. The primary goal of this dissertation 

research was to compare and contrast the efficiency of low energy (< 100 eV) collisional 

activation techniques, specifically collision induced dissociation (CID) and surface 

induced dissociation (SID), for peptide sequencing. The success rates of several popular 

automated sequencing algorithms were determined for matching CID and SID tandem 

mass spectrometry (MS/MS) spectra to the correct peptide sequence. Finally, some 

aspects of gas phase ion chemistry were explored for the unexpected formation of 

fragment ions resulting from cleavage C-terminal to proline residues. All of these 

research efforts are key to understanding various aspects of peptide fragmentation and 

sequencing by mass spectrometry. Results from these studies are valuable for the 

improvement of current methods to identify proteins by mass spectrometry. 
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The purpose of this brief chapter is to summarize the overall conclusions that can 

be drawn from the data presented in this dissertation and provide suggestions for future 

directions to continue and strengthen mass spectrometry research in the field of 

proteomics. 

A number of automated sequencing algorithms have been developed in the last 

decade, with various strategies for elucidating peptide sequences from MS/MS data. 

To date, no comparison studies for the success rates of automated sequencing 

algorithms to match sets of MS/MS spectra to the correct peptide or protein sequences 

have been reported in the literature. Without prior knowledge of the relative efficiency of 

automated sequencing by each algorithm, it is difficult for researchers to know which 

algorithm would produce the most reliable protein identification results for MS/MS data 

acquired by a given mass spectrometer. Researchers may simply choose the most 

popular sequencing algorithm without consideration of the type of MS/MS data that will 

be matched to peptide sequences and ultimately, protein identities. Until the work 

presented in this dissertation, no such criteria had been developed or reported for the 

selection of an automated sequencing algorithm to interpret MS/MS data on the basis of 

the type of instrument from which the spectra were acquired and the subsequent 

sequencing information content of those spectra. Prior to comparing the value of 

sequencing information content present in CID and SID MS/MS spectra, a baseline for 

the typical success rates of publicly available sequencing algorithms was determined for 

CID MS/MS data for a set of ~60 peptides with a median sequence length of 8 amino 
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acid residues. Because low energy CID is the most common ion activation technique 

currently used in MS/MS experiments for protein identification'®®' algorithm results 

for CID spectral databases are considered to be representative of typical success rates for 

routine proteomic experiments. Efforts made in Chapter 3 to identify strengths and 

weaknesses of the various algorithms for interpretation of CID MS/MS spectra will allow 

improvements of the current algorithms to be made. Drawing from the knowledge of 

each algorithm's strengths can assist the development of new automated sequencing 

programs using innovative strategies for automated sequencing. Various factors were 

found to affect the efficiency of the algorithms to match the correct peptide sequence to 

raw MS/MS data. These factors include, but are not limited to, the mass spectrometer 

from which the MS/MS spectra were produced and any inherent instrumental 

characteristics, the precursor and fragement ion charge state, the presence of low mass 

fragment ions and the quality of the mass accuracy and resolution available in the spectra. 

For example, it was determined that SEQUEST produced the correct peptide 

sequences as the highest ranked matches to ion trap (CID-LCQ) spectra more often than 

the remaining algorithms, regardless of precursor ion charge state. Of the CID-LCQ 

spectra correctly matched to a peptide sequence by SEQUEST, a significant fraction of 

spectra from singly charged precursor ions were assigned the correct peptide exclusively 

by SEQUEST. SEQUEST's scoring routine was originally developed using CID-LCQ 

spectra to develop a general model for peptide fragmentation.^ The higher success rate 

for SEQUEST with singly charged CID-LCQ spectra may be attributed to customization 

of SEQUEST's scoring routine for spectra acquired with the ion trap. However, MS-Tag 
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and Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search and Sequence Query performed nearly as well as 

SEQUEST for spectra from doubly charged precursor ions. The dependence of the 

algorithms' success rates on precursor ion charge state is directly related to the overall 

mobility of the ionizing proton(s) along the peptide backbone. With one basic residue in 

the sequence, a singly charged precursor ion is fragmented to a lesser extent because the 

ionizing proton is sequestered at the basic side chain. However, adding a second proton 

to the same peptide sequence (i.e. a doubly charged precursor ion with one basic residue) 

allows a greater extent of fragmentation along the peptide backbone because this second 

proton is available to initiate charge-directed fragmentation. Ion statistics for the CID 

spectral database support this conclusion because longer stretches of contiguous ions 

series are present in spectra from doubly charged precursor ions than in spectra from 

singly charged precursor ions. Thus, a greater percentage of the sequence may be 

identified through a de novo sequencing approach for doubly charged peptide ions than 

their singly charged counterparts. 

The success rates for all algorithms improved for matching the correct peptide 

sequence to quadrupole-time-of-flight (CID-QTOF) spectra for singly charged precursor 

ions, relative to algorithm results for the corresponding CID-LCQ spectra. There are two 

features of CID-QTOF spectra that contributed to the increase in success rates; i) 

sequencing information below the low mass cutoff region of the CID-LCQ spectra is 

present in CID-QTOF spectra and ii) higher mass accuracy and resolution of adjacent 

peaks is inherent in CID-QTOF spectra. Immonium ions (low m/z fragment ions that can 

identify the presence of certain residues in the unknown sequence) and small bn and yn 
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ions present in the CID-QTOF spectra below the low mass cutoff for corresponding CID-

LCQ spectra provide valuable sequencing information. The number of candidate 

sequences that pass the initial peptide molecular weight criteria for database searching 

algorithms can be further reduced by the compositional information provided by 

immonium ions. Detection of small b„ and yn ions, in addition to the larger bn and yn ions 

present in both ion trap and QTOF MS/MS spectra, form longer stretches of contiguous 

ion series in CID-QTOF spectra, allowing the identification of longer sequence tags for 

the unknown sequences. It was also shown that improved mass accuracy in the 

measurement of a precursor ion m/z value in the QTOF spectra reduced the number of 

candidate peptide sequences by narrowing the range of candidate peptide molecular 

weights that were considered. However, the mass accuracy of the CID-QTOF spectra in 

this work was not sufficient to identify a peptide sequence solely on the basis of 

precursor ion mass. 

Dependence of algorithm success on precursor ion charge state was evident in the 

automated sequencing results for CID-QTOF spectra. Doubly charged precursor ions 

fi-agment to form doubly charged fragment ions more frequently in CID-QTOF spectra 

than in corresponding CID-LCQ spectra. Automated algorithms that do not consider the 

formation of multiply charged fragment ions in MS/MS spectra (i.e. SEQUEST and MS-

Tag) produced worse results for CID-QTOF spectra fi-om doubly charged precursor ions 

than either Mascot's MS/MS Ion Search or Sequence Query, which do use multiply 

charged fi-agment ions during automated sequencing. Recent versions of SEQUEST that 
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became available after completion of this dissertation work now include the use of 

multiply charged fragment ions for automated sequencing. 

The most significant drawbacks to the studies presented in Chapter 3 for the 

comparison of automated sequencing algorithms included the poorer than typical mass 

accuracy of the CID-QTOF spectra and the limited number of pairs of LCQ/QTOF 

spectra used in the comparison. QTOF instruments can routinely achieve mass tolerances 

of +/-10 parts per million (ppm) for fragment ions present in peptide MS/MS spectra (i.e. 

+/- 0.015 u at m/z 1500)."'^ The CID-QTOF spectra acquired for the algorithm 

comparison had mass tolerances one order of magnitude less accurate than what is 

typically available from QTOF mass analyzers (i.e. +/- 100 ppm, which is equivalent to 

+/- 0.15 u at m/z 1500). Therefore, the importance of mass accuracy on peptide 

sequencing from CID-QTOF spectra is misrepresented by the lower quality of the CID-

QTOF spectra included in this comparison. The quality of the data must be accepted in 

its current format because these spectra were acquired through collaborative efforts with 

researchers at Bristol Myers Squibb in Princeton, NJ; no QTOF instrument is currently 

available for peptide sequencing at the University of Arizona. 

The number of pairs of CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra was limited to a 

relatively small set. However, statistical analysis of 3309 CID-LCQ spectra (from a 

larger peptide spectral database provided to the Wysocki group by Smith and coworkers 

at Pacific Northwest National Laboratories)'^ produced fragment ion statistics that were 

comparable to the results obtained for 29 CID-LCQ spectra used in the algorithm 

comparison study. Many of the spectra for which none of the automated algorithms 
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could provide a correct sequence had fragmentation patterns in which a few low energy 

dissociation pathways were favored. These spectra that contain "atypical fragmentation" 

patterns (as defined in Chapter 3 as the absence of stretches of contiguous ion series) 

were categorized based on the presence of certain amino acid residues involved in the 

dissociation. Some of these enhanced cleavage situations (i.e. resulting from the 

presence of proline, aspartic acid, or histidine in tryptic peptides) have been previously 

observed and investigated^'^' while others remain unexplored. Understanding the 

specific conditions necessary to induce peptide fragmentation via enhanced cleavage 

dissociations would allow improvements to be made on the current model for predicting 

peptide fragmentation. 

The most efficient way to acquire a large number of peptide MS/MS spectra 

generated by SID activation for the comparison to CID spectra was to develop liquid 

chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) methods for the analysis of 

protein digests. The novel development of methods to achieve chromatographic 

separation of protein digests prior to ionization (analogous to commercial CID 

instruments) for a custom built mass spectrometer with SID capabilities is reported in 

Chapter 4. Only one other SID instrument has been reported to have any kind of 

separation technique coupled to the front end of the instrument; Russell and coworkers' ̂ "* 

have recently developed an SID time-of-flight mass spectrometer with ion mobility 

separation immediately before ion activation by surface collisions. 
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A capillary LC system allows the separation of tryptic digestion products (i.e. 

peptides) at flow rates appropriate for direct coupling to an electrospray ionization (ESI) 

source (~nL-^L/min). Interfacing the capillary LC system with the dual quadrupole SID 

instrument (SID-QQ) was accomplished and methods were developed to automatically 

acquire SID peptide MS/MS data. Data dependent scanning was realized with the 

incorporation of the Merlin Interface (ABB Extrel; Pittsburgh, PA) as a data acquisition 

system for the SID-QQ instrument. The mass spectrometer can be automatically 

switched from single stage (MS) mode (to measure precursor ion m/z values) to tandem 

(MS/MS) mode (to isolate a precursor ion population, activate the ions by SID and 

measure the fragment ion m/z values) when precursor ion peak intensity surpasses a user-

defined threshold without human intervention. One of the largest SID spectral databases 

of 243 MS/MS spectra was compiled for SID activated peptide ions using the developed 

LC-MS/MS methods, with smaller subsets of 112 and 60 spectra used for direct 

comparison to CID-LCQ and CID-QTOF spectra, respectively, for sequencing 

information content. A major contribution of the SID and CID spectral comparison work 

to current peptide sequencing knowledge is the acquisition of large numbers of SID 

MS/MS spectra from peptide ions that structurally mimic tryptic digestion products. 

From this spectral database, some generalizations about SID fragmentation patterns as 

acquired in the dual quadrupole SID instrument can be made. However, many peptide 

SID MS/MS spectra could not be included in the SID/CID comparison study because the 

signal-to-noise ratios were too low. This issue was brought to the attention of the 

Wysocki research group and future efforts have been planned to improve signal and 
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overall performance of the dual quadrupole instrument by incorporating an ion funnel 

into the ESI source region to increase the number of ions introduced into the mass 

spectrometer. 

The narrowness of the internal energy distribution for ions activated by collisions 

with a surface is a beneficial feature of SID activation that has been exploited for 

mechanistic studies on peptide fragmentation.^^' Unfortunately, the same 

narrowness of internal energy distribution (and a relatively short timeframe for the 

instrument between ion activation and mass analysis) has been problematic when using 

SID at a single collision energy to activate peptide ions of various sequence 

compositions, sizes and charge states, as is found in protein digests. The selected SID 

collision energy may not impart enough internal energy to a high molecular weight, 

singly charged precursor ion to provide comprehensive sequencing information. At the 

same SID collision energy, a doubly charged precursor ion of the same molecular weight 

may have excess internal energy imparted to it, producing a MS/MS spectrum with only 

low m/z fragmentation information. The use of mixed composition 

fluorocarbon/hydrocarbon SAMs as target surfaces provided a small degree of 

broadening of the internal energies, but did not adequately broaden the distribution to 

produce fragment ions across the scanned m/z range for peptides with a variety of 

sequence characteristics. A universal collision energy for activation of all peptides in a 

single LC-MS/MS run could not be defined using either single component or mixed 

composition SAMs. 
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To use SID in a practical way for LC-MS/MS analysis, allowing a longer 

timeframe for dissociation and collision energy ramping must be incorporated in the 

automated acquisition of SID MS/MS spectra. Rather than defining a fixed target surface 

potential during the entire MS/MS data acquisition, negatively ramping the surface 

potential (or alternately, positively ramping the ion source potential) over the course of 

data acquisition would allow the measurement of fragmentation for a precursor ion at a 

number of different SID collision energies. Averaging the resulting MS/MS spectra into 

a single MS/MS spectrum is expected to produce an SID-QQ spectrum containing 

fragment ions with good signal-to-noise ratios across the scanned m/z range. 

Internal energy deposition has been demonstrated to vary linearly with laboratory 

collision energy for SID activation of small protonated peptide ions.'' Relative to low 

energy CID activation achieved under conditions for multiple ion-atom collisions, SID 

may impart higher average internal energies to precursor ions. For fragmentation of large 

biomolecules, it is possible that SID activation may produce MS/MS spectra with more 

comprehensive fragmentation information that would be useful for peptide sequencing. 

Although other researchers have previously reported SID and CID comparisons^ "" the 

study described in Chapter 5 is novel because the activated peptide ions had sequence 

lengths and residue compositions that are more representative of protein digestion 

products from "real-world" protein identification experiments. 

Automated sequencing algorithms, originally designed to match CID spectra with 

peptide sequences, performed poorly for corresponding SID spectra. Analysis of the 
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fragment ion content of SID and CID spectra demonstrated that the same general types 

of fragment ions are formed by both collisional activation techniques (i.e. a,,-, bn-, and yn-

type ions, internal sequence ions and immonium ions). However, subtle differences in 

the number of fragment ions of a given category that are present in SID and CID spectra 

hinder conventional automated sequencing with SID spectra. Peptide SID MS/MS 

spectra do contain bn and yn ions, but rarely is a contiguous series of either of these ion 

types longer than three consecutive peaks. Conventional automated algorithms that 

anticipate peptide fragmentation to result in the formation of series of bn or y„ ions often 

do not match the correct peptide to SID spectra. Once SID peptide spectra were acquired 

with higher mass accuracy and resolution in a hybrid sector-time-of-flight than what was 

initially available with the dual quadrupole instrument, unconventional approaches to 

peptide sequencing became available. A simplified version of "patchwork peptide 

sequencing"^ was used with Mascot's Sequence Query to successfully match SID peptide 

spectra to the correct sequence using a database searching strategy. The main conclusion 

that can be drawn from this portion of work is that alternative methods to acquire peptide 

sequencing information (i.e. research-based tools like SID activation) generate valuable 

information for peptide sequencing, but require innovative tactics to utilize that 

information. 

Patchwork sequencing requires highly accurate measurements of fragment and 

precursor ion m/z values. The development of a mass spectrometer with SID capabilities 

that can produce MS/MS spectra with high mass accuracy and resolution is necessary to 

use SID for practical peptide sequencing. The sector-TOF instrument used to acquire 
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SID spectra with high mass accuracy in Chapter 5 did not have a working ESI source and 

thus, could not be coupled to an LC system for analysis of protein digests. The number 

of SID spectra that could be tested with the patchwork sequencing approach was limited 

by the commercial availability of lyophilized bioactive peptides with sequences present 

in a database. Modifications to the dual quadrupole instrument have been proposed to 

enable the acquisition of SID and CID peptide spectra within the same instrument. 

Replacement of the second quadrupole (after the target surface) with a hexapole provides 

a region in the mass analyzer where low energy CID could be performed or SID activated 

ions could be trapped. Timeframes for dissociation could be lengthened to identify the 

effect of dissociation time on SID fragmentation pattems. The fragment ions, formed by 

either CID or SID, could then be mass analyzed by orthogonal acceleration into a time-

of-flight mass analyzer (similar to a QTOF). Incorporating a TOF analyzer to measure 

fragment ion m/z values will allow higher mass accuracy and better resolution to be 

achieved for SID spectra. This instrument will be built by the Wysocki research with 

funding provided by the National Science Foundation. 

Deriving sequence criteria from the SID spectra was performed manually for 

patchwork sequencing, but these steps could be easily automated. While Mascot's 

Sequence Query is a database searching algorithm that worked quite well for the handful 

of SID peptide spectra submitted to patchwork sequencing, the development of a similar 

database searching algorithm with a scoring routine that has been customized for SID 

fragmentation pattems would be advantageous for practical sequencing. 
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Understanding how gas phase ion chemistry affects the types of fragment ions 

present in MS/MS spectra, and thus, the sequencing information content of the spectra, is 

necessary to develop a more sophisticated model of peptide fragmentation. The most 

popular model of peptide fragmentation predicts cleavage of every amide bond along the 

peptide backbone, forming bn and yn ions, and allowing sequencing of the peptide 

through contiguous series of these ions. This model has been effective with most of the 

sequencing algorithms that are currently available by allowing protein identifications to 

be made. However, as previously mentioned, several residue specific cleavages have 

been observed and reported that interrupt a predictable continuous series. Specifically, 

enhanced cleavage effects observed in MS/MS spectra have been related to the presence 

of proline, aspartic acid and histidine in a peptide.'^' Cleavage N-terminal to 

proline residues is commonly observed as an enhanced cleavage in low energy peptide 

spectra.^'" It has been proposed that this trend could be incorporated into automated 

algorithms and used to more accurately predict the spectral appearance of MS/MS spectra 

for candidate peptide sequences. However, it was revealed by work reported in Chapter 6 

that cleavage C-terminal to proline residues can and does occur. Specifically, when 

proline occurs in the second residue position of either VPDPR or VP APR, a stable 

diketopiperazine ba ion is formed by cleavage C-terminal to the proline residue. 

Interestingly, the presence of a fragment ion peak corresponding to the formal loss of 

carbon monoxide (i.e. an ai ion) led us to originally believe the ba ion structure was an 

oxazalone. Substitution of the proline residue by N-methyl alanine in the second residue 

position produced a ba ion whose MS^ spectrum was quite different from that of the 
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proline-containing ba ion. The loss of 71 from the bi ion (i.e. a b2-71 ion) was the 

dominant fragmentation pathway for dissociation of the VNmA-bi ion. Semi-empirical 

calculations suggest the most stable structure for both of these hj ions to be a 

diketopiperazine that is protonated at the carbonyl oxygen of the amide bond formed 

between the free amine moiety of the N-terminus and the carbonyl of the second residue 

(either proline or N-methyl alanine). However, fragmentation patterns of the ba ions 

contain significant differences, suggesting that the hj ions actually have different gas 

phase ion structures. Stability calculations using higher level theory needs to be 

performed to validate the results from the initial semi-empirical calculations. If the gas 

phase structures of the ba ions are truly unique, the rate of hydrogen/deuterium exchange 

in the gas phase may provide further evidence of their true structures. 

The unexpected formation of fragment ions resulting from cleavage C-terminal to 

proline supports the need for larger spectral databases of peptide MS/MS spectra. 

Although fragment ions formed by cleavage C-terminal to proline are less likely to be 

present in MS/MS spectra than ions formed by cleavage N-terminal to proline, it has been 

observed. By interrogation of larger spectral databases, infrequent exceptions to the 

developed enhanced cleavage "rules" may be noted. Completely understanding the 

conditions in which a rule might fail allows even further sophistication of the current 

model for predicting peptide fragmentation. General conclusions regarding peptide 

fragmentation must be carefully drawn even for larger spectral databases because, as 

demonstrated throughout this dissertation research, the ion activation technique and the 
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mass spectrometer from which the spectra are acquired (among other factors) affect the 

sequencing information present in MS/MS spectra. 

All research efforts reported in this dissertation may play an important role in the 

improvement of current MS/MS methods to match peptide sequences with raw MS/MS 

data. Now that typical success rates for popular automated algorithms have been 

determined, future improvements for individual algorithms may be focused on the 

weaknesses described in Chapter 3. The strengths of each algorithm may be exploited to 

develop yet another automated sequencing algorithm with higher rates of protein 

identification than currently available. Efforts made to couple an SID mass spectrometer 

with separations techniques and automating the acquisition of SID spectra for protein 

digests have initiated the use of SID for practical peptide sequencing. The modifications 

made to the patchwork peptide sequencing approach for SID data interpretation will 

enable successful automated peptide sequencing for SID spectra. Finally, an exception to 

the trend for peptide cleavage N-terminal to proline residues has been investigated. 

Further refinement of enhanced cleavage "rules" will ultimately improve the current 

model for predicting peptide fragmentation by low energy collisional activation 

techniques. 
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APPENDIX A MACRO CODE FOR LC-MS/MS SID DATA ACQUISITION 

LCMS.pml: Allows data dependent scanning for LC-MS/MS analysis with SID 

# Macro written by Lori Smith (August 2001) 
# This macro will allow automatic detection of peptide peak, switching of electronics 
# from MS to MS/MS modes and data acquisition for abundant peptide precursor ions. 

collectjpause # Data acquisition paused 

listclear 

timer=0 

while (timer < 3360) 

ions 

ions „ 300,2000 # Establishes MS mass range 

scan_time=1.0 # Sets time per single scan 

jSsh 

x=mass 

y=height(x) 

ify> 1750 

miens 1211 =1 # Puts Q1 in RF/DC only mode 

rfonlyslope 1= 33 

ions 

ions x„20,2000 #Established MS/MS ion selection and mass range 

scan_time=3.0 # Sets time per single scan 

list append(timer/60,1 ):list_append(x,2) # Creates precursor m/z vs. 

# time list 

miens 1127 62.5 # SSLens3 to 60.5V 

miens 1227 36.6 # Target Surface set to 45.0V 

miens 1128 34.0 # SSLens6 to 34.0V 

miens 1203 40.0 # SSLensS to 37.5V 
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LCMS.oml: (cont'd) 

miens 1132 16.4 # SSLens9 to 14.4V 

miens 1008 =4 # Preamp_2_Gain set to lO'^lO 

fqoffset 3,990,39.1 # Q3__Pole_Bias set 36.1V 

doze(2.0) # Pauses macro for 2 sec while electronics catch up 

collect resume # Data acquisition restarted 

repeat 8 # 8 MS/MS spectra acquired 

fish 

end 

collectjpause # Data acquisition paused 

fqoffset 3,900,85.2 # Q3 Pole Bias set at 85.2V 

miens 1008 =3 # PreAmp_2_Gain set to 10^9 

miens 1127 1 # SSLensS to O.OV 

miens 1227 72.4 # Target Surface set to 90.0V 

miens 1128 64 # SSLens6 to 63.5V 

miens 1203 50 # SSLens8 to 47.4V 

miens 1132 45 # SSLens9 to 43.4V 

miens 1211 =0 # Puts Q1 in RF only mode 

doze(1.5) 

end 

end 

collect stop # Data acquisition stopped 
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MKDTA.pml: Allows automatic creation of .dta files from raw MS/MS spectra 

# Macro written by Lori Smith (August 2001) 
# This macro will generate a peak area report for a spectrum in the SPEC view (no 
# baseline correction). 
# The report will include m/z, peak area, and relative abundance. 

if % 1 ;else;% 1 =20;end # Start mass (defaults to 20) 
if %2;else;%2=520;end # End mass (defaults to 520) 
if %3;else;%3=7000;end # MH+ mass (defaults to 7000) 
if %4;else;%4=l ;end # Charge state (defaults to 1) 

listclear 
list_insert(%3,1,1): list_insert(%4,1,2) # Sends MH+ mass and charge state to lists 

y=%l 
IF y=l:y+=l:ELSE:END 
a=area(%l,%2) # a is area of base peak between user-specified start and 

# end masses. 
While y<=%2 # Starts loop until y = end mass. 

x=area(y) # x is area of peak close to y. 
If(x!=0) 

ATot=(x/a* 100) # Calculates relative abundance of peak in 
# terms of area. 

list_append(y, 1 ):list_append(ATot,2) # Sends mass and relative 
# abundance to lists. 

end 
y+=l # Increments y by 1. 

end 
end 
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APPENDIX B SID AND CID SPECTRAL DATABASES 

All peptide MS/MS spectra acquired throughout the course of this dissertation 

research have been archived in electronic format on compact discs that are available from 

the Wysocki Research Laboratory for public access. 
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